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aising the subject of  good cop ~ bad cop...  but first a few things to store in the frontal lobes. 
We were “made in their image” minus a few minor details, like immortality and full cellular memory.             
Many reasons for this: the least of which humanity would have overrun and outnumbered its lord-and 

master system in very short order.  The greater of which; was to be able to control the slaves in the system. By 
imprinting from birth the gods and lords to be “feared” and “obeyed” and calling it “religious belief” as dogma. 
Over many millenia and some upgrading of the common-sense factor (intelligence), we have begun to see that 
which should be obvious (to some anyway).                                                                                       1endnotes  C+F+endnotes 
The idea that religions can create happiness...  
The paradigm that we need a system of hierarchy... 
The thinking that we cannot survive without a money system... 
The belief that we have enemies everywhere – why is that?  Competing, being competetive translates to 
being the bully on the block.  That at all times someone must scramble to the top.   Yeah – that  is peace-ful!  Not. 
So ~ we have all become a Game of Charades for those gods. “God” refers to other gods in the bibles. How come? 
What was once called a Dog and Pony show, that’s how come. Just like Pavlov’s puppies, we dance to the puppe-
teers’ tune. All the while doing the same things and expecting different results.                                                   other gods Exodus 12:12 
It really is a case of Garbage-in-garbage out, yet the gods know full well all of this! This is why they invent wars. 
Playing cat & mouse with our [lack of] intellect.   The seven sins were instilled for a reason – for we humans  to 
teach ourselves to reject them. Not many homo sapiens do. 
So, when a “good guy” approaches our “leaders” (full of those seven sins) and offers a way out – how many of 
our sinful “leaders” took that Opportunity. None, not one. Why was that? Because it meant not making money 
out of the deal, it meant not raping and pillaging the blue planet for personal profit. It meant no individual 
would gain more than another.      
That was why the puppeteers made the offer!  Knowing full well that our “leaders” were serving-self. 
So along comes Valiant Thor and entourage from Venus. Providing helpful guidance with an element of Truth 
within – knowing full well that the “leaders” of  humans (clones as they were) would take a year to “think about 
the deal” - then knock it back.  All that technology !  The carrot at the end of thelongterm  profitable stick. 
Keeping in mind these same visitors have time travel, produced Revelation, live forever, and, like Enlil, are bitter  
and twisted having suffered “jealousy” and “wrathfullness” requiring us to fear him, and admitted it. 
Thus: there are a tiny few hints in the following video which give their game away. 
One that struck me about three parts thru the video was Valiant Thor’s comment (attitude) towards the fate of 
those who treated their fellow mankind as they did. We, [the “leaders” on our behalf]  with our own tiny rep-
tilian brains, agreed whole-heartedly with the sentiment he offered.  Putting no further thought into why it was 
said. I will leave that think-ing with you.  
The final point to be made is that of the Off Worlders underground, who control, the boundaries of the western 
hemisphere -  have been shooting other Off Worlders with better intentions towards humanity, out of the 
western skies.    They have been doing that since (according to records)  I 864.  
This little detail has meant the ones with good intentions have had to resort to time gates to come and go, but 
those with scout craft, such as the one Valiant Thor used, were “safe” to come and go! That Includes [the same] 
craft which visited George Adamski, Billy Meier and others.   See the difference? 
Alex Collier, David Huggins, Jim Sparks, Linda Porter and the rest (including NostraDamus and myself) do not 
receive the space craft visitors – we are “huxed” (being “fished for”) as Da Vinci put it, ‘picked up’ via time gates. 
Valiant Thor and Company can do it too, of course – but – where would the fanfare be if they travelled like that? 
After all – the very last thing they wanted when first they came was for the mere plebian-prole to know that there is 
such a thing as using time dimensions to “travel”! And still do – up until their googledotcom published the patent.* 
Re-iterating about all those videos showing erstwhile “time travellers” from such and such a ridiculous period 
as far in the future as over 6,000 [AD].   Supposedly arriving here in our times  to tell us that time travel “was 
invented in 2028” (a date they all stick to); when all along time travel has been available (sometimes acciden-
tally) forever.     Particularly when in February 2018, google made public the successfully gained patent dated 
Sept. 29 2004, for the FULL BODY TRANSPORT SYSTEM   pre-empting  anyone else with the same idea. * top of next page 

To conclude: in the following video – all the beautiful and lovely things that did happen to some people in the 
western hemisphere, only to be “harrassed by the g_bberment” was a dog and pony show. The truth of this was 
when Frank Stranges (the narrator) says near the end that he is  “very active in the ”.   Ashtar Command
First: Ashtar-Eshdar is Ishtar, is KALI.  And second, the word COMMAND is reptilian, the veryopposite of Self-Will.  
previously unseen footage of Valian Thor at 9:57. The fact they were “working at the Pentagon”  should be a pointer 
 

R 1endnotes 

 all the beautiful and lovely things Valiant Thor said  =  good cop                                      “harrassed by the g_bberment” =  bad cop 
 and Who runs the Shadow of the shadowed(elite) g_bberment?  Anakim bloodlines (house) – That’s Who.   The Fallen Angels 
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 Major UFO Disclosure - Aliens from Venus are Working at the Pentagon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7D8sYpBsoo       YOUTUBE.COM 

    
LOOK  FAMILIAR? THESE ARE ALL SAID TO BE SHOTS TAKEN OF VALIANT THOR AND COMPANY ARRIVING FROM VENUS. 
SO HOW COME THEY ARE IN THE SAME CRAFT THAT VISITED BILLY MEIER?  THE ONES SAID TO BE FROM THE PLEIADES? 
Number 2 is a more modern upgraded version of the vril craft Admiral Byrd experienced at Antarctica.   They are ALL Vril craft. 
The one on the right – number 4, has been said to be from Sirius. Recall Alex Collier’s warning –ʺthe first to arrive will be from 
Sirius, they are full of _ _it.ʺ  From what I can make out;  of all the collections of information I have seen since 2006:  including 
the hidden texts: – these are ALL from Sirius, but based under Antarctica.  This is not to say these visitors do not go to or are 
camped at Venus, Mars, Io, Saturn and others.  
Helen Parks at 25:15 the narrator says something truly interesting. "any source of energy which creates heat is destructive.  
Any source of energy which creates coolness is positive". Good Cop;(anyone who tries to introduce cool energy gets “suicided”.) 
They WERE working at the pentagon - past tense – and what does the pentagon do? It is in charge of warfare with emphasis on 
financing warfare and engendering it. That is, inventing it. It could be said that Valiant Thor (Thor = god of storms) was at the 
pentagon to try and prevent wars.C+F+ 1 82 4 One would think an off worlder with an unmeasurable Intelligence Quotient would be 
able to circumvent any need for warring when dealing with redneck humans intent on destruction. Did he, as a Copiest, fall back 
on that old cliché – that humans are to be allowed Free Will? As dad used to say “Poor Will” (meaning Willie/William, because 
soldiers were ordered to ʺfire at will ʺ). Phil Schneider had said the IQ of Valiant Thor  was thought to be “at least 1200” and 12 is 
an Anakim base number. Somehow I do not think that was a coincidence. 
All very confusing to me - due to the added issue of cloning throughout the decades - this all seems to me to be a wolf in sheep's 
clothing - at the enth  degree. Particularly, that the guidance  from Valiant Thor as to the placing of  “safe” nuclear energy plants 
turned out to be all right on top of  Earth’s fault lines!  According to Phil Schneider, Valiant Thor had been working with the mili-
tary industrial intelligence (and media) complex  for “58 years”.      If you go surfing around most websites (parroting each other) 
you will see they admit to visitors from Venus who arrived  in Alexandria Virginia, March 16 1957 ʺleaving  the U.S. in 1960.ʺ   
Then in other web sites you will see them say Valiant Thor is still living in the U.S.A. “hiding from the C I A”.  Since he names 
himself “Commander Valiant Thor” immediately we can comprehend he is working within a military forces  paradigm. It is much 
more likely that he is running the alphabet group agencies. How did they know to raid Noah’s Ark? What it was? And Where? 
Why would Venus need a military? 
If using  thoseconspiracyguys  website to learn about Valiant Thor, the person they have ringed in red is actually Phil 
Schneider’s father! That is something you can check for yourself, simply by watching the above video and comparing. 
I was told to "study astrionics" (6 78 1, 10 76 2, 3 38 3, 7 12 3, 7 13 3,  4 72 4, which you can check in the Template of Quatreins) 
in order to be able to judge the reality of those who are using the different propulsion systems in their craft.  Long story short - 
Adamski et alia were visited by Vril Craft - and those that came out of those craft said they were "from Venus" and sometimes 
"from Pleiades".    Many problems with both those answers.    Because: Atlas, Alcyone and Maia have been fully infiltrated by 
reptilian interests (and DNA) and we know them as the "fallen angels" plus the real Plejeran cannot be anywhere near humans, 
neither physically nor psychically. 
 at 34:03 speaking of the "2 lights coming from North to south and 2 from east to west" that is exactly what I saw the night of the 
imploding "moonship" as they called it.  I might point out, this was the occasion of the "overloaded support system" (2 72) of that 
moonship, and the event of the "pliomorphous android" stating that "souls are too good for humans".    One Sent to Die Unique of all  Deaths 
That happened  8 35pm Sept. 19th  2011 just north of Canberra,  and can be found on Astronomical searches.  
at 34:49 – Stranges says the Navy has controlling influence here. THAT is EXACTLY what the hidden texts are saying.   It took 
me a while to understand that E'Yah (EnKi) is the "Lord of Earth and Waters".   This is a good thing, since the concern for E'Yah 
is the loss of trees; and chemtrail damage to the "mucilage" as they call it. The biospheres. The chemtrails agenda is from SiriusB.  
at 42:33 Stranges says "they are not working with Putin nor Trump”.   The Putin involved is the western hemisphere's own clone 
of him [Putin],  and the same for Trump (according to the texts) which then makes me wonder why "they" could not just say that, 
had they been the ‘goodies’. Instead of "they do not have integrity".  
We can see for our own eyes what the clones appear like and what the real one looks like - more wrinkles for starters. 
The other reason they might not be  “working with Putin or Trump”  is because the Off Worlders with Good Intentions are!  
Judge them by what they are doing – both Putin and Trump!  We need only look at the clones to see they are “wrinkle-free”. 
at 44:28  ALBERT COE  1920 abductee – to research: (mentions “from 1904” and that happens to be the year Crowley wrote 
The Law Of One) mentions Xretsim = MisterX, as ‘Zret’, speaks of “came from Venus but began in Tau Ceti”. With Vril craft. 
Mentions ʺstand clear while taking offʺ which ʺTau Cetianʺ Zo did to ʺWilliam,ʺ earthfiles interview &  ʺ3 legged craftʺ Casseopean 

at 1:34:40 Frank Stranges describes the suit offered by the bronze skinned, (one was purple skinned,)  violet eyed ones to a 
medium, Barbara.   These “bronze skinned” ones could be the “TAN” ones in the texts.  
Towards the end of the video, around 1:42:00, Stranges says he is very active in the Ashtar Command. This group has been 
infiltrated for some time by reptilian {DNA]  hence the name "COMMAND",  which is a warrior term. 
at 1:43:00   “visited by C  I  A,” run by ET “you  can release anything, except; about the J  F  K  assassination”:  
Now, what does THAT tell you?  PHIL SCHNEIDER 1 Hr and 9 minutes  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3qSkTAJiz8 

*  published the patent. see the pdf forum 
    FULL BODY TRANSPORT SYSTEM Feb 2018 
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DL7D8sYpBsoo&h=AT3dlsYLqlq3k03RKr7_mWNniIFAcIbjIO9luoFi-KIvDEa7_v3Fivn90iIEzQhWjhkLyyznTA4s7R_cV1sDAEI3ZK-a1qbLx2qc_sDdsn08SwU2h8u1w5rGIZflneoAhQJQm_r0xNU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7D8sYpBsoo
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?fref=ufi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3qSkTAJiz8


 

:Left, a craft photographed by Nazi officers 
and the same which attacked Admiral Byrd in 
Antarctica, the same which went to  George 
Adamski, and with upgraded versions visiting  
Billy Meier sinve 1956.                                  Right: 

Diagram provided by Valiant Thor. 
Just as the Template to the Hidden Texts says: 
“study astrionics” ...  
“by their actions you will know them” 
If they arrive in craft with this propulsion, be aware  

6 78 1  To proclaim the victory of the great expanding "Selin:" 
IS LANDS EVICTOR: U.N/NATO SCIRON/thief/abductions.  GRADED RUDE NARCOSIS DRUGS... IRES  GRANDEUR VICTORS 
RIVER/EridAnus ARSONISTS SLANDERING FIRE DANGERS.   pairs: those lines which warned of the D.E.W. used on California 
     slandering the truth on radio by calling them “wildfires” when the trees amongst the destroyed houses were not even touched 
REAL SAINT’S Chani LINE ENDS: because  IT GUARDS IOU;  
1. it is by their craft we will know them   2) because our “leaders” have some of these IRONIC craft to use in an IRONIC manner 
The word  IRONIC  here is more than a hint that it speaks of metallic based unidentified flying objects, because there are 
unidentified flying objects which are not based on metals of any kind. Indeed it is ironic that for the best part of the 20th century 
millions of humans have witnessed oblects flying in the skies at stupendous speeds, blinking in and out of our reality – only to be 
publicly scoffed, scorned & humiliated for speaking out loud about their experiences. Being told by the ʺexpertsʺ in mental health 
that they are mentally unsound. We all know what an expert is don’t we !  A drip under pressure. That includes modern ‘doctors’. 
The real irony is that many of those flying craft were OURS/ made by your tax dollars using technology provided by the off 
worlders – in ILLEGAL agreements to exchange that technology for what was originally in the  ʺtreatiesʺ  trade in men, but has 
become trade in children.  And do not for one moment think that the thick-necked military leaders were receiving any technology 
that might in any way defeat those off worlders ! The military industrial media complex may believe now that they have scalar 
and sasar weapons (the Medusine Device) that they can defend themselves with those technologies and use them against any off 
worlders. It is certain that the Off Worlders have their own means of defending themselves against anything they may have 
allowed the I.M.M.C. For instance : the off worlders have their own  infiltrated copies of military leaders within the ranks. 
2 85 2 LyonAigleCeltique: LOYAL ELOQUENT LAY QUOTE: TINY TOYLIKE GAIT “walk like Donald Duck, they float” Caeneus  "unified fiend"   
TO TIE GENIAL LOGICAL ANGELIC GAILY LIT/lux QUEEN ICON CLIQUE ICILY QUILT RE AGILE UTILE useful EQUATOR GALE:  

“EQUATORIAL UUANDERING” 8 10 2 TILTING EARTH  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUueDw0mEto 
COY LEO AGE ANU ELITE LIE, ILLEGALY CLONE COLLEAGUE TINY TOYLIKE GAIT,  COITAL GUILE.  TONGUE-LIKE LILY fleur de lys  
ALIEN  ENLIL  =  NATO  NUKE  LEAGUE  KEEN  ON  KILT  LOCALITY Scotland-Wales  ELICIT  UGLY  OIL-GLUE  KILLING mutilation  LATELY 
3 11 3"UNIFIED CAENEUS FIEND SEDUCE U.N. CAUSE. IS QUEER UNAGILE STEP, NERO FACET” these are the cattle/human mutilators 
white grays 1 20 3 "STRANGE ANGULAR STEP"   See Caeneus with Aryan-Nazis under Antarctica. Take hormones and “AXUNGE” lipid 

o see videos related to HALL & TONY DODD and to cattle-human  mutilations in Wales and Scotland  in particular 
“UFOs and NATO The Human Mutilation Cover Up FULL Film 2014 Richard D Hall” 1:45:35 
UFOs and NATO The Human Mutilation Cover Up FULL ... - YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45hL8e-QuXQ 
Mar 20, 2014 - Mr Richard D Hall of richplanet.net UFOs and NATO 
http://www.richplanet.net/starship_main.php?ref=175&part=1  Please visit Richard D Hall's .... 

2 85 2  A Lyon fait deffus l’Aigle Celtique: Made at Lyon Celtic Eagle above: 
FIONA/blond  NELL  FACTION  USES  NO  ILLEGAL QUALITY:  IN FACT  SELECTS  ONLY  CELESTIAL  
LAY TO DISSECT ELEGAIC LASSITUDES/weaknesses.  define ‘elegiac’ – charchteristic in/of the verses 
Yes, a small forum of Oannes weaknesses was published  Vertical duodenum, enlarged spinal cavity, need constant warmth and human children 

QUITE AGILE LIQUATE [to divide by melting/sasar] IS LASSUS [economy] SULLIAGE DEED  
: DEFEAT  FACILE  SUUEET-TALKING  FAT-FACED  UUOLF-LIKE  Rockefellers in other lines 
pairs 1 50 3 and the LANDS EVICTOR  = land  grabbing, a Nazi  agenda 

1 50 3 Son bruit, loz, regne, fa puiffance croiftra,  FOUR URANITE RACES of SAMAROBRIN 6 5 3 SAAM,Marduk RIB,Chertan ON Oannes & R Draco 
CUNNING FOUR URANITE RACES POISONER- BURGLAR CANNIBAL SATELLITE ARSON SASAR ENERGIES  BURN UP SPAIN, 
CALIFORNIA :  ZERO LOANS LEFT, USE SCARIER = ZONAL AIR, APPRIZE RUNS OFF  FRAIL ONES IN TRAIN CARRIAGES ! 

 

 

“500 TRILLION WATT LASERS” Plasma channel 
but still keeping secret that sonic lasers - sasar 
 (Medusa Weapon)* satellies are being used... 
*the mystery D.M. (Deius Manibus) of Nostradamus – is 
actually M.D. in English syntax, his Medusine Device 
https://projectcamelotportal.com/2017/10/18/directed-
energy-weapon-wine-country-relocation-fires/ 

10:76:2 A l'un qu'apresƒera vaincu chaƒƒe,For one who afterwards will be driven out vanquished,I believe this refers to Trump because line 3=  
At the sound of his adherents trumpet there will be [line 4] Possessions for sale, enemies expelled. Line 1= The great Senate ordaining the triumph, 
AUCH/Also E.U. IN SUCCAHS temp. Jewish dining area celebrated 15th day of 7th month of Jewish year = Sept. 23 – 30th  2018, in 2019 Oct 13 – 20  in 2020 Oct 2nd-9th   

saying the E.U. is run by Jews. Auch was once  Gascony. The word FRENCH is also  in this line 
VIANA PARQS CHASES AVIAN flying  SACHS pocket shaped craft, /black knight,  VARIANCES   KNAVE

(pairs C+F+ASTRIONIC)      to study “astronomic” avionics, so we can discern who is who   
VIANA – female healing person (who loves animals)     FAKE HEAP/Pleiadians, the fallen angels  AHPEE/Sirius RAVEN/Corvus   

The narrators in this ‘NATO’ video 
comment on Linda Moulton-Howe’s 
“backflip” when a human mutilation 
was shown her (she the “expert”) 
stating the cause was agent orange. 
Like Greer & Goode she has become  
a “front’ spokesperson for illuminati 
 

 

 
 

ASTRIONICS appears in 6 78 1, 10 76 2, 3 38 3, 7 12 3, 7 13 3,  4 72 4 in the Template of Quatreins  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUueDw0mEto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45hL8e-QuXQ
http://www.richplanet.net/starship_main.php?ref=175&part=1
https://projectcamelotportal.com/2017/10/18/directed-energy-weapon-wine-country-relocation-fires/
https://projectcamelotportal.com/2017/10/18/directed-energy-weapon-wine-country-relocation-fires/


UUHITE  PAN AFRICANS HAVE UNSAFE, UURECKFUL RANSACKERS, FAKE HEAVENS HEAP  PAUUNS – SCRUFFIER AVALANCHE 
UUAVE  FISH-FACE AHPEE-RAVEN CARP FANCIFUL SAVE ANARCHIC SPAN SHARP FINANCIER LAUUS.   FEARS RUSSIAN RACES 
AUUE-FUL FIVE KNAVE CARES, FLEUU RUSSIAN CHAP.  UUARN: AUUAKEN; ANU VIP HALF CHIEF FLASH UUAR.P  CHIPS FARCE                           
Raven is also a date for Yuletide. CHIPS are the NWO implants. HALF ANU = fallen angel HALF CHIEF = Semyase/Samjase 

3 38 3 i557  Nearer vintage time and at the wrong month  July  Vend age =  age sold 
(followed by line 4 By/because of the lords/elite made drawn up accord. vintage= number  of persons or things from the same time period  

Line 1 The Gallic (European) people and alien  nation (of vintage times ago) = the middle/dark age.    Vintage = harvest, 
which cannot happen at July (“wrong month”) so meaning not this vintage word but the one meaning  from olden  times 
U.N INTER CORPORATE AGE INTO EVENHANDED CONSORTIUM/Constitution; MANAGED TERRAIN land grab ECHOED copied 

CONSORTIA AGAIN. RE-CREATION AIR by chemtrails UNAVENGED. STUDY ASTRONOMIC ASTRIONIC CHORE – TO MEND 
IS SAME OCEANOGRAPHY DEVOURER DOMINATES SCAVENGER NECROPHAGY eating carrion not killed for meat  IN ADORN-SCORPIO. 

 COREY GOODE (ACTOR UNDERMINES TRUTH) NUMERATES DEVIANCY ADVANCEMENT  VEND SUPERHEROIC GRACE REPROACHES
 DEPRIVE SUPERDEMONIC NECROMANTIC SECOND COMING PANTOMIME UP OVERHEAD PRODUCTION 

necromancy: using magic/technology to raise the dead = “second coming”! PANTOMIME = hologram DOG YEAR = 2018 ornament/Libra 
this could be the date of October 10th-11th  with one event (translation of Earth) being used to disguise the other – false rapture...  noting 
that  (eating carrion) follows Libra/  
PRONOUNCE DECODED CONNIVERY DIVORCEE full disclosure REPUGNANCE; RAMPAGEOUS CRACOVIENNE EARTH ‘OH MY GOD’ EVENT 
define cracovienne: a fast dance in double time the French Apache were fond of.     Recall Chani warning us (via these texts) not to use 
the “trendy” words O.M..G. because it IS a prayer ?  Here they are saying that everyone will be calling to their god in this Earth Dance 
event. It was Isaiah who said the Earth would dance – twice! Then “be removed like a tent”.   Not sure if this is saying the event was-
will be-done because of the non-full-disclosure!  Those involved in partial disclosure did say that they were approached by off 
worlders who warned “if the elite did not provide full disclosure, the Off Worlders [gods] would.” That is: the dropping of Earth 
as shown in the Hopi Prophecy Rock. Onto a new orbit. We consistently have a date of October in these lines. Always keeping in 
your mind the words the docteur said to Henri in his Epistle to Henri: – 

 ʺIt will be in October that the great translation will take place, when everyone will think Earth has lost her gravity”.  
I love the use of the word “translation” since it means in geological terms “moving earth” (land slide).  
Many of you will be getting sick of the reiteration of these details – but there are those of you who are new to these texts, who 
are jumping in at the deep end.  What sticks in my mind is that column (erected 1991) at the St John The Divine cathedral N.Y. 
where Libra ends with a skeleton at Halloween (last week in October) which would fit in with an event of  October 10th -11th. 

 
Using screenshot has its visual limitations. My suggestion is that you ‘google’ “St John The Divine Cathedral at New York Columns” 
and go straight to IMAGES. This is not the only amazing column there. You know how this information was found (cronor visor) 
and you know that shows only one possible timeline. That in 1991, the Mandela Effect had not yet happened, and that using a 
cronor visor will tell no one what the real date is they are seeing. My own experience of having the docteur appear in my living 
room provided only one clue as to what date he had come from. That was the clothes in which he stood. Being the fashion of the 
6th Century, the 500s. We do have a parallel exclamation from the fifth century (400s)  when Da Vinci had commented “he just 
appeared in the artists studio, wearing stockings”.  One would think he meant that the apparition was wearing only stockings! 
Nothing is said in vain when it comes from Da Vinci. 
That statement was made specifically for someone in his future to recognise the “cue”, as he put it.  
To have someone “just arrive” in one’s work area, wearing clothes from a future  fashion, startling to Da Vinci because 
hosiery in his day was underwear. It was, after all, a mini ice age.  However,  in the ensuing century from Da Vinci’s day 
in the 400’s (i452 to i519) to that of NostraDamus, (i503 to i566), hosiery had become high fashion! 
Nothing new under the sun, is there! 
Just in the short decades between I920 and I960, well hidden underwear went to semi-naked yellow-polka-dot bikinis.  
Anyone remember the tremendous front page news in 1964 when Jean Shrimpton took her hemline up four inches?.  
The world of fashion went ballistic. 
To me, it is rather ironic that in all their twisted attempts to mislead us regarding  the when & the where of  what we all might 
be truly experiencing:- fail- due to the one thing that glues humanity:  the sexual attraction which controls us like magnets, in 
order for the race to  procreate.  To keep this titillating attraction viable, we use our outward appearances, which has always 
included what we wear.  We can even judge the ‘period’ in old photographs using this knowledge. Hairstyles, wigs, footwear & 
bare painted nipples during Roman times – we never stay the same. Never.  And now, they are  de-sexualising  the  human  race! 
(The year Henry VIII died i547 is the same year Henri II began his reign. Same fashions. We often get misled by numbers 8 or 2) 

previous quatrein line pairs from TELLINGER THE PEACEMAKER: 

this image appeared in the pdf forum 
IS, CAN BE, 7 CONDUITS. SOME USED 
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1 9 4 b)& proches ifles vuides. 
SOILED FLESH UP*  DISCOVERIES  PULSES  FEVERISH DIVORCEE full disclosure FISH (age) –   REFUSE DEVILISH COPS, 
CHIEF PILE [YHWH] DEPRIVES SOULS LIFE. VERIFIES PUSHES COLD,  ARE DEVISERS OF SUCH  CUP (Cassiopeia) FIVE (Elohim), 

• REFUSE DEVILISH COPS  refers to the lines about  FBI CORPS being off worlders in disguise.    PILE = fallen Plejaren angels 
• * in ANDROGYNE, DOREAN (Part One) it was the gore (in the absconded cigar craft) mentioned by Ilana that verified much. 

5 37 3  Twenty months after all recorded memory 20 months for the NWO  google censoring of  history 
PAIRS: SETS OUT PERSIAS Iran  GNOMIST’S(expert in wise sayings/Chani).        The real SECRET NAZI S.S. STAR-ROUTES RECORDS.
reason the Nazis running amerika want to invade Iran. MAOISTS/Marxists POSTURE SEA PORTS/Aden stargate.  Yes, amerika has Aden 
surrounded, formerly by using pirates, but using naval forces currently.  The same way they fenced Giza off (to contain the stargate 
there) but you cant see these things on Google Earth, run by ORION ME also known as USGS. 
DISCLOSURE DIVORCES PROETUS GNOME DISCOVERIES AMONGST ATROPISM/not turning/standing still/of Earth 

 

5 37 i557 edition   pairs 8 65             One Will = hive mind 
Three hundred [years] will be in accord/treaties with one Mabus will, 
those who deducted 324 years. Mabus=Phil Schneider’s Grayle   ONE WILL = technology 

To come to the execution of their blow,  
stealing of children to be eaten, a clause in those “accords” 
Twenty months after all recorded memory (20 months for the NWO) 

Their president betrayed simulating feigned hate.        false flags 

 

8 65  see  8 77        in QUBITS & CONSCIOUSNESS  
The old man disappointed in his main hope,  
is this Trump? Or one of the very old elite like Soros 

He attaining the leadership of his empire: 
Twenty months he will hold rule with great force     NWO 
Cruel tyrant, worse one giving way. 

 

 

8 77 appears in LEONARDO LINES Plucked out of ADRIATIC 
The third antechrist [peoples] very soon annihilated , 
 (reptilians, due to ice) the Grayles underground 
Twenty-seven years bloody war endured, (from 2003 10 89 2 
The unbelievers are dead, captive, exiled;  [refugees thru Europe] 
Blood, human bodies, red water.   hail covering earth. 

 

 

1 48  those shadow controllers who rule the moon also run the west, at the moment. 
Twenty years duration of the  moon's reign  passes.         Islam    
 see CROPCIRCLE CAUSE FOR PAUSE which shows the moon in oppositional orbit         

Another (moon ) will take up its reign for seven thousand years. 
The Cassiopeians (Zee)  in their “goldencube moon ship” which is here now 

When the sun begins its exhausted days            (goes "bronze") 
Then my prophecy and threats will be accomplished. 

1 48 1 Vingt ans duregne de la Lune paffez, 
:ELEGANT ZEE ANGELS, GREAT PEDANT E’A RA DAD, DAL, LEG, TAU, DR., RING  GRANDEST EVENT 

VENGEFUL NAZI ANU-DUNG UP RUN RADS ENSLAVING, FUND F.D.R, FRAUD DUFFING PLUNDERING DNA SUFFERING PAIN INFANTS. 
SELF-VALUE ELITE LIARS SLANDERING REALITIES. ENGULF PLANET, SEND UNSAFE  VRIL UUAVES. LEGEND OF ENGLAND FLAG’S FALSE 
LEGEND OF ENGLAND = St. George and the Dragon.  The vertical cross of St George on the flag, of the Templar [diagonal cross], is false 

Casseopea, ZEE  E’A RA/EnKi DAD, Father In Heaven  TAU, ‘police dept.’  DAHL, cat-eyed Nordic LEG, blue-greys from Scheat in Pegasus 
Tau Cetians,  docteur NostraDamus RING/Chronus Visor.DR.  the dark age invented by removing 324 years  RELEVENT TO FASTER AGE
so that the “treaties” for “trade in children” would be brought forward.    You will be seeing cigar craft in the skies from now on 

 

 putting the wood in the firebox,  fuelling their engines eating children, and, the Age of Wood          poste le legne nel  ƒocolare  
LOOSES AS FALCONS STOOP 

a perfect description of the Hopi Prophecy Rock, Earth falling off her orbit. Teen Age – under 2019 10:39 3  says under 18 
In the forum WHAT ARE THE CHANCES,  the word PIG appears 7 times, and they all refer to 2019 
In the forum ANDROGYNE DOREAN SMARTSUIT Part One,  PIG is mentioned 10 times, one of them as DELINQUENT PIG  which 
matches 10 39 3 Before/under eighteen incompetent [delinquent] age. Have you ever watched a “falcons stoop”? 

 

10 39 1 First  son*  forceful  unhappy  relationship  *Nemesis    
10 39 2 Two outside islands in no children discord,     
two planets in discord (without no) = with  satellites  or lacking children  recall 
that the “Saturnines burnt by the Miller” 
10 39 3 Before/under eighteen incompetent [delinquent] age,   
10 39 4 The other arrangement [event] will be at the lower ebb 

before 2018 orbit ends  THE AGE CHANGES       a long time ago, while on my earlier/steeper learning curve I watched 
a video called QUANTUM ASTROLOGY by Rick Levine.  In it I learned that astrological events, such as a line up of 
planets which compounds their influence, will see us on Earth affected by that event one orbit later!    
Therefore line three is correct.   “Under eighteen” also becomes at the end of that orbit/year = 2019.  

The Capricorn that straddles December 23rd 2018 - to January 22nd 2019 at earliest, or 2019 to 2020, which we have seen too 
line 4 between 2013 (lower) & 2019 (higher ebb) – using the word “ebb” as in tides is the pointer to astrological ebb. 
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We will know come October 2019, because the words for Libra in October are so frequent throughout the PIG lines 
&  say it all begins following directed energy fires as a “cue” (see WHAT ARE THE CHANCES).    Today is July 30 2018 
so I must motivate my task.   One hopes however, that it means October of 2019 and not 2018 giving people the 
chance to get their “stepped root cellar” going 

Sadly this last week in July 2018 has seen the directed energy weapons ramped up and “wildfires” repeated worldwide, 
began in Greece, Boreal (named in these texts as follows) and California – with the false media sticking to their wildfire story. 
Have any of you begun your “stepped cellar” for root vegetables?   We can eat root vegetables raw, ALL OF THEM.   
A while back, Da Vinci added for us while we are “living like a mouse”,  that we need to be careful about the use of lighting, 
because it will attract unwanted entities.   The period of hiding like a mouse was 7 months.  A fb friend suggested everyone 
will be able to see using night goggles. One website I recommend is  ALL OUTDOOR  which has diverse articles from how to 
make your own gun to what plants are safe to eat. They have directions to supplies of night vision ware and much more. 
The MAIN problem with living for 7 months partly underground will be the cooking of food, and the topic of fresh water. 
At this juncture I am going to have a little gripe. There is a reason for my upcoming rant. Here it is: 
Many people on fb are parroting those who rise themselves above others, use misguided concepts, gain extensive (useless) 
“followings”;  using their monstrous ego and commonly asking for money to continue their “services”.  
They rave on about new age stuff, awakening one’s “spiritual concerns” and “empowering” oneselves.  Often in their 
repertoire will be seen the words “we are in the Age of Aquarius, the age of humanitarianism”.  
This is misleading and causes false hopes. People think they need to do nothing except meditate on ‘improving oneself’ 
The Age of Aquarius is still at least 700 years away, not much good to you and me! 
What are the alternatives for us?  
To become pragmatic. To see things for what they really are and to act accordingly! 
Instead of the stock answer I get all the time when I publish “todays find” – that I am using “fear porn”. 
How constructive is it to retort “you are a fear monger” when all along, as Dan Brown said “we fear what we do not  know”. 
https://www.ecowatch.com/the-arctic-is-burning-2587826571.html?xrs=RebelMouse_fb&ts=1531919543  
3 9 3 English,[East Angles] Bretons [west Fr] & the Flemings [Flanders,sth Dutch] conjoined. 
others have this as “allied” which is one way to read this yet the visual picture would show the land masses joining, which other quatrains do say 
LEAFLETS/pdfs ALERT: ELITES FALSE FLEAS, CONSIGNATION FLAMES AND LOSING BOREAL SIGNS ALONG CANOE/Earth. 
MAN’S RIBS OIL TRIBES GOBLINS FLEETS STROBE ILL  N.TO S. BOLSTERING IN ATING:  BOILS SEAS     
 FALSE FLEAS – if one had not read Da Vinci’s riddles this statement would fly high over one’s head. The FLEAS TALE is about 

the grass being greener on the other side.  This gave me a laugh here, that the elites’, no matter how hard they try to “be 
gods in God’s world” with their eyes forever on the “greener grass” will get to see their failure in finding it.    First they in 
collaberation with Off Worlders who DO see the “greener grass” (and want to turn it into a desert) are going for the land 
grab by firing sasar and scalar weapons from satellites, from drones or from their Identified Flying Objects onto humanity 
in their dwellings; oblivious of the peril above. It seems that all those homes with smart meters attached are targeted. 
We can see with our own eyes that the properties of the elite are not being affected by the “darts from the skies” while 
all around them cars are melting into the streets. Having lost everything the majority of the newly homeless are herding 
themselves into FEMA ‘camps’. There to become  baseless experiments for the new Nazis, who actually won WWII. 

 BOREAL SIGNS: yes, the “wildfires: have begun there, destroying that which was uniquely “boreal” 
 MAN’S RIBS – and another pun! Adam’s tribes. But not the Adam we know, for here “MAN” means Mannuz, as it does 

in the bibles, Mannuz  (I AM) being the sky Rune for Orion. So, when saying, the Son of Man... anyway, these OIL 
TRIBES are those which anoint themselves with “axunge” (animal lipids) being the manner in which they refuel 
themselves. Being GOBLINS they are androgyn/greys or Reptoids. Here it is their FLEETS which STROBE the streets. 

 BOLSTERING IN ATING: using via weather-war machinery, extreme heat with help from the sun (SOL) so that they 
can use the strange extreme heat for the “wildfire” excuse. They do not want us to know this is a form of invasion/ 

3 9 3 AngloisBretonsFlamans  
ORNAMENT’S RAMBLING FONTS, ARTISAN’S MALIGNANT SATAN: FLOGS ABNORMAL  STRANGER ELITE ANIMAL-
NOBLEMEN (STRONG SNOBS SANG FATAL INFANT ABORTIONS SMALLNESS FELON SONS SIN ) – GAIN LESS, LOSING ALL 
ATLAS STAR BRAT JAMES Casbolt SIGNALS ATEN ALARM: NASA GLIBNESS OF FALSE RANSOMING IN SELF-FOOLING MORTAL BLAST 

o ATLAS STAR BRAT JAMES Casbolt who we have learned is Ninurta has said before he is about to be “reactivated” and  
it was something to do with the NASA false asteroid (Aten means an asteroid in the ciphers). I have always had the feeling that 
Ninurta (who created a lovely garden for his mother) has a different side. His sigils are the 2 headed eagle, (corporate) the bull 
(Taurus the earth being) and the mountains (or what hides under them). Three very different things. Noting the new ‘qualifyer’ 
word ATLAS, in the Pleiades. Casbolt will be released from a London gaol very soon. SELF FOOLING BLAST see the ADRIATIC pdf 
   10:33:1 from the Template of Hidden Texts by Allan Webber  The cruel faction in long robe 
NARCOTIC CALIFATE U.A.E., FACTION NOBLE RUCTION division amongst elte and Arabs, in Libra 
CALEFACTION (warming) EBBS BOREAL.              happening now, August 2018 
REAL CRUEL RULE BELONGS GUNS IN ALE.      same as Hitler did, starts May-June (Mid year train danger)   
     
ALPHA CENTAURI 
Aryan    POPLITEUS 
back of the kneePUSIL tiny 
belongs to the  nex t line 

“A GATES; CENSURE "QUEER UNAGILE STEP” 2 56 1  
"STRANGE ANGULAR STEP"  1 20 3         
Caeneus  "UNIFIED FIEND SEDUCES U.N. CAUSE. agenda 
“QUEER UNAGILE STEP = NERO FACET” 3 11 3    darts 

Caeneus  "unified fiend"  white greys – 
walk  "like donald duck" “they float” 
SHADOW  GOVT  see earthfiles report 
from the pdf forum 84 EXTRA TERRESTRIALS 

10 44 4 From seven then to shadow king and New year gift enlightenment 
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POPLITEUS back of the knee PUSIL those that walk like donald duck TROYES LOUIS false asteroid ROYSTER boasting ELEMENTS ENTER: 
SUPERSEDES RARE LABORERS’ (Igigi) TELEMUS’ prophet’s STEEP SUMER STEPS    this relates to Isaiah/prophet and Joshua, 
shadow moves ten degrees/steps up the giant steps then back again “as written in Yasher” C+F+ YASHER       2.Samuel. also referred to Yasher 

   

1: Very large steps next to ordinary folk 

stairway 

2 Not so huge stairway next to folk steps 

3 the entire stairway (and not the only 

one) turned on its head.  

What could possibly do this? 

Water can do this is,  and so can 

extreme earthquakes. I would not want 

to see the wind that could do this 

RENNES BEARER (Erid.anu’s 10 10 4 quatrein) PESTS RESUME PUT: BOILS BOREALS saying it is offworlders do D.E.W. 
from the Template of Hidden Texts by Allan Webber  the word “lumures” can mean “lit up” items such as space craft, or orbs, or GoldenCubes and 
here it has had the “u” changed to an “o”, lomures, or lornures or an ‘a’ lamures or larnures. Taking the word as lamures 
g ives us ‘lam’ (= ‘strip’ as in Mobius strip) and ‘ures’ which in French means urea = Ur E’a, and we saw how it was Lam 
that gave Crowley the Law Of One and was taken the wrong way.    The word “strip” was in that quatrain too! 

compare the left hand older publication to the right hand later publication. There is different spelling 
Presages LXXIII (76) Octobre (2034) (two lines only) 
1 Tous defiez. plus aux Razes fia nee, 
Gr ey s de fy   a l l .  bo r n mo r e o f  th e  l i tho s pher e  
AYSE FREEZES;  FUSED  SEA TOXIN,  LUIZA asteroid  UP   
AYSE UP, are those of Cassiopeia, ‘gods’ of the Aettir/Eddur 
2 Plufieurs d'entre eux a bande debordez. 
Several of them between Mobius str i p  di me nsi o n s  
E.D. FREEZES the BAD – EXPENDITURE  RUB  is to UNLOAD 
E.D.   means the R.O. Council who are extra dimensionals 
sending an ice age to sedate the reptilians, also freezing  
the radioactive places including the ocean RUB/problem 
      1 42 Vril            Did Crowley misinterpret The Law of One? 

UNDER  OCTOBRE  2020  (from I562 plus 458) 
1. Parle Legat du terreftre & marin 
The Law of One speaking of Earth and seascape 
2. La grande Capon tout s'accommoder. 
All living with the great Capon (eunuch/Androgyne) fallen ones EUNUCHIZED 
3. Eftre a l'efcoute tacite LORVARIN,       

RIVAL  R. drago ON,  ANU.1 42  ORION VRIL VIRAL AVRIL/April.   R.O.  
Tacitly listening to Oran Orion V ri l  Bei ng Aiwazz 
    It was Aleister Crowley who was ''tacitly listening'' in  
    'viral Avril' producing the book of the Law Of One  
4. Qu' a fon adois ne voudra accorder 
That was not his parting wish granted     (who – Aiwazz?) Lam?   

Noting we have here that  J.562   hint. Unfortunately I cannot make out the paragraphs in italics apart from the words king 
& Androgyne in relation: king/president. However, I have only just realized we have another offering for date comparison.  
 

 
 
                                                                                       the date is   1 5 5                    whereas  the date which is the same is shown   I 9   5 5    
 
to confirm the above right, of:  LXXV1. [I576] added to the cipher of 458 = 2034 ...   see the number in light blue is XXXIIII = 34! 
Using the “I” in the Roman Numerals as a smoke screen (to protect the printer’s reputation) yet in the LXXV1. Octobre.  it is a  one. 
 

1 48 3 Quand le Soleil prendra fes jours laffez. 
 UUARDS guards EQUAL PARALLELS INJURED ELEQTRIC FIELDS SPRAUULED:  NELL PARKS 

FOLIOS TOLD. where WARDS means guards EQUAL PARALLELS is the equator SPRAWLED = “equatorial wandering”,  magnetic fields 
NAZI APRIL FALSE FAIRblondFALLEN ONES’ (Vril) LAND – SELF DESPAIR DOUUNFALL:  DEFRAUD UUARLORD FOOLS, FELLED, JAILED 

APRIL refers to 1 42 1 Tenth of April made in Gothic fashion/Calendar – the date Cröwley wrote 
the Law of One with the rest of the quatrain speaking of Vril returning.                               LAND could mean Antarctica. 

o UUARLORD FOOLS – such as Mr. Kerry, or McCain, on behalf of the Industrial Military Media Complex 
1 48 LUNESOLEIL;  NELL  SOUL SELLS LIES LINE C+F+LINOL  USE LINOL;
he SEES ELSE otherwiseSULLEN ENLIL-LIEU/Valiant Thor  IN E.U., UN., ILL-USE  LINOL. LEO E.N.E. IN U.S. LOSE.  Linol Anderson who thinks he 
has been contacted by a king of the Pleiadians called Plachacha when all along it is one of the fallen angels of EnLil, which I tried to tell him  
 

one five five nine  
capital  i  five five nine  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/441778046007401/permalink/720541898131013/?comment_id=720693801449156&reply_comment_id=720699161448620&no
tif_t=group_comment&notif_id=1501207288021052 
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My answer to Linol Anderson  regarding his “king Plachacha of the Pleiadians”. .... 
ʺYou need to go hear what Simon Parkes has to say about hierarchy "orders". That only those who want to CONTROL people    
            need to use them...Other wise - why would angelic highly intelligent  Pleiadians need to be controlled? After all – they    
            communicate by telepathy – where no one can tell a lie.  
You need to step back and be very careful who you are really dealing with since I see you have not gone to study the craft that  
            visited  Meier or Adamski to DISCERN for yourself what I have been telling you, that they were VRIL craft.ʺ 
10 87 1 Grand roy viendra prendre port pres de Niffe 
YEAR IN FRONT OF before ODDER TRANSFER DROPPING: Earth PROVIDING PROP/nature RIP,  STARVING DEPRAVED TRENDY 
PORN PEDO TERROR OFFENDER OF PERVERTED FORD  OVER.  ODD  INFANTRY  DEFINES  TYRANNISER 
DRIVEN INDEPENDENT  PEDANTRY GARDENER POINTS FINGER: PROVIDES FOR PRINTED PROSE  
TO DESERVING IN FIFTY SEVEN YEARS, AND AGAIN.   E’A appears as a white robed beardless person, with gold “Y” front – hidden in the 
Last Supper. Noting the words DRIVEN INDEPENDENT   by his creative nature forced to defect from his destructive family 
(10 89 2  Seven and fifty pacific years:  1946 – March 20 2003 [the date to take for 8 77 2]  and in 10 89 4  Health, abundance of fruits, joy 
and mellifluous/sweet times.) Saying this peace will be provided again. PRINTED PROSE = these texts 

 DA VINCI:   the English         with fast velocity ruining  all of its life  con veloce corso alla ruina della sua vita
  this can be taken a few ways. “fast velocity”  is a good description of high frequencies. Recall the word “doplar”  ?
ALLELUIA! AEloim  CROCODILE SARAN’S  CONCOCTED EVIL; VOLCANOES COOL, DIVORCE  LOUTS.  VALOROUS  OVER

OVER ALL LOVE, CALCULATIONAL COOLS EVILDOER  VOCAL SEDUCES VALUED ICON SUAVE AISE AROUSAL ACTS: 
OLD ACE VOLCANOES IN RAT 2020 IS VIOLENT  COAL  VOLCANO OVER ACUTE  ELITE CLODS, SO CREATES 
ACTIVE  CONVULSED  VOLCANO CLOUDIEST TO COOL ELITE AVARICE yet later we see it is also the elite setting off a Manila volcano 

o VOCAL is voice activation COAL VOLCANO :   wondering where that is, there is one near Geelong, doubting that it is that one.  
                  There is a village in America which is permanently on fire underground 

4 41 2 Viendra de nuit cuftodes deceuoyr:  
 [Andromeda Council & Elohim] , VOICE DEVICE INDUCED RED  [shape shifters] U.N.           DUTY TO EDUCATE:   R.O, AS

DID DISCOVERY [disclsure] in FOURTEEN, VIDE comprehend DEVI godlike CORE seed   
STUDY DIVORCED [divided from their religion?] AUDIENCE 
9 74  FersodArtemideVulcan 
DREADFUL VERTICES OMAN (Aden stargate) OLD MISADVENTURE  FARCE (Nibiru) E [grey] MASTERFUL DIVORCE in DNA, 
MINDFUL AS (Aettir) OVER REACTED,  FAVOURED INSERTED CALM,  FREEDOMS LUCRATIVE in DAN. [Scorpio], 
 L (Tau Cetian or El) NAME DIRECTED FAVOURS ~ S[ƒ]EED  DOCUMENTS  ARRIVAL  (? the Hidden Texts?)  
FUNDS [provides] MEDIEVAL CREATOR (Nostradamus) ….. DEEM UNSOLVED AIRCRAFT (the UFO flap of Feb 1 I554!)  
TREND  FAVOURED  MIRACLES  but it was Nostradamus being abducted MINDFUL AS (Aettir) OVER REACTED, FAVOURED 
INSERTED CALM,  FREEDOMS LUCRATIVE in DAN. 
10 62 4 A loy d'Arabes les viendra convertir. 
CONSERVATIVES  BAD DEALS SELECTOR (chooses) REALLY BRAIN-DEAD, IRRELEVANT REASON  RATIONALE   
ABLY  ''DESERVES  DIVORCE''   DISCOVERY  RETRIEVAL TO BE ADDRESSABLE  AS  NON TRIVIAL   
RECOVERY NARRATIVE  SCENARIO “AIR BLADDER BALLOON”  BADLY RESOLVED.  oh, this is about Roswell 1947    
1 99 2 Auecq deux roys vnis par amitie: 
DISCOVERY  EXPOSURE:  DIVORCE ACQUISITIVE  E(greys) ARMY [disclosure?]  DISMAY  IMPAIRS  EXECUTIVE – QUANDARY - 
REQUIRE  EXCAVATIONS  AQUAMARINES,  SO  SIXTY (base numerators)   EXIT  UP   

7 12 3 Cahors, Moiffac iront long de la serre Ahors and MosaIcMoses going far from the prison/Earth/squeeze/frequencies Iin FLAT EARTH THEORUM 

HOMO- R/DracoS CROSS’D CONSORTIAL HORSE/Pegasus/Equulus/Sagittarius/Centaur RACE LONG CONTROLING NARCOSIS; 
HORSE/month CAR/Yule LEADERS NOT CARE GOLDEN SEAL      ARCHER RESEARCH ASTRONOMIC ASTRIONICS                    
(the “horse Race” would be the Markabians or Tall Whites consorting with Draco) 
CAHORSMOIFFAC IS MACHO MAFIA FIASCO OF CHARM: AIMS HARM: RICH OAFS SCAM SCORCH AIR OFF FROM CHAOS CAR ~ MARCH/RAM  
AFFIRM CHAIR COACH ARM-CHOIR FORMS COSMIC FOAM ARCH FARMSEarthsACHROMIC CAROMA-MARS COMA CHASM CIAO OSYuleAFARAquarius  
o ACHROMIC having no colour CHAIR = Casseopean ARM-CHOIR singing/frequencies angelics/Seraphim CAROMA cleaning pollution 

7 13 3 Chaffer fordide qui puis fera contraire, Chasing the sordid who will then be against it, 
CROATIAN NARCOSES ISIS DISORDERS ERRATIC CATARRHINESflu-like SCENARIOS; UPRISES TERRAIN.   ARCHERESS 
SEARCH IESUS SACHS CRASHES; APPRISE AUSPICES ORDERS  forum UFO CRASHES SINCE I864 and see the jellyfish 
craft in many medieval crucifixion art – google MEDIEVAL UFOs and go straight to “images”. 7 13 3 pairs TO STUDY  C+F+ASTRIONICS  C+F+6 78 1, 7 12 3  
asking the collator to collect the ufo crashes in order and see what that tells us.   Since I864 is a very long time prior to the “radar” 
that the 1947 military said caused the crashes, then it is someone else with a type of radar that was bringing those craft down. 
4 72 4 Saifir Condon & Marfan promptement.           To seize Condon and Marsan promptly. 
MEAD NAMES OANNES STAR; MARS CONDONED ʺNORDICʺ, IS OSIRIC SCIRON/thief SANITISED IRIS/eye SEMINARIST AS SAINTS 
MASTER AISE, NOSTRADAME, SAID: CONSIDERATION study ASTRIONICS(u.f.o. space electronics/propulsion)  

CONDONMARFAN  codes within codes 
RAN FARM CON MAN SCAM FORM CANON, FORM NOMADS CONFORM. 
MORON FOND OF ACORN  stargate moron is the living dead Lucifer Allah  Lu 

SCANS NON RANDOM ROADS orbits– ARCS A.D.            (nomads = Islam) 
4 73 4  Par lors qu'au foir fera le pantamime. 
LEONINE  LUCIFER Allah-Lu  PATERNAL/patriarchal  STRIP  ‘IMPROPER’  UUOMAN-UUIFE-LIKE,   
OF PERSONAL, TAMPER, IMPALES  PRE-NATAL 
UUARRIOR-LIKE ELITE POOFTERS’  METROPOLITAN ‘‘SMART- POUUER FAME’’ (Valiant Thor) LIAR  
UUREAKS  RARE NUCLEAR MUTATION  MALFORMATION  (see NUCLEAR HOLOGRAM)  then they will... 
FIRST  APPEAL  TO  ‘REASON’  FIRE-ARMS  UNSAFE  AS  “POOR WILL-POWER”  OF  SERF ~  
SECOND :  FORM FAKE  PARANORMAL  IMPOSTER  REAPER  (abductor-thief) 

 
IRIS/eye SEMINARIST 

SANITISED AS 
SAINTS 
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2 19   i 555  in ANTENNAE 
Venus newcomers, built place without [our] defense, 
Place occupied then uninhabitable.    Nuclearized or said to be 
Meadows, houses, fields, towns taken at leisure, 
Famine, plague/pest, war, arable acreage extense. 
see the Proper Name Venus has no capital?  Not needed for codes in codes 

 

 

 

4 28  When the Sun that Venus will be covered, (6 6 2012) 
Under the splendor will be a form occulted,many forms disguised 
Mercury exposed to the fire they will discover 
Through warlike noise it will be attacked . Sonic booms? 
 Chani's sonic boom. See LaViolette’s waves in 2002 crop circle  appears here 

"In the firmament of the eighth  sphere,  [Venus] a dimension whereon Almighty God will complete the revolution, [orbit]    
  and where the constellations will resume their motion which will render the earth stable and firm, but only if He will     
  remain unchanged for ever until His will be done.  
This is in spite of all the ambiguous opinions surpassing all natural reason, expressed by Mahomet ...          (Allah-Lu) 
which is why the Creator God, through the ministry of his fiery agents with their flames, (the Seraphim of the King of kings) 
will come to propose to our perceptions as well as our eyes the reasons for future predictions.ʺ          Preface to Cesar 

4 32 1a)  Es lieux & temps chair ou poiff.   MI FAITHFUL COPIER  EXPOSES COPIESTS:  I'M THE OFFICIAL EXPOSURE UP 
OF THE MALICIOUS UR PREFIXES [lords] UP  EXECUTORSHIP  OF  EARTH  FAMILIES (genealogies of Genesis) 
4 32 1b)  donrra lieu:    R.O. (Regency Order of the Andromeda Council) RUN IDEAL, RULE ON RAID - RUIN RUDE RAIL 
ORDEAL – ON (Oannes) ARE OLD ERA RUIN 
4 32 4a)  Le narra ueiva p:  ANU REAR UP,  ALIVE,  ARRIVE  PERUVIAN AREA, IN ALE  (Brew date – May 13 – June 9) 
 ARE A REAL EVIL ; VALUE RARE PAIN VIA NEURAL REAP  
4 32 4b)  Asip mis fort arriere. Iuppiter IS PREMATURE TO PREPARE PRIORITIES. PARTIES  UP PRIORITISE FIREARMS 
IS UPSTAIRS IMPAIR  REPERTOIRE (these texts will stop for a while during Yellowstone period due to no electricity) 
SUIT FIRM FOR PRIORITIES TO  RE-APPEAR.  IS  IMPROPRIETIES  PAIRS  TREASURES – IMPROPER RAPTURES IN AIR.   
(the word ''treasures'' means stargates, and yes, in 7 73  line one speaks of the elite misusing them – to their own cost) 

 
Venus receives those formerly from Mars* 

4 33  i 557 
Jupiter joined more to Venus than to the Moon, 
those of Jupiter related to those of Venus more than to those in the moon 

Appearing with white fulness:  the moon or the sun’s hologram 
Neptune hidden under the whiteness of Venus  
Neptune planet of twisted dreams 
Struck/sent from Mars by seeding [potential] DNA. 

*This refers to the damage caused to Mars when it received a glancing blow cause by the passing of the Nemesis 
system three shars ago. Those left alive on Mars migrated to Venus (where Valiant Thor/Enlil/YHWH came from)   
but not before divvying up the remains of other planets in the Sol system between themselves. 
4 33 1 IUPITERVENUSLUNE 
SEE EVIL PUNITIVE UR ENLILITE VULPERINE/fox, ELUSIVE BENNU  UP IN UNSET UNIVERSE  LIES  SUPINE VENUE : 
LEPUS, LUPINE  Wolf-Auriga SNEER VIRULENT UNPURE NET /Reticuli ENSUE, TRIES RUIN, TRIES PRUNES LULU. humans  
TRUE VULTURINE-LUTE (Lyrans) PURSUIT.  VRIL ENVIES TUNES  ENSURE  TIES  UNITE  TEN  SUN  RULERS  UP  UNITE.  
if you hear people saying ʺHitler was misunderstoodʺ and other ideas about ʺHitler trying to do goodʺ ~ ask yourself this 
question : if Hitler was trying to ‘do good’, why then did these texts say ʺHOCUSSED HITLERʺ and never allowed him to 
successfully find the Triple Method ?         Why deny a man trying to do good when he was seeking the hidden ciphers of 
NostraDamus?  In the same lettre #32 where the docteur writes about the Triple Method, he mentions Kraft (Kraftt) and 
Parcs. Kraftt was working very hard for Hitler to find the codes and came perilously close.  The ‘Parks’ who ‘picked up 
the mandate and ran with it’ could have been any one of the four ʺParksʺ ( there is a fifth person named Parks now doing 
similar ‘work’) along with Simon, Anton, Jim and Helen. 
4 33 3 VENUSNEPTUNEMARS 

  RAMP UP MENU, MEANS TURN SEVEN EVENT SPUN VAST SPAN RAVEN NAMES SUPERMAN STAR MASTERS, ARM TEAM,
this matches WHAT ARE THE CHANCES details.  SEVEN EVENT= seven planets  RAVEN =Yule/early Capricorn 

The ‘ARM’ in the team refers to he who holds the branch of DNA ‘in his arm’, (Cepheus) the Seraphim hibernating in the Black Knight/s 

 

4 68  i 557  5 12 4 says And those (said to have come) of the Rhine coming to invade. 
In the place very near not far from Venus,  (that would be Mercury)  
The two greatest ones of Asia  red dragon  and of Africa:   Marduk 
From the Rhine & [from] hister, Lower Danube they will be said to have come, 
     font = made into.  sont = being, to have, belong to. venus = Venus 
     take a close look at hilter  = it is not the Hister/Danube, it means Hitler 
Cries, tears at  Malta & the Ligurian coast. (Malta, Adriatic extinguished) 

noting Ligurian is not capitalized, nor is Hitler, because the words are not needed for  

 

4 68 3 Du Ryn & hilter,qu’on dira font venus,    That one speaking Venus font, for Hitler and the Rhine (those that come from Venus) 
QUOTE DIVINE CHANI INNOVATED QUEER DERO DEVOURER NINNY  UNDER HOODUUINKED, THUUARTED  HITLERS 
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WÜNDERKINDER ERNST KRAFFT (NOT THE FAVOURED UUINNER) IN HANDUURITTEN CODED LETTERS THIRTI ONE & 
                  Amazing... that Krafft was German and considered the “wonderkid” when it came to astronomy and codes.  TUUO.

TRENDIES VAINLY FAVOUR, NOUU VARY; HITLER’S  FOURTH  REICHT UUORTH!  
UUON UNITED STATES IN STEALTH FOR ʺNORDIC’S SOUTHERN EARTHʺ people have been trying to justify Hitler saying 
he was “misunderstood”,  just as Luciferians have been doing.  We have seen 1 42 and its reference to the Thulé Vril. 
Since these texts, in the Template, clearly said UUE HOCUSSED HITLER 4 26 3.      My question to the trendies is this:     
if Hitler was so good for the planet, why did the likes of Chani feel so happy about hocussing him, when  denying Krafft the 
means  to find the Triple Method? Krafft is named in Letters 31 &  32, as is Parcs. 
It is true I absolutely desired to “understand the quatrains more fully”, and did perform my lay apprentice ship between 2006 
and 2012,  but I certainly had no idea I would  accidentally  find the Triple Method!    Having no hint that the directives that 
were within the Template to compile the Bibliography named there,  (& read them) to compile the Alkhemye List (from 
sources they provided) to study Celtic Zodiac clues, Vinca Runes & collate in unison the Runic Skies that Allan Webber had 
found :~ would all result in discovering The Triple Method.  
The very thing Ernst Krafft and Hitler were seeking no matter how much money they threw at the task.  
The words “triple method” (& “ring”) did not cross my pathway until August  2012 when reading the correspondences of 
NostraDamus. Forcing me to shut down the original Website and open a new one.  
The six years between 2006 and 2012 were in the main learning about computers – without which neither Allan Webber  
programming the anagrams, nor myself would have been able to accomplish much.   The first time-gate visits in January  
2009 and Easter 2009 did let me know this was no game, that someone was quite serious about my learning curve! 

 

4 73  i 557 
The great nephew [Nanar of 8 85 or Ninurta] by strengths will prove, 
The treaty made by the pusillanimous heart: FDR 
(that which was prepared to 'trade in men' for technology) 
Ferrara and Asti The Duke/lord/UK will try, 
When the pantomine holograms will take place in the evening. 

4 73 FerrareAsteDuc  
READ AFTER CRUSADER STAR  RECUR, [Nibiru] FADES – FRACTURED. FRACTURE[Earth]  in EARS (Virgo) RETRACE U.S. DRAFTS CAREER  
SURE CARE DRAFTS  FRAUD - R [Draco] RACE USE DRAFT, [Treaty] TARRED SURFACE,smooth going  CURE FAR TRADES, [trade in men] UUARD 
RESET ARC, [orbit/years/calendars] TRUE CARDS FEAR the microchip REFUSE CARD ART.  ARE RUDE  [bad]  CRAFTS –  
ASE  [Aesir] REDRAFT CURE~REST AFAR, [in Aquarius, “Age of Humanitarian”, still nearly 700 years to go] CURED 
4 27 4 Rachat honny au Temple d’Artemide. 
A PATHETIC NEANDERTHAL, (Otto) DETACHED  OPTIMUM YEAR 1000AD PREMATURELY.    YOU AMPUTATE MOMENTAL 

IMPEACH DEMI-HUMAN HUNTER  MALCONTENT; CONTEND TRIUMPH MODERN YEAR AHEAD ~  TEN HUNDRED: 
THE CHAINED ULTRA PEDANT DEMON  DID CHEAT DEATH  by portals.    This is Allah-Lu.cifer, see 5 25 here below 
o DEATCHED OPTIMUM YEAR – took it from where it should be and placed it in his own timeline.  HUNTER = Orion 
 

 

4 83 Commander Valiant the combat by night, 
Vanquished ruined by a few men: 
His people stirred up, sedition not in vain 
His own son will hold him besieged. 
IF Valiant Thor is EnLil (the texts say he is) and he is still here, a son of his 
would be a Demi-hu-man also called demi-god.  “bad demi” in 8 25 3 

 

5 11 
The sea will not be passed over safely by those of the sun, 
     the Anakim will not pass safely over those from celestial Sea 
Those of Venus will hold all Africa.  [They are the] 
Saturnines [who] will no longer occupy their realm, 
     recall Saturnines burnt by the Millers 6 17 here 
And changing the Asiatic part.     

 

5 11  see  5 14 4 And the Roman sceptre [Leo] will be struck down by the Cock.  

[Cockerel - Argo/Puppis/Mantids or by France 
Mer par folaires feure ne paffera, 
Ceulx de Venus tiendrot toute l'Affrique : 
Leur regne plus Sol, Saturne n'occupera, APPEARS IN ANTENNAE 

Et changera la part Afiatique. 

 

5 24 The realm and law raised under Venus,  
     (Valiant Thor said he came from Venus 
Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter empire: 
The law and realm raised by the Sun, 
By those of Saturn suffering  the fire.  
    The Saturnines – Anakim - burnt by the millers 

See the pdf forum MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES... Very recently someone has come up with the idea that the “precession of 
ages” should include Pegasus slotted between Pisces and Aquarius, naming Scheat (the star in the “leg” of Pegasus) as a 
focal point.  It makes little difference to the outcome of Aquarius being nowhere near our horizon of view by many cent-
uries yet, and if it is only a leg, (due to the haphazard overlap of Pisces with Aquarius) it is not all of Pegasus! 
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5 25 Arab = Allah-Lu, from Sirius/prince. Marsians are Venusians 
The Arab prince, Mars, Sun, Venus, Leonine, 
The rule of the Church by sea will succumb:                ROME 
Towards Persia very nearly one million men,             IRAN 
or Very nearly one million men towards Iran, 
The true Egypt serpent will invade Byzantium. 
or Turkey will invade true serpent Egyptian. according to the Rhyme 

 

5 53  
The law of the Sun and of Venus in strife, 
Appropriating/stealing  the spirit of prophecy: 
Neither the one nor the other will be understood, 
The law of  great Messsssiah will hold through Sun. 

 

5 72 
For the pleasure of the voluptuous Edict, 
     voluptuous = “larger than life”, the edict adding years 
One will mix the poison in the faith: 
Venus will be in a course/making court so virtuous, 
As to becloud the of the Sun all quality. 
        the chemtrails agenda is that of Sirius/Alla-Lu with the 
Venusians putting on a false front regarding nuclear power 

                                       SIX 

 

 

6 22  i 557 edition.  Notice neither ‘temple’ nor ‘lodres’ are capitalized, 
which they are in the i562 publication 
Earth of great heavenly theatre within, 

celestial dimension 
Nephew Ninurta wounded at London by feigned peace: 

see here: ʺand studying art.ʺ (which alters the brain) 
The Earth  will then become divided,  (amongst the anakim) 

Sham liberty will be proclaimed everywhere. 
 

 

6 22 
Dedans la terre du grand Temple celique,  
Nepveu a Londres par paix feinte meurtry: 
La barque alors deviendra fchifmatique, 
La liberte feincte fera au corn' & cry.  
is this licorne ? unicorn ? put with missing century 7 quatrains 

“James Casbolt is approaching the final year of his sentence and will be moving to an open prison shortly. a rare visit was sanctioned for Thursday, 
so I was able to visit James, who is fit and well, and studying art. 
As he is moving very soon, this is the final Bases prison visit report. 
He has plans after he is released, which involve Russian and Chinese interests. 
The published photo by Dave Marrow showed James as he was moved from the prison in the east of England.  
The holographic image hidden in that photo showed the term “Security Ultra” level.” [The Bases Project] 
 He is, essentially, a “prop”              https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_mannequin03.htm  
6 22 TempleLondres 
SMELL the difference SLENDER DERN,Vergrïnd Dahl POET, TELL PERT DEMON grey SELL  M.E. (Medusine Device) PLOT    
the Fragrant ones are Elohim (apart from the Sasquatch I would imagine) but the really odiferous ones are the Zeta Greys 
which feed by anointing themselves with mutilated animals fat, which would stink of adrenalin           

 

6 17  i 562     appeared in Da Vinci Meets Nostradamus Pt 2 
After the queues [orbits] burned,  the ass-drivers [Aurigans]  
Will be obliged to change diverse garbs:     (space suits) 
Those Saturnins burned by the millers,                  The Elohim Alliances 
(millwheel of precession)       [will not be cowered  or] 
Except the greater part which will not be covered. hidden or protected 

 

Cheetham has couvers as convers = meaning converted probably beause 
she had limes as ‘penance’. In Latin « limes » = paths, tracks, boundaries, 
in Archaic Fr. limes means « files » as in lines of, or queues. 
6 17 1 Apres les limes bruflez  les afiniers, 
6 17 2 Conftraincts ferot chager habitz diuers: 
6 17 3 Les Saturnins bruflez par les mufniers, 
6 17 4 Hors la plufpart qui ne fera couuers. 

6 17 SATURNINS 
ISN’T  SAINTS, ANTS, RUN STAR IN SUN (SUN IN STAR) STRAIN AS IT TURNS INN/Earth IN TIN/Sagittarius or Pisces RAT 2020 TUN/Maya year A
SAT IN URN/Aquarius. TAN TAU [Ceti] AUNT IN USSR/RUSSIA, ISN’T TANIS/Egyptian ANU.      IS U.N. U.S. ISUS,SiriusANU, NAN STAR 
NUNS/Pleiades SIN/fallen angels RANTS RAINS RUINS SUNNI/Allah SIRS/Marduk S.S. TRAINS; STAIRS taken up IN ASS,Cancer NUTS/Aug 5-Sep 1 
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C+F+WAVE (and UUAVE) 
I believe many quatrains  above refer to the crop circle seen 
in 2002 which I termed “Paul LaViolette’s ether waves” or 
Chani’s ‘sonicboom’. 
Noting that is a huge  Golden Cube and not our sun. 
The one top left has a very large “atmosphere” so is not 
the Earth, or it could be our sun with Nemesis in front of it. 
The tiny object is Earth – casting a shadow, or being moved. 
If it is Earth – it is closer to the viewer in perspective 
therefore not on her normal orbit.  
This cropcircle relates to ASCENSION which these texts have been telling us refers to not only Earth, but the entire solar 
system. Noting in the following discourse it is our sun (with its followers) which is doing the moving. 
Read full article at NexusNewsfeed.com website » 
Just days before his death on December 27, 1944, well known Bulgarian mystic Peter Deunov had a vision which 
inspired him to relate a prophecy of what was in store for the human race in the century that was to follow. 
 Deunov, also known to Bulgarians by his spiritual name Beinsa Douno, was a philosopher, musician and spiritual teacher 
who developed a form of esoteric Christianity.  Curiously, his prophecy anticipated in great detail the concept of a 
superwave which he predicted was to purify the Earth in the very near future and not only bring about tremendous 
geological transformation, but also spiritually change the world, bringing into being a new human race, the “sixth race.” 
One would do well to read his amazing prophecy which is related in this four page document which is an adaptation 
written by Olivier de Rouvroy – September 2003:  
http://www.progressions.info/Peter%20Deunov.pdf    
Alternatively, for a synopsis one can also view the following [enclosed in the Nexus article linked above, titled  
Our Planet Is On Fire]  youtube video which tells a bit about Deunov’s life and narrates highlights of his superwave/human 
transformation prophecy: 
THE MECHANICS OF ASCENSION 
ʺPeter Deunov begins his prophecy with an accurate reference to a coming Galactic superwave. See CHANI PROJECT  He states: 
“…everybody will soon be subjugated to divine Fire, that will purify and prepare them in regards to the New Era. 
Some decades will pass before this Fire will come, that will transform the world by bringing it a new moral.  
This immense wave comes from cosmic space and will inundate the entire earth.  
All those that attempt to oppose it will be carried off and transferred elsewhere. 
Although the inhabitants of this planet do not all find themselves at the same degree of evolution, the new wave will be felt by 
each one of us. And this transformation will not only touch the Earth, but the ensemble of the entire Cosmos.” 
Later he refers to terrestrial upheavals which indicate the occurrence of tremendous climatic and seismic effects.  He states: 
“There will be floods, hurricanes, gigantic fires and earthquakes that will sweep away everything. Blood will flow in abundance. 
There will be revolutions; terrible explosions will resound in numerous regions of the earth.  
There where there is earth, water will come, and there where there is water, earth will come.” 
Further on he refers to waves of “cosmic electricity” (cosmic ray electrons?) which will sweep the Earth.   
Indeed, the main component of a superwave would be its cosmic ray electrons.  Here he indicates an ongoing volley: 
“The earth will soon be swept by extraordinary rapid waves of Cosmic Electricity.  
A few decades from now beings who are bad and lead others astray will not be able to support their intensity.” DENSITY? 
Deunov also mentions that our solar system is currently traversing an unhealthy dusty region of “contaminated space” called the 
“13th zone” which was left behind by the destruction of a constellation (or star?): 
“Our solar system is now traversing a region of the Cosmos where a constellation that was destroyed left its mark, its dust.  
This crossing of a contaminated space is a source of poisoning, not only for the inhabitants of the earth, but for all the inhabitants 
of the other planets of our galaxy. Only the suns are not affected by the influence of this hostile environment. This region is called 
“the thirteenth zone”; one also calls it “the zone of contradictions”.  
Our planet was enclosed in this region for thousands of years, but finally we are approaching the exit of this space of darkness and 
we are on the point of attaining a more spiritual region, where more evolved beings live.” 
Indeed, just as he prophecies [sic] the solar system has for a long period of time, perhaps for the past 3 million years, been passing 
through the rim of the North Polar Spur supernova remnant, a cloud of dust and gas left from the explosion of a star many millions 
of years ago.  Astronomers acknowledge the presence of dust clouds even contacting the fringe of our solar system.  Also most of 
the long period comets that enter the solar system, that many claim to come from the Öort cloud, actually are part of this inter-
stellar debris field and are entering due to the Sun’s passage through this debris zone.  According to the superwave theory I 
advanced in 1983, the presence of this nearby dust is responsible for why Earth has been going through a sequence of ice ages for 
the past 3 million years.  For millions of years before that time we had no ice ages because we had not entered this dusty 
zone.  For more information consult my Ph.D. dissertation, or read my book Earth Under Fire  Paul LaViolette.
Also just as Deunov states, this dusty region is a hazard for many solar systems in our Galactic neighborhood.  The NPS 
supernova remnant is believed to be located about 400 ± 200 light years from the solar system and to have a diameter of 370 ± 
230 light years, thus affecting hundreds of thousands of star systems.  His contention that it is a source of poisoning is also 
verified by my own polar ice research.  As I have described in my paper recently published in Advances in Space Research 
during the past few hundred thousand years, our planet has been subjected to the ongoing entry of tin-rich and lead-rich 
interstellar dust particles.  One such particularly hazardous event, which occurred about 49,000 years ago, caused a hundred 
thousand fold increase in the rate of cosmic dust influx, produced a global climatic cooling, and increased lead levels in rain water 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Deunov
http://www.progressions.info/Peter%20Deunov.pdf
http://etheric.com/galactic-superwaves-and-their-impact-on-the-earth/
http://etheric.com/earth-under-fire-2/
http://www.starburstfound.org/downloads/superwave/tin-rich-dust.pdf
http://www.starburstfound.org/downloads/superwave/tin-rich-dust.pdf


 These tin-rich dust particles still enter our stratosphere in small 10 times higher than the EPA’s maximum health hazard limit. 
amounts and according to a research group led by Dr. Abbott of Lamont Doherty, one influx of tin-rich and nickel-rich dust 
occurred as recently as 536 AD causing a modest climatic cooling and obscuration of the Sun for one or two years.   
Deunov’s prediction that we are about to leave this hazardous region is indeed welcome news.536 AD was in a mini ice age anyway                                       
What is really very amazing is that Peter Deunov had this vision in 1944 well before much was known about active galaxies and 
galactic core explosions.  Most research on quasars and cosmic ray emitting core explosions began in the 1960’s and even as late 
as the 70’s not all astronomers were convinced that the Milky Way’s core has previously undergone core explosions.ʺ       ” 

 Pr. Paul LaViolette 
 

 

7 42 appeared in Lettre #32 & Reincarnation 
Having taken  the two newly arrived Venusians bait, (poison) 
In the menu/agenda of the great Prince assigned: 
 (the genocide agenda, chemtrails & nuclear) Prince with capital “P” means Sirius 

By the scullion/ordinary person both are caught in the act, 
to trouble the elder with death [bait taken] those busy minded. 

 

1 2 3  vn peur & voix  fremiffens par les maniches, .  ......Fear and one voice [activation] shimmering
VENUS FOXES  INVOLVE  EXPLOSIVE  NUCLEAR:   VEILS  hides  IN  PIXELS  MOVIE/holograms LOVER 

 o FOXES Enlil-Parvechal-Valiant Thor  VEILS disguises  INVOLVE  PIXELS  MOVIE holograms =  NUCLEAR HOLOGRAMS 
 

10 27CLEMENTIULEASCANS = SEMANTICS is the study of meaning LANE CLUE (orbit)  LUMINESCENCE ATLAS ( ? from Atlas ?).       
INCULCATE  teaching  NAMELESS  (Lucifer) LETS NUISANCE  MALE CAMEL (Camelopardalis  Anak/Allah-Lu) LUNATICS  SCENE. muslim ‘refugees’     
ONE CLEMENT YULE & NASA  SC. SET BACK...  ONE CLEMENT YULE & CASA (home) N-S       AISE   CANS  S.S 
 

 

Second and Third which makes first class music (M.E. tool) 
Via the president in honour of treaty 9 they will be sublimated 
Through thick and thin,  during good & bad times  half emaciated  

living very poorly, overtaxed, underpaid 
Made debased brought down by false promise rapport from Venus. 
          Speaks of Valiant Thor, who said he came from Venus 

10 28 3 Par graffe & maigre prefque demy eticque 
PARQS PREACQUIT look first MY  ETYMIC (Word base)  
MY TIP: TYPE QUEER  DIRGE EPIGRAM - 
UUE  MAGI AIM  GEMATRIA: TIDY GEM 
MEANT  PER YEAR EGYPT RED’S  GREY  DEPART                
DEEM  IT GREEDY  P.M  EMPTY  GRIME  EMIGRATED   

 

To look at the quatrain line’s words first 
QUEER  DIRGE EPIGRAM – these texts 
AIM  GEMATRIA using the frequency power in numbers to 
tidy the Earth, which is what the crop circles are saying 
EGYPT RED’S: red Oannes under Egypt, time for the greedy 
prime minister to be gone 

 

 

2 45  i557 edition 
Too much the heavens weep for the Androgyne begotten, 
Near the heavens human blood shed: 
Because of death too late a great people re-created, 
Late and soon the awaited relief comes. 
the addition of  D2 appears only in the i557 publication 
Is it an element like Ha was? (which turned out to be rel-
ated to part of the secret anti gravity element  115 of Bob 
Lazar) see pg 11 Androgyne Dorean SmartSuit May 1 2018 

2 45 4 Par mort trop tarde grand peuple recree D2 This 2 45 4  line will appear later, due to time restraint
Centuries Two prophecy forty five, where it says like so, 

      Ciceron au liure deffus rapporté, Quoy? 
PECULIAR FOUR OPAQUE CRAFT UP REPOST AUDIO FREQUENCY 
AFFECT NEUROTIC;  COURT, ACQUIRE SCRUFFIER IN ADORE 
UNIQUELY PROUD QUALITY FAIR-FACED PILE FALLEN ONES 
SUPER-PURE QUEEN CONQUERED RACE PURPOSEFUL  FOR 
FANCIFUL CORRUPT, PUTREFY YOUR URANIFEROUS SOUL 
(dit-il) l’Androgyn n’a il pas efté comme vn 
ALARMED YOU: FANCIED RANSOMING MANLY DEVELOPMENTAL 
OF SOMNOLENCE COMPLAINANTS; DEPRIVING REVENGEMENT  
SELF-ADVANCEMENT GOVERNMENT DEMONS:  CONNIVING 
SOULS ASLEEP PRENATAL AGAINST GEMS GOLDEN GENTLE AGE  

3 17 4 i 557 Leurs ges d'eglife comettrot.les efcladres. E 2 

TODAY JUNE 30TH – MY WORK COMPUTER DIED – fortunately I had just copied the days work which 
reaches this point. Out of time and out of space anyway and had to remove two pages as it is. The above 
lines here will be transferred over with the two pages removed and appear in  PART THREE. 
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https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/public-health-fraud-why-water-fluoridation-is-one-of-the-
greatest-crimes-against-humanity/  
Public health fraud: why water fluoridation is one of the greatest crimes against humanity 
The mass medication of citizens via water fluoridation may be one of the greatest crimes against humanity taking place 
today — and it’s also one of the most under-reported scandals, too. Daring to speak out about the real facts on fluoride will 
get you stamped as a “crazy conspiracy theorist,” just like questioning vaccine safety or talking about the dangers of 
glyphosate will get you a fast-pass to being labeled “anti-science.” 
But, even though the cost may be great, a few brave souls are still willing to speak out about the health hazards foisted upon 
us by the powers that be. Dr. David Kennedy, a biological dentist, recently called water fluoridation a “public health fraud,” 
and his description couldn’t be any more correct. 
 

Strange: Turkey Moving Against Israel in East Jerusalem 
By Sputnik News - Russia on Jul 01, 2018 09:00 am      from Veteran Affairs 
 

“Look at the “Homestead Movement.”  It is an indication that Father As  is hard at work preparing all of us for the 
coming transition to Fourth Density.  The Homestead Movement is growing by between 4% to 5% each 
year.  Gardeners and farmers are what the Elders of the Minturian race (the Mantids) are looking for.  According to 
Oswald Spengler, it is agrarian culture that fosters art and music and not “civilization” (this would be true if you 
consider the idiocy of today’s so-called art and music).  Technology will exist but we won’t be attempting the 
construction of a robot slave race…you gnow what I mean, don’t you?  There’s a big difference between the morals 
associated with using a plow share or a chest of carpentry tools and the immorality of adapting science and 
technology to build a slave race.  Wouldn’t you agree?”  M diG. 
ALL ARE INDEBTED ELOIM CUBE from Leonardo Da Vinci and his ʺRiddlesʺ 

 the English come tu dicesti che accaderebbe  nel  bene,          
you saying that accaderebbe within a better way...  
meaning  something like  OPEN  SESAME.  Da Vinci is speaking to Nostradamus  here.    

Abracadabra = abrahadabra - An Arabic word meaning a magical opening= the cyphers   
so Leonardo is saying he likes the  quatrains method better than the one he is using... 
(which is the division of a sentence using commas) 

ALL ARE INDEBTED TO ELOHIM LUCS LUX CUBE : 
ABDUCT NELL MEAD, OBEDIENCE, BEEN HER CHOICE:  
DICTATES  CENTURIES  SECRETS  BREACHED:  
DECODED ECHOED, BLENDED ECLECTIC DOCTOR NOSTRADAMUS  
AND LEONARDO  ~  SAME  CODES  BETUUEEN  EACH. 

 che nella a sé sottoposta strada collocate erano.  the English  
"Nell: that her directions/way/manner of  the [Nell's/Cassiopeian] subjects/topics  were collated." by keywords* 

            the English   Così accade a quelli che nella vita soletaria, 
      This is what happens to those who in life are solitary 
*one would think it a bit of a Catch 22 that the directions to the decoders (Allan and Helen) would be from  WITHIN 
the anagrammed Template. By reading through every quatrein was not going to do it either ! 
The quatrein words derived from the computer program all jumbled up, so they had to be placed into a context first. 
At this primary stage – a very large number of words are strange to modern ears and without meaning unless they 
are in context ! Taking my hat off to Allan who had programmed the Template with its vocabulary. 
One good example of this word-intention was with the word LUX which normally means  ʺglowingʺ ~ as the Golden 
Cube certainly does. In very recent weeks (a full ten years after the Template was compiled by Allan Webber) it turns 
out the word LUX is also describing the fifth form of natural energy !  
Now I am wondering if the number five as a base number used by the Elohim Alliances is not from five fingers, but 
from the Fifth Form of Universal Source Energy.   It relates to Light. 
Taking this one tentative step further. Was THIS what Immanuel-Yeshua meant, when he said ʺI am the Lightʺ. ? 
Further to someone asking me : ʺhave they told you when you will dieʺ with the answer being ‘yes’ both of them gave the same day 
then that person said ʺdid they say howʺ,  with my answer ‘only that the lady in breeches/jeans will disappear’. No longer in sight. 

 

5 65 
Come suddenly the terror will be great, three nights to warn 

Hidden by the principal ones of the affair: 
And the lady in breeches* will be no longer in sight, 
Thus [by her] little by little will the great ones [elite] be vexed. 

 

This was clarified August 9 2018. Lucid dream – one not to be forgotten it seems. She walking around corner of the house 
feeding the poultry, suddenly saw a bright little ufo about a foot across hovering in front of her, and above it a larger one 
over the house and behind that another beautiful huge one.  Looking down at her feet she watched her legs disappearing  
and managed to say out loud : * ʺsee mum, I told you so !ʺ before the rise of disappearance was completed. 
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https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/public-health-fraud-why-water-fluoridation-is-one-of-the-greatest-crimes-against-humanity/
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/public-health-fraud-why-water-fluoridation-is-one-of-the-greatest-crimes-against-humanity/
https://www.naturalhealth365.com/fluoride-toxin-2335.html
https://veteranstoday.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=45978c25d1c6a5f695218bffa&id=e50612edc1&e=64b8af2a44


For the first time, scientists achieve 'liquid light' at room temperature 

 
A Frankenstein mash-up of light and matter.In June 2017, physicists achieved 'liquid light' at room temperature for the first 
time ever, making this strange form of matter more accessible than ever. This matter is both a superfluid, which has zero 
friction and viscosity, and a kind of Bose-Einstein condensate - sometimes described as the fifth state of matter - and it 
allows light to actually flow around objects and corners. Read full article at NexusNewsfeed.com website » 
In June 2017, physicists achieved 'liquid light' at room temperature for the first time ever, making this strange form 
of matter more accessible than ever. 
This matter is both a superfluid, which has zero friction and viscosity, and a kind of Bose-Einstein condensate - sometimes 
described as the fifth state of matter - and it allows light to actually flow around objects and corners. 
Regular light behaves like a wave, and sometimes like a particle, always travelling in a straight line.  
That's why your eyes can't see around corners or objects. But under extreme conditions, light can also act like a liquid, and 
actually flow around objects. 
Bose-Einstein condensates are interesting to physicists because in this state, the rules switch from classical to quantum 
physics, and matter starts to take on more wave-like properties. 
They are formed at temperatures close to absolute zero and exist for only fractions of a second. 
But in this study, researchers reported making a Bose-Einstein condensate at room temperature by using a Frankenstein 
mash-up of light and matter. 
"The extraordinary observation in our work is that we have demonstrated that superfluidity can also occur at room-
temperature, under ambient conditions, using light-matter particles called polaritons," said lead researcher Daniele Sanvitto, 
from the CNR NANOTEC Institute of Nanotechnology in Italy. 
Creating polaritons involved some serious equipment and nanoscale engineering. 
The scientists sandwiched a 130-nanometre-thick layer of organic molecules between two ultra-reflective mirrors, and 
blasted it with a 35 femtosecond laser pulse (1 femtosecond is a quadrillionth of a second).  
"In this way, we can combine the properties of photons - such as their light effective mass and fast velocity - with strong 
interactions due to the electrons within the molecules," said one of the team, Stéphane Kéna-Cohen from École 
Polytechnique de Montreal in Canada. 
The resulting 'super liquid' had some strange properties. 
Under normal conditions, when liquid flows, it creates ripples and swirls - but that's not the case for a superfluid.  
As you can see below, the flow of polaritons is disturbed like waves under regular circumstances, but not in the superfluid: 
The flow of polaritons encounters an obstacle in non-superfluid (top) and superfluid (bottom). 
"In a superfluid, this turbulence is suppressed around obstacles, causing the flow to continue on its way unaltered," 
said Kéna-Cohen. 
The researchers said the results pave the way not only to new studies of quantum hydrodynamics, but also to room-
temperature polariton devices for advanced future technology, such as the production of super-conductive materials for 
devices such as LEDs, solar panels, and lasers. 
"The fact that such an effect is observed under ambient conditions can spark an enormous amount of future work," 
said the team. 
"Not only to study fundamental phenomena related to Bose-Einstein condensates, but also to conceive and design future 
photonic superfluid-based devices where losses are completely suppressed and new unexpected phenomena can be 
exploited." The findings were reported in Nature Physics. 
 

Largest molecular spin found close to a quantum phase transition    .recall  circular molecular phenomenon? 
Nine scientists at Bielefeld University, the KIT, the University of Magdeburg, and the University di Modena e Reggio 
Emilia (Italy) were involved in the studies.Every single electron possesses a quantum mechanical intrinsic angular 
momentum, also called spin. The modelled at Bielefeld University and synthesized at the new magnetic molecule 
KIT reveals a spin in its ground state that is as large as that of 120 electrons combined. This makes it the largest spin 
ever to be observed in a single molecule. ..  
Read full article at NexusNewsfeed.com website » 
 

circular molecular phenomenon 
1 43 4 Mis, tranflate fus le rochier noilleux.  Putting the gnarled rock [a planet]] in another place 
this line appeared in WHAT THE PYRAMIDS ARE FOR... PYRAMIDS DIVERT IMPEDIMENTS ~ ENNUI. 
SECULARISATION: EXAMINES THE RUN-OF-THE-MILL FIRST FLOOR UNICELLULAR REFLEX  Quantum relations in the Millwheel of Ages 

define Secularisation – trans-forming society with religious belief to society with no religious belief 
FURTHERS SINE MOLECULAR LEX (statute, uncommon law of) TALIONIS (lesser retaliation) NOT FREE – turning, spinning restrained 
NET URANITE TOFFEE NOSE ELITE REFUTE TUNES SINE EFFECT; ENTER OFTEN  FOR UNFIT NEURONE EFFECT  
1 80 3 Puis naistra monstre de tres hideuse beste   
THUS ERUDITE ESTEEMED ARTIST PARENTHESIS (SAUU THIS IN ROSE)  SEAS-MANTIDS'- BRASS  SEAT THERSES 

THERSES dodecahedral magnetic frequencies circular electrical molecular phenomenon.      See 11TH LOUT LEANS BACK in the pdf forum 
EMPIRICAL PROOF of  TIME TRAVEL  SEAS-MANTIDS = Argo  ROSE = stargate  BRASS SEAT = brass saddle in  1 :1 :2 
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https://nexusmagazine.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=dd1894510f1e14c4341c10fe2&id=748d75f3a8&e=f4d550c339
https://nexusmagazine.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=dd1894510f1e14c4341c10fe2&id=6110064182&e=f4d550c339
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bose%E2%80%93Einstein_condensate
https://www.sciencealert.com/this-is-world-s-first-image-of-light-as-both-a-particle-and-a-wave
https://www.sciencealert.com/watch-a-sh-tty-explanation-of-the-theory-of-everything
https://www.sciencealert.com/watch-a-sh-tty-explanation-of-the-theory-of-everything
https://www.sciencealert.com/physicists-have-achieved-a-supersolid-state-for-the-first-time-and-it-s-so-much-stranger-than-predicted
http://www.sciencealert.com/after-a-century-of-debate-cooling-to-absolute-zero-has-been-declared-mathematically-impossible
https://share.polymtl.ca/alfresco/service/api/path/content;cm:content/workspace/SpacesStore/Company%20Home/Sites/salle-de-presse---web/documentLibrary/communiques_de_presse/2017/Superfluide_lumiere/CP_Superfluide_lumiere_ANG.pdf?a=true&guest=true
https://share.polymtl.ca/alfresco/service/api/path/content;cm:content/workspace/SpacesStore/Company%20Home/Sites/salle-de-presse---web/documentLibrary/communiques_de_presse/2017/Superfluide_lumiere/CP_Superfluide_lumiere_ANG.pdf?a=true&guest=true
https://share.polymtl.ca/alfresco/service/api/path/content;cm:content/workspace/SpacesStore/Company%20Home/Sites/salle-de-presse---web/documentLibrary/communiques_de_presse/2017/Superfluide_lumiere/CP_Superfluide_lumiere_ANG.pdf?a=true&guest=true
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1609.03153.pdf
https://share.polymtl.ca/alfresco/service/api/path/content;cm:content/workspace/SpacesStore/Company%20Home/Sites/salle-de-presse---web/documentLibrary/communiques_de_presse/2017/Superfluide_lumiere/CP_Superfluide_lumiere_ANG.pdf?a=true&guest=true
https://www.nature.com/articles/nphys4147.epdf
https://nexusmagazine.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=dd1894510f1e14c4341c10fe2&id=3bfb3c7741&e=f4d550c339
https://nexusmagazine.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=dd1894510f1e14c4341c10fe2&id=1b70c286c7&e=f4d550c339


1 1 1 Seated alone at night in secret study,  1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain) 
2 67 1 Le blonde au nez ƒorche viendra commette 

ELOHIM CUBE MODERN HAZARD stargate ENTOMBED, FROZE DOZEN STAR DEMONS OVERHEAD; TRENCHANT/matured contract  FED 
BELOVED COHERENT OLD MAN LEONARDO : CLEVER EUCHARISTE DEMOTES  CENTRE LEMON/Jesus NO HALO ;  AND DOZEN 
NOBLEMEN CONVERTED, ARE DEMENTED ZOÕDIAC  MALEVOLENCE  BAR ONE – THE  HUMBLE ORNAMENT OF HIS TIMES 3 94 2 

NOSTRADAME, NOTICE ?  AT MOLECULAR ELECTRON THERSE (HENCE AMAZED ELEVENTH LOUT LEANS BACK)  the twelfth is 
Nostradamus pointing up, so the numbering of the people at the table of the Last Supper are counted in reverse, the same way 
the ages are,  and the zodiacs are. LOVE-LORN MOLE/ Judas has a mole – DECENT EVENT, BRONZE MEDAL did the second best 
ZODIAC TORAH DOCUMENTED TRIBES  OF ISRAEL (MENACE CLEAN NATURE OF MOTHER EARTH) ARE CONNECTED TO CRUEL 
MANURE ATEN ROMAN VOLCANIC HOT COLUMN VEHEMENCE 11th ADORE. ERAZE NOT-MUCH-NEEDED, LAMENTED LUNCHEON 
ELEVENTH ADORE = October 10/11 event. Adore is Libra in October. TRIBES OF ISRAEL means the tribes of Jacob the usurper 
4 29  Iƒ (is) FREQUENCIES OPEN CELLULAR MOLECULAR ; SELF EVIDENT PARAMETER CHAFFEURED (driven)     C+F+ 1 54 1 
 the word pyramid means PYRE AMID. (PER-NET-ER obsolete) 
2 96 3 Famine,glaiue: tard le fecours pourueu, 
ELITE ARGUE PURSUE POUUERFUL FAR AUDIO-MOLECULAR MEASURE GUIDANCE IN MA (Libra) 
CONFIGURE PAIRED AUUEFUL E-L-F. SATELLITE TUUO EUENTS IN I (Halloween or Dec 23) 
1 70 3  Par la finie en Gaule commencee:    

PRINCE COMMENCE FINAL RAPE 
FILARIAN  PEACE  
NUCLEAR RAINFALL AGE    
MOLECULAR ENGINE FAILURE        
CAGOULE hooded MAMELUC  REPLACE  O                                         

Those (actions) started in France will end there  
SIRIUS FINAL ATTACK starts 
Brotherly PEACE 
NUCLEAR RAIN FALLS. DNA FAILS 
HOODED half bred (Hreidmar)  REPLACE OXYGEN 
This CAGOULE  the hooded dwarfs – repairing atmosphere 

6 43 1  HERA bad times BITES BAHRE. See pdf forum BAHRE. BREATHES EARTHS HABER GET BREATHINESS... BE EAR Virgo-LIBRA 
ERA AS SEE  SANE EMPRESS Cassiopeia    THERSES dense flower cluster NEGOTIATES HIBA/ God’s gift, these texts TO  LONER ONE  
o THERSES dense flower cluster noting we have only just recently learned what this really is, in fact, in the forum (DA VINCI 
MET NOSTRADAMUS)  just before this one [forum] where we see it hovering in front of Nostradamus in the Last Supper. This is 
the “dodecahedral circular molecular phenomenon” of other lines. 
8027  1.IN.A.LAX FLUORATE REFUTAL VENULES LXI VALOIX UUASTREL  ELVEN. VENUS  OVAL 
UNRAVELS STARFLOUUER/Therses (circular molecular dodecahedron phenomena)  ALIX FOR.TRUE. VALOIX FRONTIER 
RULES time gates. see ANTENNAE 

8 27 1  CAUTION: U.N. OUUNS YAHOO TOXIC PATHWAY HOAX, YOU ALL UNAWARE NEUROTOXIC HEART:  
the YEAR NELL WORN-OUT. WHY EXOTIC R.O. UP,  A  UP RAPTURE NELL . WHAT ANXIETY H. (May) O/June 

10 64 1 PARCS LINE: UNKEEN blunt/low MOLECULAR  FORMULAE (YINM/sasar, see 9 35 4) RULES PURE FREE FUEL 
9 35 4 Et marchera contre le Myrmidon = E.T.  traveling in opposition to the Myrmidon (ant men) 
E.T. DEMONIC MARRON/mantis DO THERMAL YINM: NO MERCY CATTLE     YINM: separation by sonic heat at the molecular level 
2 29 
COME OUT (of) LINEAR LANE ~ APPEARING LIFTED FROM BEYOND (Orion’s) BELT 
Linear Lane is the stage gate 
SIRIANS (Prince) ROD CHANNELLED ~ CROSSING THROUGH MOUNTAINS, FROZEN FLOODS 

Channelled via the stage gate right through solid things by means of Anaxagoras  concept  
SHOOTING LAUNCHED,  GOING  RIGHT THROUGH CANOPY AND ICE   
Physically travelling through solid material and the atmosphere 
AND ONE TO FORM BY SEPARATION  ~  ROD APPLICATION              (UUilliam52, his assistant) 
“Beam me through Scotty” Separation at the molecular level, apparently fully conscious Anaxagoras  concept = Quantum 

 
 3 62 3 La main plus courte & fa percee gloze, 

APOLOGIES[to the reader] AMPUTEE  ANGEL  LECTURES  FEMALE  PARCS [so much]they must read my mind   Amputee/Leg/Scheat blue grey    

GUILEFUL  LEO  R  FOOL U.N. ELITE:  MEET CRUEL NUCLEAR  FUEL POTENCE CRUELLIZE  POLE  IN PAGAN UNFEMALE  
GOAT – Billy Goat is Capricorn   IN GOAT 2015,  FOULS  COOL REMOTE  PLACE,  UNZIPS  LARGE  AREA.  
I wonder if this is before or after Saudi Arabia becomes the North Pole??   R: DRaco     

CRUEL PINE  GAP  ELECTORS’  FOUL  MOLECULAR  ARES genocide  ZEST  AMAZES  GRACE  CUP  LEAGUE Elohim 
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4 5 
CROSS MARKS ROAD MAP, TIME BRIDGE –  
VOICE ACTIVATED ACHIEVEMENT                                                                  Standing on the “mark” to bridge time 
CASSIOPEIA ROD HIBERNATING                                                           (Vitrim – or the sphinx?)The ‘crowned queen’ 
RODS WILL BE ASSEMBLED UNITED…DAN (Scorpio) 
             is this the “hordes”  or a description of being re-assembled in “beam me up” 
PEGASUS  (Leg)  SPLINE  AGE  ~  and  A.U.  MOVED    Spline age is “entwining” ages.  A.U. = our orbit is moved 
CREATURE POSITIONED - PAIRING UP CO-ORDINATES 

The ‘creature’ is a ‘being’, joining forces or co-ordinates or molecular structure of the traveller to alter either 
an orbit and/or an asteroid or begin a time travel trip 

GREAT FUTURE DISASTER AND BITTER CONFLICT                The harvest (false rapture) or ARM-MARGIDA (2 13) 
        9 41 1 Le grand Chyren foy  faifir Avignon, 
IS ORDINARY HELEN: VIGOR; SANG FANCY FRAGRANCY IS IN DNA (see ‘’circular molecular phenomenon’’ here in 8 40 4 
AND the mention of Dr. Fred Bell’s comment regarding “aural stench” which prevents true channelling...) FINDS  IFFY 
CORONARY RAVAGING HELENtrueIS OANNE DO VARYINGDNAFRAGRANCY.IF YOU ARE VOID OFDNAFRAGRANCY IS ANGRY 
8 40 4 NOBLER ELITE TO AIM TRUE CLEANSE PLURAL RICH CIRCULAR MOLECULAR PHENOMENON THAT BLISTERS. 

 Several meanings for this 1) halo-aura  2)  Galaxies  3) solar systems  4) Fibonacci Phi  5) DNA helix  6) nano bots 
CHE-RUB CULPRITSZeta45 greysRESONATEvbNOBLEMENelite, SUPERNORMAL CHE-RUB  BLAST SOMNOLENT ELITES  BRAINS  
ALERT: MONS PUBIS CHE-RUB IS NON-CENTRAL.   Mons Pubis, the “V” of Andromeda Council.         Che-rub/J-Rod52 
SUBNORMAL  CHE-RUB  ALERT:  OANNES  PRINCE  TALENTS,  NOT  NOBLE,  ARE  MISCREANT  CHE-RUBS  SNARL UP 

 NON CENTRAL = not in this dimension, at the same time, everywhere 

 

 

1 22 1 REVIEUU  NATURE’S  SEQUENCE  UUAIVERS  VIA   
          SUN  SEQUENCE  :   
2 3 1 SUPRA   MOLECULAR   SOLAR  
2 91 1 RARE  SOLAR  REVERSIONAL  
3 7 1 ADD: PULSES  EQUIPS (causes) FIFTIES  CELSIUS    
4 29 1  RULE  AMPERES  RECUR  A  (Dec 22) 

cropcircleconnectors 
 

4 52 Is in full in Centuries 12 page 24 FAR FETCHED EXCURSION APPROACHES ~ REFUSE.    False "rapture" or     trips to Mars  
additionally to 4 52 4 CHOSE EXERCISE [to carry out] SUPERFECTS  FOUR AND A HALF. The four and a half are the inner planets 
SuperFect Transfection Reagent | California in the NanoEconomy californiananoeconomy.org/products/superfect-transfection-reagent  
The SuperFect Transfection Reagent is used in molecular biology applications. It consists of activated-dendrimer molecules with 
a defined spherical architecture – 
3  2 
VOICE ACTIVATION.  CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER 
ASTONISHING  LAUNCH  ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO MILKY WAY – 
MYSTERIOUS SECRET  POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL 
STABILIZER   
SPIRIT CONSCIOUS ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 
UNEQUALLED  AEGIS  BEYOND  
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 
 
Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way 

 

V is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, 
therefore conferring material matter  indicates two things : 
1.changing one’s format at the molecular level and 
2.they are passing on duties which are of a material form, such as 
handing to the Procyons the job of clearing out the reptilian bases 
worldwide.     This was done by sonics 
ENTIRE COGENCY able to think while using the Star gate 
AEGIS a protective shield or force field. 
ARK  is the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia.  In other lines as the “Super 
Lunar nurseries” 

 

Time is a Fading-flowre, that's found Therses 
Within  Eternities wide around. 
Speaking of the flower which represents molecular levels 
altered for using  time portals 
George Wither was an English poet and satirist. He was 
imprisoned for his writing in I614. In I635 he was hired 
by the London publisher Henry Taunton to write English 
verses illustrating the allegorical plates of  Crispin van 
Passe originally designed for Gabriel Rollengahen’s  
Nucleus emblematum selectissimorum    (I610-I613). 

This is just one of 200 from George Wither 
more appear in ASSUMPTION PARISH LIQUATES 

Go to CENTURIES 12 on pages 4 and 12 are illustrations of certain cymatics 
and do keep in mind that Enlil is LORD OF THE AIRWAYS, YHWH, CHIEF PILOT 
in THE SHROUD IS REAL: 
Another subject I had been asked to research is that of "cymatics" -  the use of sound waves 
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http://californiananoeconomy.org/products/superfect-transfection-reagent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Wither
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_de_Passe_family
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_de_Passe_family
http://openlibrary.org/books/OL2768209M/Nucleus_emblematum_selectissimorum


("squeezing the waves 1 63") - the surprising  (for me, because of the steep learning curve) result becomes 
a) it is by sonics that the cellular level us divided (for want of a better word) 
b) the "shape" the cymatics become is the "note" and "pitch" which obtain  
the (molecular) result. When people are abducted by being taken through a wall dor instance 
And in ONEISM & THE LAW OF ONE  a more complete description. 
See Michael Tellinger   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8KWp61co1A  Brilliant expose 
Elena Ka shared Messages from a Star Traveler's post to the group: The Secret Space Program. 
Messages from a Star Traveler 
“I had been an asset in the ICC on the Mars ICC Bases as well as the ICC Cybernetic labs on Mars. I am going to connect 
some of the dots from Altered Carbon to the ICC on Mars: 

 Soul Transference and Memory Engrams
1. Soul consciousness transfer technology in the ICC is where the souls are removed from the body with mind review 
technology, as well as microchips implanted in the subjects that backup the memory engrams of the person in digital 
databases, or the soul is held in electromagnetic containment fields until it is transferred to a new host. As well the mini 
microchips are removed from the host’s body after they die to keep the memory engrams or if the host is injured and body 
mind transfer needs to happen. 
The soul transfer technology has the ability to remove one individual's soul and transfer it into someone else's body whose 
soul has been removed to do temporary soul consciousness transfer or to do it on a permanent basis. The mini microchips 
that store the backed up memory engrams are implanted into people’s hands, back of the neck, and sometimes into the brain 
although that type of brain implantation is risky. 

 Clones, Augmented Cybernetic Humans, Cyborgs, Cybernetic Labs
2. On the ICC Cybernetic labs the ICC scientists have various options for building cyborgs by either splicing human body 
parts with cybernetic tech, implanting cybernetics into full humans to augment them with super strength and agility, 
creating genetically engineered humans by rebuilding the exact carbon copy of a human with perfect genetic structure, and 
cloning making multiple copies of a being but that is not a perfect carbon genetically engineered copy. As well as building a 
completely synthetic cyborg which looks human and has the memory engrams of someone who had been alive. The 
synthetic cyborgs have the capability to take on any physical features they choose from body height, weight, skin color, hair 
color, eye color, speech patterns, etc., as well they can look like anyone that they want and also can adapt to having super 
strength, etc. These synthetic cyborgs act completely human, they can adapt their body temperature to feel warm, cold, they 
can eat food and drink liquids, their bodies have nanotechnology that allows them to simulate being human and organic. 

Life Extension Technologies, Holographic Medical Pods, Meditech Units, Regeneration Tanks, 3D 
Holographically Medical Assisted Technology 

3. The ICC build holographic medical pods and Meditech units that can regrow (regenerate) body parts, complete age 
regression, cure diseases, heal wounds, and even bring back individual's from the dead. There are also drug serums designed 
to prolong life expectancy and age regress individuals. The holographic medical assisted technology allows surgeons to see 
3D dimensional body parts and organs in real time on holographic monitors while performing surgery. 

 Smart Suit Technology
4. The Smart Suits that the ICC builds are designed to protect the wearer from projectile fire like bullets, lasers, phasers, 
plasma, etc. There are electromagnetic fields around the smart suits that deflects the projectile fire. These smart suits have 
nanotechnology embedded within the suits and also the incorporation of thought consciousness assisted technology that 
allows the wearer to power the smart suit with their mind. The smart suits have the ability to mimic clothing, change the 
molecular structures of the body to control bio waste so there is no need for going to the bathroom, amplify agility and 
strength, speed. Smart suits also create cloaking and invincibility fields that can only be disrupted with high dosage of 
voltage electricity before the electromagnetic fields around the smart suit are re-calibrated and even a higher dosage of 
electricity is needed next time to disrupt the cloaking of the suits to make someone visible. These smart suits allow the 
wearer to walk through solid and physical matter, allow for levitation & space flight capability, holographic interfaces with 
computers & digital data bases, communications between com units or ship communications, adjust bodily functions for 
optimum health levels, heal injuries, and provide food nutrients and supplements to the body to keep it alive and healthy. 
The thought consciousness assisted technology allows the wearer of the smart suits to provide mind commands to the suit in 
order to teleport the individual wearing the smart suit off planet for close planet to planet transfer like for example from 
Earth to Mars, during teleportation the individuals molecules are dematerialized and then materialize after the teleportation 
has been achieved, this happens with the smart suits adjustment of bodily molecular functions to create transport 
functionality. 
While being in space flight the wearer of the smart suit would put on a helmet that is equipped with a mini microchip 
holographically adapted super computer that interacts with the smart suit to make the suit an environmental suit monitoring 
oxygen levels and providing adequate oxygen supply to the body while in space flight without needing a space ship to do 
short planet to planet flight. The smart suit protects against space radiation, and space debris acting as body armor with its 
electromagnetic fields which deflect & repel any harmful outer space deterrents. These smart suits are often reverse 
engineered from advanced extraterrestrial technologies. 

(An Aldebaran Paradigm) Torture of children, young adults, and adults, with sex abuse and Slavery  
The ICC uses various torture and blackmail techniques on its assets to keep them in line, it abuses children and 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8KWp61co1A
https://www.facebook.com/elena.k.8888?hc_ref=ARSYXp2tkJ3PLSa6EPmDtUhJqAy3G-ZUXNS9NyVRSSdtP85O1xmljPgOazGQJYOXLWI
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/?hc_ref=ARSYXp2tkJ3PLSa6EPmDtUhJqAy3G-ZUXNS9NyVRSSdtP85O1xmljPgOazGQJYOXLWI
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/posts/1567714279944780
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thesecretspaceprogram/?hc_ref=ARSYXp2tkJ3PLSa6EPmDtUhJqAy3G-ZUXNS9NyVRSSdtP85O1xmljPgOazGQJYOXLWI
https://www.facebook.com/messagesfromastartraveler/?hc_ref=ARSlFp1-icW8KEtQbrUE0NR_0Mb_-BkMU5GZyJ8oNS3k4iQBONGdwwYhzqx_SCiY8UQ&fref=nf


young adults selling them as sex slaves or bargaining tools with extraterrestrials, as well as using adults to create 
 cyborgs, scouts, and soldiers.

I saw young children on the Mars Colonies being taught how to use technology at a young age. The children were always 
accompanied by guards at the colonies and bases, never being allowed to go anywhere on their own or outside the facilities 
where they were being kept. I never personally saw the children being abused as sex slaves but it is common practice for 
them to be sold off to handlers as pets, be tortured, brutally mutilated and killed, especially the young adults. 
The ICC assets did participate in sex orgies and ménage à trois in order to be able to raise their life force energies and as 
part of spiritual ritual practices, the more vibrational life force energies someone could psychically siphon from other SSP 
assets the more powerful and strong you would be to be able to survive as an SSP asset. 

Differences between classes of people between the Elites Upper Class, Middle Class, and Lower class of citizens 
(A reptilian paradigm) 

The ICC abducts and indoctrinates people from Earth as well as from the Mars colonies to be its unwilling assets who are 
implanted either with microchips or the neurolink implants in order to track the assets through real time audio and video 
monitoring of what the assets experience in their daily lives, everything is always recorded and transmitted to the ICC 
handlers or supervisors. ICC assets do their work on the ICC Mars Bases, in the Cybernetic Labs, on the ICC Space Station 
Orbital Platforms and it is a military type setting with strict rules for behavior, no personal interaction with coworkers, and 
no fraternization with extraterrestrials that are the alien/human hybrids working with human assets on the various ICC 
facilities on planets and out in space. Freedom is very limited it’s all work and only minor time off for leisurely activities. 
The ICC assets usually do work parameter project duties for several years in a job task setting and after several years are 
transferred to other departments and ICC facilities for different work assignments for several years, before other job 
rotations happen again. ICC assets have access to the holographic medical pods and meditech units to be healed and cured 
of diseases while they work for the ICC, once they are released from asset services their memories of being an ICC asset are 
blank slated and they no longer have access to the advanced healing technologies so whatever medical problems they had 
before becoming ICC assets or after service, the medical problems become apparent again. 
Messages from a Star Traveler 

June 23 2018  at 6:53 AM ·  
 Planetary Corporations and the Secret Space Programs

The technology the SSP programs have gotten from ET's [in exchange for human cyborg slaves] is beyond the belief structure of 
Earth based humans.  This is just the tip of the iceberg: 
-Time travel through man-made time dilation portals and clock works devices or through naturally opening energetic portals that 
open on planets these are activated with SSP Asset psychic abilities 
-Soul transference between bodies, with soul trap technologies operated by electromagnetic stasis fields 
-Regeneration that can bring you back from the dead, regeneration tanks with different green and blue goos, holographic medical 
pods, and portable meditech units 
-Personal cloaking devices, smart suits with electromagnetic fields to shield again energy weapons and projectile bullets 
-Devices that allow SSP Assets to alter their DNA and genetic body structures on the molecular level to temporarily transform 
into other ET's and have their genetic stalk in your body's system. This can be achieved with drug serums or shape shifting 
devices. 
-Personal portal tech like star gate platforms or naturally opening teleportation portals that are opened with psychic abilities 
-Directed Energy Weapons that cause internal bleeding or cancer these weapons have invisible laser frequency fields 
-Warp drives and crystalline based engines or plasma cores to travel beyond the speed of light or for inter-dimensional travel 
-Access to the wormhole system of the galaxy or the cosmic web of space teleportation energy transfer hubs 
-Replicators for food or any other 3D material you want 
-Zero Point energy and clean energy that can remove pollution, and terraform planets or moon systems 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhFM8akm9a4 

  Key words are; 
Circular Molecular Phenomenon  

(adjunct electrical currents) 
Dodecahedral  Magnetic Frequencies  (certain cymatics provide the proof of the correct frequency – a vertical cross) 

(induced by certain properties in certain stones – such as Tellinger’s ‘stone pointers’ which are not pine cones) 
Gene spliced DNA  

(certain receptive people) 
Ormus ingestion  

(a particular gold – made into white powder gold aka mono-atomic and other names, along with maize enzyme) 
Therses ~ Cronus Visor  
or one of “seven conduits” (I am reliably informed that the Industrial Military Complex have been shown other “conduits” 
for the purposes of manipulating and gaining  “profits” as part of their off world “treaties” agreements) 
Please see: Molecular & Cellular Transformation to a 4D Earth (an interview with Tolec) 
http://www.examiner.com/exopolitics-in-seattle/andromeda-council-transformation-to-a-4th-dimensional-earth-life 

ʺEver since Tolec's initial statement on Sept 12, 2011 that Andromeda Council (Procyon) 
frequency weapons had caused the tectonic events and destroyed the DUMBS,* David Wilcock and 
Benjamin Fulford have now changed their original analysis that human nuclear weapons wielded by 
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"White Hats" in the intelligence agencies had destroyed the DUMBS (Deep Underground Military Bases) 
under Washington, DC, Denver, Color. and elsewhere.ʺ 

*as stated in these texts too 
ʺ Thus researchers David Wilcock and Benjamin Fulford belatedly acknowledge a scenario congruent with what the Andromeda Council's 
representative has been stating from the start - that the Aug. 23, 2011 Virginia 0.1 km deep "earthquake" and other accompanying  
"tectonic events" under Denver, Colorado and in the areas of U.S. secret DUMBS were in fact attacks by Andromeda Council frequency 
weapons to destroy those Orion grey and Draco reptilian facilities at this locations, and to use interdimensional portals ("Stargates") to send the 
offending Orion greys and Draco reptilians to a far location in the Universe. 
This admission and acknowledgement by researchers David Wilcock and Benjamin Fulford appears to lend credence to the Andromeda Council 
scenario of the end of the Orion grey and Draco reptilian occupation.ʺ  
Members of the Andromeda Council are from some of the star systems & planets listed below: 
This “information is NOT from the Hidden Texts 

 1.  Star System: Arcturus         Planet: Pitolla    Arcturus is in Boõtes 
 2.  Star System: Antares          Planet: Nikotae  Antares is in Scorpio 
 3.  Star System: M103             Planet: Legola   found in Cassieopia 
 4.  Star System: Procyon         Planet: Kaena   Procyone are “the merry ones” from Gemini 
 5.  Star System: Vega             Planet: Percula  Vega and Lyra were sister beings. Lyrans went to Pleiades 
 6.  Star System: Capella          Planet: Pershea  Capella is in Auriga 
 7.  Star System: Polaris           Planet: Ventra    Polaris currently is part of Ursa Minor 
 8.  Star System: Sirius A          Planet: Toleka   this is questionable and needs to be believed with caution 
 9.  Star System: Cygnus Deneb  Planet: Ritol  Actually, it is Bireo the “beak” of Cygnus, and  Deneb is still cautionary 
10. Star System: Tau Ceti         Planet: Xeta     other parts of Tau Ceti have negatives according to Russian informatio 
11. Star System: Alhena           Planet: Degaroth    Alhena in Gemini 
12. Star System: Betelgeuse     Planet: Etorth   ‘Right Hand’ of Orion, believe with caution. 

Noting there are 12 stated (an Anakim base number). Where do these people find the name for the planet involved? 
One of the affiliated councils is the  Galactic Federation  which  is  a  federation  of  star  systems  and  planets of benevolent beings.  The 
Galactic Federation is comprised of approximately 140 star systems, and at present 300 planets.  It is lead by a Chairman from the Tau Ceti 
star system which itself has a formal seat, is a senior chaired member of the Andromeda Council.  The Federation's lead planet is - Xeta. 
Note from the collator:   
Once I picked up a good quality crystal ball in a shop intending to buy it. 
Immediately the golden city appeared just as in this illustration, sprang to view within 
and I was viewing it from high watching it travelling right to left. 
NOTE: CAVEAT  LECTOR - The opinions expressed in this article (about Galactic Federation) 
by interviewees are solely those of the interviewees and do not necessarily reflect the opinions 
of this reporter 
From the forum GRAND  PULSE  March 2012 
Source: http://divinecosmos.com/start-here/davids-blog/981-undergroundbasesnewinfo  
MOLECULAR KNOT OF DNA 
ʺ The discovery of what's described as a 'twisted knot' of DNA in living cells confirms our complex genetic code is crafted with more 
intricate symmetry than just the double helix structure everybody associates with DNA – and the forms these molecular variants 
take affect how our biology functions. 
"When most of us think of DNA, we think of the double helix," says antibody therapeutics researcher Daniel Christ from the Garvan 
Institute of Medical Research in Australia. 
"This new research reminds us that totally different DNA structures exist – and could well be important for our cells." 
The new DNA component the team identified is called the intercalated motif (i-motif) structure, which was first discovered by 
researchers in the 1990s, but up until now had only ever been witnessed in vitro, not in living cells. 
Now, thanks to Christ's team, we know the i-motif occurs naturally in human cells, meaning the structure's significance to cell 
biology – which has previously been called into question, given it had only been demonstrated in the lab – demands new attention 
from researchers. 
If your only familiarity with DNA shapes is the dual helical spirals made famous by Watson and Crick, the configuration of the 
intercalated motif could come as a surprise. 
"The i-motif is a four-stranded 'knot' of DNA," explains genomicist Marcel Dinger, who co-led the research. 
"In the knot structure, C [cytosine] letters on the same strand of DNA bind to each other – so this is very different from a double 
helix, where 'letters' on opposite strands recognise each other, and where Cs bind to Gs [guanines]." 
According to Garvan's Mahdi Zeraati, the first author of the new study, the i-motif is only one of a number of DNA structures that 
don't take the double helix form – including A-DNA, Z-DNA, triplex DNA and Cruciform DNA – and which could also exist in our 
cells. 
Another kind of DNA structure, called G-quadruplex (G4) DNA, was first visualised by researchers in human cells in 2013, who 
made use of an engineered antibody to reveal the G4 within cells. 
In the new study, Zeraati and fellow researchers employed the same kind of technique, developing an antibody fragment (called 
iMab) that could specifically recognise and bind to i-motifs. 
In doing so, it highlighted their location in the cell with an immunofluorescent glow. 
"What excited us most is that we could see the green spots – the i-motifs – appearing and disappearing over time, so we know that they are 
forming, dissolving and forming again," says Zeraati. 
While there's still a lot to learn about how the i-motif structure functions, the findings indicate that transient i-motifs generally form late in a 
cell's 'life cycle' – specifically called the late G1 phase, when DNA is being actively 'read'. 
The i-motifs also tend to appear in what are known as 'promoter' regions – areas of DNA that control whether genes are switched on or off – and 
in telomeres, genetic markers associated with ageing. 
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"We think the coming and going of the i-motifs is a clue to what they do," says Zeraati. 
"It seems likely that they are there to help switch genes on or off, and to affect whether a gene is actively read or not." 
Now that we definitively know this new form of DNA exists in cells, it'll give researchers a mandate to figure out just what these structures are 
doing inside our bodies. 
The findings are reported in Nature Chemistry. 
Largest molecular spin found close to a quantum phase transition 
Nine scientists at Bielefeld University, the KIT, the University of Magdeburg, and the University di Modena e Reggio Emilia (Italy) 
were involved in the studies.Every single electron possesses a quantum mechanical intrinsic angular momentum, also called spin. 
The new magnetic molecule modelled at Bielefeld University and synthesized at the KIT reveals a spin in its ground state that is as 
large as that of 120 electrons combined. This makes it the largest spin ever to be observed in a single molecule. ... 
Read full article at NexusNewsfeed.com website » 

 Medical
“Over 50 million Americans suffer from severe heart disease. Autopsies show that almost every child over the 
age of 4 already has incipient to severe cardiac problem. Heart specialists say everyone over 30 has some 
form of heart disease. The danger of fats toils is from being fractionated, cooked, hydrogenated, refined, and even 
"cold pressed" Cooked, heat processed oils are generally impossible to metabolize. Such oils are corrupted at the 
molecular level and deadly.  
Vegetable oils are processed with gasoline solvent, sodium hydroxide (Draino, caustic soda), phosphoric acid, 
bleach and other toxins. They contain residues of these deadly chemicals along with abnormal, mis shapen, 
manmade oil molecules ("traps fat"). In extracting and processing, oils are exposed to light, oxygen, heat, and (as 
with supermarket oils) chemical solvents. All these degrade the oil. When oils are overheated (cooked/fried) and 
used for too long, as the case with oils at fastfood restaurants, they become oxidized, loaded with damaging free 
radicals.” 
Refined white salt is protoplasmic poison.  
Celtic sea salt. This moist, never dried, genuine "gray whole ocean salt" is actually healthy!  
It actually normalizes blood pressure! Doctors in Europe regularly prescribe it for many diseases, for it is full of 
assimilable minerals, and supplies a substantial part of the trace elements missing from today's supermarket 
produce. 
Caramel is prepared from ammonia; it is suspected in the manifestation of some  retinal disorders in 
children.  
Have a frothy, delicious, chilled glass of Ethyl Methyl phenylglycidate  
It tastes just like strawberries. This clear, liquid chemical artificially imparts a very berry taste to ice cream, 
beverages, candy, gum, and other delights when not being used in perfumes. It's even listed as GRAS (Generally 
Recognized As Safe), even though it retards the growth of rats and atrophies their testicles, and paralyzes the 
muscles of female rats.' 
ELIMINATING FRANKENFOODS: WHAT CAN I DO? 
1. Learn all you can about the dangers of genetically engineered foods. 
2. Learn how to shop to avoid these foods. Boycott companies using these foods. 
3. Tell your friends, family and loved ones about this problem. 
4. Start or join consumer groups to label and ban chemically toxic and genetically engineered food. 
5. Send letters to your political leaders and representatives. 
6. Write and send letters to the media, writers, and editors. 
AVOID  
Foods containing cottonseed oil, hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils, high fructose corn syrup, Coca 
Cola/Pepsi Cola (THI), Splenda, NutraSweet (Aspartame), Aesulfame K, Land O' Lakes dairy products (rBGH) and 
Cabot dairy products (rBGH). 
* THI (cola drinks) is an Immunosuppressant and Carcinogen - Cola drinks (and many commercially 
processed brownish foods) get their brown color from this ammonia caramel compound called 2-acetyl-4-
terahydroxy-butyltmidazole THI. Coca Cola and Pepsi Contain THI and since Coca Cola holds the patent on THI, 
you would think that the THI patent was for it's use as a brown food coloring, it is not. THI's sole patented purpose 
is for its ability to suppress the immune system, not as a food-coloring agent. The more THI you consume, the 
more it suppresses the immune system. And the more the immune system is suppressed, the greater your 
susceptibility to developing cancer and other degenerative diseases. THI is jokingly referred to in the industry by 
its nickname (Terribly Harmful Ingredient). I find it disturbing that Coca Cola would patent and use a substance in 
its soft drinks whose sole purpose is the destruction of the human immune system. I find it even more disturbing 
(though not surprising) that the FDA, the agency that is supposed to "protect the consumer" from harmful foods 
and drugs allows a substance to be used as a food additive whose only patented purpose is as a 
immunosuppressant.  
* Tomatoes Genetically engineered with bacteria-derived kanamycin resistance genes, Antisense backwards 
DNA, antibiotic marker genes, viruses, and DNA of flounder and North Atlantic shellfish. This and genetically 
engineered Yellow Crook Neck Squash have antibiotic marker genes used to facilitate the genetic engineering 
process. They can cause allergies and autoimmune disease. 
* Yellow Crook Neck Squash Gene-spliced with two experimental viruses and arbitrary marker genes, capable 
of causing unpredictable and unexpected effects. 
* Sulfites are a class of chemicals that can keep cut fruits and vegetables looking fresh. They also prevent 
discoloration in apricots, raisins, and other dried fruits; control "black spot" in freshly caught shrimp; and prevents 
discoloration, bacterial growth, and fermentation in wine. Until the early 80's they were considered safe, but CSPI 
found six scientific studies proving that sulfites could provoke severe allergic reactions and death.  
The CSPI and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) identified at least a dozen fatalities linked to sulfites. 
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All of the deaths occurred among asthmatics. In 1985 Congress finally forced the FDA to ban sulfites from most 
fruits and vegetables. If you have asthma, you may want to avoid all sulfite-containing foods. The sulfite ban does 
not cover fresh-cut potatoes, dried fruits, and wines, which has to carry sulfite warnings on the label. 
Sucralose is already in a wide range of products, many of which are (sadly) sold in health food stores and used in 
the manufacture of foods and drinks by so called nutritionally-oriented companies. It escapes me how supposedly 
"health conscious" companies like Newmans and others can knowingly use toxic ingredients such as High Fructose 
Corn Syrup, Sucralose, Aspartame, Aesulfame K and Cottonseed oil in their products when healthy alternatives 
such as organic sugar and Coconut and Palm oils are available.  
Despite the manufacturer's (Johnston & Johnston) claims to the contrary, sucralose is significantly absorbed and 
metabolized by the body and has been found to concentrate in the liver, kidney, and gastrointestinal tract. 
According to the Japanese equivalent of our FDA, as much as 40% of ingested sucralose is absorbed, the rest is 
excreted unchanged in urine and feces (and eventually makes its way into the water supply with the myriad of 
other drugs like prozac and antibiotics). 
*** A possible Chlorinated Pesticide masquerading as a sugar. *** 
* Sodium nitrite and sodium nitrate are two closely related chemicals used for centuries to preserve meat. 
While nitrate itself is harmless, it is readily converted to nitrite. When nitrite combines with compounds called 
secondary amines, it forms nitrosamines, extremely powerful cancer-causing chemicals. The chemical reaction 
occurs most readily at the high temperatures of frying. Nitrite has long been suspected as being a cause of 
stomach cancer. Look for nitrite-free processed meats -- some of which are frozen, refrigeration reduces the need 
for nitrites. Some commercial manufacturers have begun selling bacon preserved with ascorbic acid (vitamin C) 
instead of nitrites.  
ASCORBIC ACID IS NOT VITAMIN C, IT IS MADE FROM A MOLD/ SODIUM ASCORBATE IS VITAMIN C 
* Monosodium Glutamate (MSG) 
Early in this century a Japanese chemist identified MSG as the substance in certain seasonings that added to the 
flavor of protein-containing foods. Unfortunately, too much MSG can lead to headaches, tightness in the chest, 
and a burning sensation in the forearms and the back of the neck. If you think you are sensitive to MSG, look at 
ingredient listings. Also, avoid hydrolyzed vegetable protein, or HVP, which are other names for MSG.  
MSG CAN PARADE UNDER MANY DIFFERENT NAMES : INCLUDING FLAVOURING, PECTIN & YEAST 

* Fluoride ¬ A Lesson in How to Market a Toxic Waste 
The U.S. government has promoted fluoride even though: 
A. It was recognized as a toxic waste since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. 
B. The proposal that Americans fluoridate their water was first made by an industrial scientist who was 
attempting to find a way to market and sell a substance that the aluminum industry had to pay to be 
removed as industrial waste. 
C. Fluoride was first legally disposed of 50 years ago by making it into rat poison and insecticides.  

Now it's in the water supply. UNMEASURED  
A person's exposure to fluoride may include:  
1. Fluoride contained in the water supply.  
2. Fluoride contained in foods due to agricultural or processing methods.  
3. The increased fluoride content of a food that is cooked in fluoridated water.  
4. Fluoride contained in toothpaste.  
Avoid Toothpastes that contain Fluorides many so called "health food" brands contain fluoride and Sodium Lauryl 
Sulfate (a carcinogen & gum irritant) 
Most government agencies, however, continue to ignore the scientific evidence and market fluoridation 
by making fictional claims about its benefits. 
"All of western Europe, except one or two test towns in Spain, has abandoned fluoride as a public 
health plan. It is not put in the water anywhere. They all established test cities and found that the 
benefits did not occur and the toxicity was evident." 
It's interesting to note that in the 1950s, fluoridated toothpastes were required to carry warnings on their 
labels saying that they were not to be used in areas where water was already fluoridated. Crest 
toothpaste went so far as to write: "Caution: Children under 6 should not use Crest." These regulations were 
dropped in 1958. When fluoride is ingested, approximately 93% of it is absorbed into the bloodstream. A 
1992 University of Arizona study yielded surprising results when they found that "the more fluoride a child 
drinks, the more cavities appear in the teeth."  
Flouride was used by the Nazi's as a mind control agent and continues to be used as a mind control agent in 
Russia, China and North Korea, where it is only used in prison water supplies. The British were the first to 
find that fluoride was effective as a mind control agent making the individual mentally docile and proposed it 
as a potential biological weapon for use during war. The level of fluoride used by British researchers was 
roughly equivalent to what is contained in the water supply of most American cities. The Nazi's found that 
flouride "numbed the mind, weakened the will and made the prisoners docile."  
The Nazi's planned to utilize fluoride as a mind control agent by fluoridating the water supplies of all 
conquered nations after they won the war. It is interesting that shortly after World War II, the United States 
began a national campaign to fluoridate its water supply.  
"We would not purposely add arsenic to the water supply.   
And we would not purposely add lead. But we do add fluoride.  
The fact is that fluoride is more toxic than lead and just slightly less toxic than arsenic."  
Frankenfoods : these excerpts from  The Hidden Toxins In Our Diet 2004 Dr. John & Dr. Erika Desnoes (condensed & modified) 
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8 33 
The great one born of Verona and Vincenza,   Da Vinci? 
Who carries a very unworthy surname.            bastard 
Who at Venice [money lenders] will wish to make vengeance, 
Himself  taken man copied from/by watcher and sign.  Icon 3 25 

The real Watchers are the Elohim Alliances, and not the Copiests Anakim of Wes Penre, they lie to him. 
8 31 4 Et mis a mal par plus joyve Celin.    found in 7abc DA VINCI ~NOSTR. Part 2 

 I  ENCLOSE POST SCRIPT
(the Letters and Q.12 71 & 2 72 One Sent To Die Unique Of All Deaths)   PLUS  MY JOY: YOU,  ME,  MY  LAST  LINES 

 PLACE  AMNESTY  ON  MALICE,  JEALOUSY  
1  endnotes 
We were “made in their image” minus a few minor details, like immortality and full cellular memory. 

This leads us to contemplate the information garnered by Peter Moon in relation to the discovery of a                                
“Giant’s Base Under Bucegi” (C&P title into google) only it is spelt Buscegi by YouTube – here you will 
see genetic splicing that would make any decent mad scientist salivate til he drowns himself.   
Ibis heads spliced onto magnificent human bodies (Thoth?) and all manner of other DNA copulation. 

6 46 NonfeggleRane 
NORSE NORN GALENA silver EL-GENS /the Eddur, GREEN E’A ANGLE,ideology ENGAGE GEAN/spliced ELAN GENES: NEE born of AGEN town in France 
LEG, LyRAN E.N.E. ANGEL ANGER, SANG FLAG get LONER ONE NELL : LEO GANG GANGRENE-FELON LONGER GALE NG NAG –Scorpio  

there is a forum regarding the events  around a particular doctor, who I knew was after causing damage to me consequent to    
a heart attack experience and was trying to force me to go for a test, knowing I am allergic to the dye, deathly allergic 
LONG-RANGE ARGO OAR’S NEON EGG ARGON E.N.E. ELF ENG. FOR GLEN-FELLS/FENwetlandNELL EARN FREE OF,  NO GANGRENE.  
ROSEN, GREER’S EAGLE/FROG EGO ARE FREON OSONE SONG: ERGO NOR NO GALS’ SONS FREE OF GEN.ENG. NANO FOE-. 
LANE/orbit FOG = FENNEL windows OGRE OAF AGES EON ROSE, GO FOR « ORGAN FEAR » FREE-RANGE, NEAR ORANGE, N.N.E. 

The Vatican had brought in an expert on the Hebrew language to translate the bible – only to have him provide 
the information which was parallel to those of the Sumerians – that the ‘gods’ were off world visitors... that had 
made humans in their image. 
Mauro Biglino Unexpected Bible (FULL Version) - YouTube ▶ 1:14:18 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wc01No3LV70 
9 Mar 25, 2013 - Uploaded by NoLongeraTheory 
Mauro Biglino translated 23 books of the Bible for the Vatican. He had to translate the Leningrad Codex ... 
and  True Bible Meanings 38:56 
Additional  to  Commander reptilian concept  Valiant Thor from the ‘Venusian’ ship Victory reptilian concept – wearing his spacesuit which 
only  obeyed him, and his ability to ʺwalk thru wallsʺ;  is the fact that many sources have different times for his arrival and his 
departure. Most saying he arrived 1957 and left 1960. Phil Schneider said he knew him for “58 years”. And now, it seems he is 
still here – secretly, and in the Pentagon. Now, why is that?  Why is it a man with an IQ of over 1200 cannot stop the warring? 
Is it because he is the same entity which gave the AskheNazi the money system?   And that system of economy is war based ? 
line 4. Dreffer trophec. cite d'HENEIPOLIS.  (from DERO COLLECTION Part 2) 

FORD THE  PERCHhome FETCH  DROP  OFF,  CREEP FORTH  REFER CHE-ROD EFFECT PROFFERED PERFECT FOR HERD...
PER.FORCE THE F.D.R. RED CHERTEN-HEREFORD RH. ORDER  STRETCH HEREarth DEPTH  EFFORT DOCTOR'S REPORT: 

Hereford – the cow meaning Aldebaran the gene-splicers (RH.=Rhesus)  in Taurus. ORDER is always the reptilian paradigm, referring 
here to "the managers of all" from Chertan in the "hip" of Leo. See LEONINE-HERPETIC  
Another warning to add to WHAT ARE THE CHANCES 
At last I have found a contra-diction between texts. Maybe not. The Aldebaran are part of the fallen angel issue. The Eddur were 
about the Casseopean-Eloim visitors to the Norse. LyRan is mentioned in there as Ran. Valgrïnd Dahl too. But so is Ninurta/Loki. 
So, just another case of shapeshifters infiltrating events.        Recall those religious medieval paintings with a Vril craft hovering? 

 See how they confuse us so easily? The Elo’im Alliances who act without violence or deception have those infiltrating them who do
5 98 CancerBearnBigorre 

GRACE: BEGIN BENIGN BI CARB/CRANBERRI: BEGAN NICE INNER BRAIN CRINGE-BARRIER,  BEAN COERCE  EAR ERA ERGO: 
CAN stop GENERIC CABBAGE-GROCER GEAN splice REBORN   GENRE: g.m.o. CANBERRA parliament EGO ARROGANCE  BORE carried 
IRON CABIN: cube RANGER  GREENER ACE NEARER GRACE BRACE/five  BAN ACERBIC RARE BERGERAC, CRAB, GRABBER 
RA RANGER BEEN: BAN RARE BERN CERN BANE RAN BARRAGE EARN BEAN BANG RAGE. ABBR. NABBER GRAB GEARING 

GRACE: message to help you BEGIN BENIGN BI CARB/CRANBERRI: amongst other medicinal advice this one 
also makes sense. Cranberries are good for the kidney and related organs system – which is connected to the 
neural system which is connected to the brain BEGAN NICE INNER BRAIN BARRIER, CRINGE BEAN pulse COERCE 
so saying this will help with the headaches (and squealing noises in one’s ears) caused by Extra Low Frequency 
Other advice like this was the “spices (Turmeric) ginger raw corn blended lemon” and “bi carb Maple syrup” 
o CABBAGE-GROCER vegetable vendors, which are being sold genetically altered products 

RANGER/Watcher GREENER ACE is E.Yah formerly En.ki who is now Ra.  GRACE  BRACE five of the Elohim. Recall that these 
texts have told us that the Penre papers which say the SAAM are the “watchers‟ is a false claim, since they are the “keepers‟ 
o BERGERAC, -large nosed ones, from Altair, the “Semetic” type of  human sized grayle 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3gxMdNjX6g   Alex Collier  REPTOS EAT HUMANS ALIVE 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wc01No3LV70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wc01No3LV70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3gxMdNjX6g


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzurtPFe9jE  
5 reasons the Vatican is run by reptilians 
http://hidden-mag.com/mars-is-inhabited-by-humans-and-we-have-a-secret-pact-with-aliens-space-activist-reveals/ 
According to multiple sources, world leaders have already established contact with otherworldly intelligent beings and are 
now governing the Earth in accordance with a universal pact between many advanced races residing in the universe. 
https://faculty.history.wisc.edu/sommerville/123/123%2041%20FallRoman%20Br.htm 
“Constantine the Great, who was Emperor from 307 AD, had strong ties to  Britain and was with his father Constantius at York when the 
latter died in 306. In Britain as elsewhere, he strongly encouraged the improvement of roads and fortifications. 
Constantine was far more sympathetic to Christianity than his predecessors - supposedly because in 312, on the eve of an important 
battle at the Milvian Bridge, Constantine saw a vision of a (chi rho) cross with the words "In hoc signo crucis vinces" In this sign of the cross, you will 

conquer.                                            Being given these “signs” by the fallen ones, because they needed Constantine and his line to perform certain tasks, such as changing calendars 
Diocletian tried to check inflation by replacing the debased coinage with real silver and establishing a Price Edict mandating price 
levels. Unfortunately, the Empire's fundamental economic problems went unsolved, as the high taxation required to fund the military 
fueled inflation, the Price Edict was unenforceable, and output continued to decline.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3S4KgI-KiE 
WOW Ex-HAARP INSIDER Connects CERN, HAARP, Fracking, Wind Turbines & Space Fence 
 

LUX the word which sat for ten years unrecognised in the Template 
https://www.facebook.com/ScienceNaturePage/videos/1360913730707548/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTQ5MDIyMDkxO
DoxODM0NjI5OTU2NTk2NjYx/  
PHYSICS CONFIRMS A [FIFTH]  PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN SUBATOMIC MATTER PARTICLE FORCE IN NATURE 

  the English:   looking glass (mirror) the sun/light in its body:  speaks of th Cronus Visor e ‘ring’ vide lo sole ispecchiarsi nel suo corpo:
this refers to LUX the ʺfifthʺ newly discovered primal subatomic element form  

where the word  here can refer to ‘soul’. The ‘spirit’ of consciousness refers to the conscious decisions the owners of  ‘soul’ do, or act in response sole
PRINCESS  [Andromeda] COUNCIL’S  CONSCIOUS  DOOR  SOLVES  SEARCHER  QUEST:   
SHOULD  OR  COULD  CONSCIOUSNESS  SUCCEED? 
In other words – this is the mental force which the ancient Elders use. It is related to light-force within 
particular DNA, of an ethereal format - that which reptilian thinking can never conquer.  
One form of  ʺconscious doorʺ is a cronus visor. Begs the question, is this activated by cellular memory? 
A cronor visor in mechanical form does not use “Lux”.  
Of the 8 visits I received from both the docteur and the artisan – one had been a truly bright golden ring, and even 
dripping light as it hovered!  This was the younger, handsome and suntanned visitor, which I have come to think 
might have been the artisan when he was younger.  He was gone (when he disappeared into a cave)  for two years 
between the ages of 22 to 24. 
We are told from within the texts that Da Vinci was a reincarnated E’Yah. E’Yah with a fully developed reptilian 
brain. Are we to believe that reptilians can rise above the limitations of their brain capacity?  

 Did EnKi (E’Ya) receive HELP to achieve this?  Is this why he is a part of the Elohim Alliances?
 

Ufo crash July 7 2018 
To my mind this is a hoax, maybe one perpetrated by the Military Industrial Intelligence-Media Complex as part of their own 
style of “Disclosure”.  There are several reasons for my claim. 

1) the entire show looked like a hologram 
2) why would a ufo crash these days? When those who might be in a position to be “brought down” (the goodies) have 

long ago learned not to use that air space, besides it is not one of their craft anyway 
3) the “hatch” to this “downed craft” looks very human made. NONE of ANY of the real “unidentified flying objects” have 

a hatch in this position nor with edges to it 
http://ufosightingshotspot.blogspot.com/2018/07/ufo-crashes-80-miles-from-
england.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FqPIEXj+%28UFO+Sightings
+Hotspot%29 
Giant of Kandahar – the shooter    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zp7e8zKk7A  
THE GOLDEN CUBE? Through the  sun 
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/234642/crazy_footage_of_some_object_blasting_thru_the_sun/?utm_medium=e
mail&utm_campaign=digest-2017-43&utm_source=crit_send 
‘’The number of children that go missing each year across the world is staggering: 8 Million! That's 320 million 
children in the past four decades alone.  
Clearly, there's something more to the story. 
According to many whistleblowers, after the second world war we have developed a large space fleet, established extensive 
colonies on the Moon and Mars and we have companies that already mine for rare metals in the asteroid belt.  
We should also take into account the huge underground bases, built on all continents (some of which are 30 stories deep). 
All these projects require slave workers and that's the final stage of child trafficking. 
Of course, many of the children are being used for sex, ritualistic sacrifice, organ harvesting, etc., here, on Earth, but most of 
them are being shipped to these secret colonies and raised as slaves. 
Try telling this to the world and you're immediately going to be labeled "insane." 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzurtPFe9jE
http://hidden-mag.com/mars-is-inhabited-by-humans-and-we-have-a-secret-pact-with-aliens-space-activist-reveals/
https://faculty.history.wisc.edu/sommerville/123/123%2041%20FallRoman%20Br.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3S4KgI-KiE
https://www.facebook.com/ScienceNaturePage/videos/1360913730707548/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTQ5MDIyMDkxODoxODM0NjI5OTU2NTk2NjYx/
https://www.facebook.com/ScienceNaturePage/videos/1360913730707548/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTQ5MDIyMDkxODoxODM0NjI5OTU2NTk2NjYx/
http://ufosightingshotspot.blogspot.com/2018/07/ufo-crashes-80-miles-from-england.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FqPIEXj+%28UFO+Sightings+Hotspot%29
http://ufosightingshotspot.blogspot.com/2018/07/ufo-crashes-80-miles-from-england.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FqPIEXj+%28UFO+Sightings+Hotspot%29
http://ufosightingshotspot.blogspot.com/2018/07/ufo-crashes-80-miles-from-england.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FqPIEXj+%28UFO+Sightings+Hotspot%29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zp7e8zKk7A
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/234642/crazy_footage_of_some_object_blasting_thru_the_sun/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=digest-2017-43&utm_source=crit_send
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/234642/crazy_footage_of_some_object_blasting_thru_the_sun/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=digest-2017-43&utm_source=crit_send
https://www.icmec.org/press/activities-in-more-than-29-countries-around-the-globe-will-remember-missing-children-on-may-25/
http://humansarefree.com/2015/06/whistleblower-spills-beans-i-spent.html
http://humansarefree.com/2017/10/under-hypnosis-i-was-abducted-by.html
http://humansarefree.com/2016/10/secret-space-program-whistleblower.html
http://humansarefree.com/2015/12/secret-space-program-is-amazingly.html
http://humansarefree.com/2017/04/human-trafficker-admits-on-camera-to.html
http://humansarefree.com/search?q=child+sacrifice


http://humansarefree.com/2017/11/8-million-children-go-missing-each-
year.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Fre
e-Blog%29 
all part of the Greada Treaty - which had "trade in men" as one of its clauses but now says "trade in children" 
https://mysterythings.com/2017/11/02/exclusive-secret-base-man-eating-aliens-built-us-official-records-reveal-vide0/ 
2 85 AIGLECELTIQUELYGUFTIQUE   (‘u’ = ‘v’, ‘q’ = ‘k’ or ‘c’) 
EGG  LEG, CAT-EYE LATTICE, UGLY LUTE, QUICK AGILE UUITTY thoughtful E’A,  EQUAL  FACILITY Elohim Alliances CYCLE ALL LIVING LIFE:=  

o EGG shaped craft LEG little blue grays from Scheat in Pegasus  UGLY LUTE-Lyre = Lyran (not to be put off by looks, no nose) 
o CAT EYE’D LATTICE’D  is the « Face in Lace » crop square. The cat eyed Nordic I just discovered named Valgrind 

ELITE FECAL GUILE CLIQUE FLAUU FLAG (ALLEGE LEGAL, TUUICE) GET ICILY UUET FATE QUAIL/first week in April 
LIE TUUEET : FEEL CITY GEEK QUEUE FUTILE FICKLE TICKET = UUEEKLY « GIFT ».  GUAGE FACE QUIET GUILE. fema 

o LIE TUUEET social media lies. FUTILE FICKLE TICKET : implants   UUEEKLY « GIFT » the dole GUAGE : judge FACE in Scorpio 
CITE : FLEE UGLY ICY GALE CELL UUICKET ALE - ELK.  FEUU ELECT UUIFELY AGE (CLUE = FUEL LIFE KILT LEGACY QUA) 

UGLY ICY GALE CELL as in The Day After Tomorrow   which we now know is a construct, a part of the Weather Wars cartel 
ALE to ELK could be ELK/ Capricorn to ALE/ May 13-June 9  KILT LEGACY  either Pharaonic or Scottish 

  

 

1 82 
When the great wooden columns tremble. 
Ssouth wind blows covered with redness: 
Such a great assembly then pours forth, 
Trembling Vienna and the country of Austria. 

  
1 82 4    i562 edition codes within codes (the capitalized words)  ViennePaysAuƒtriche = 
PIE’S CENTURIES PAVE THE UUAY: VISA/visor CHEF PARCS SEES SAFER SEVEN UP, SERAPH SURVEY EYES VAST EPIC  IN 
UR E’A, HIS VERY HEAVY RAIN PURIFIES EARTHS’ FIRE EVENT IN CHINA . STEEP FURY SEVERITY VINE- EARS VirgoFISHSKIN  
ARCHIVE SICSTEEN NINETY-FIVE YEAR: ACHIEVES SHEERS THE  SUNNINESS, IS HEAVY VIRTUE AYSE,ANT INSECTS CAPTURE: 

Their I690 was 2014, (see in Year Of The Horse ARCHIVE/forum) so I695 = 2019 (year of the Pig) 
EASTERN SCIENTIST PUSH ANY CERN SEAT IS UNSAFE, PUNITIVE SPITE. CREATES THIEVE HEAVY THERSES PETUNIAS 
flowers CAST NATIVES NAUSEA  IN CU/copper/Libra UPSET= FUNNY strangeSIC EARTH HEAT: FUSE EVENT CAVES AVENUES/orbits 
THENCE HEAVENS’ ANT Mantid TEN, YAH NAVY, NICE CUP CHAIR FIVE UNITY, CHANI, CAN  ICE  VIA  SAFETY VEINmethod 

SHIFT SCARIFIES AFRICAN PUNT,Ethiopia ACREJordanAREA; SEVERS EARTHS HEAT  
RAT YEAR/2020 CAPRIC’RN. Capricorn. Affrication used     AFAR/Aquarius  - the Age of ?  Aquarius month does follow Capricorn 
Other text warnings relate to these same dates saying Saudi Arabia will become the new North Pole.  Interesting that the 
author David Montaigne, in his June-July 2018 Nexus Magazine article, states the date of December 21 – 28 2019.  I will 
repeat that – December 21-28 2019 for a triggering of a magnetic polar shift. This is the exact time of the year that Japan has 
been slated to roll into the ocean in these texts.  But first, a caveat or two.  
First:      Montaigne got the stellar heavens “clock” from the bible. (Daniel, Isaiah and John)  He did not stipulate which version. 
Second: Then used an astronomical computer program  to find those constellation settings that bible provided. The date of 
Capricorn owns the end of a year AND the beginning of the next year, so 2019 & 2020 both share the same Capricorn! 
The caveat being that computerised programs are around 676 years out. The difference between 324 deleted years causing 
the “dark ages” and the 1,000 years added by the swipe of a plume, changing the ʺiʺ to a  number ʺ1ʺ (best example being the 
dated letter found under the floorboards of a Tudor mansion recently. The date clearly saying i633.) My collection of articles 
wearing the date prefixed with an ʺiʺ or a ʺyʺ for “Iesus” or  “Yeshua” has become large enough to convince anyone. 
The Age of Aquarius is not due to arrive until ca 2587. If we are really in 1342A.D.(as at 2018) – we have a truly long wait for 
the Age of Aquarius. The Age of Pisces has 36 astronomical degrees. It takes 72 of our orbits/years for our sun to cross each 
degree. Pisces therefore contains 2,592 of our orbit-years. Being in 1,342AD means we have just passed the half way mark in 
the deceptive age of Pisces, with 1,250 years to go before we see Aquarius. Yes, that leaves me in shock too. Once again it is my 
lot to despair at how slow-thinking I am. There will, of course be the argument as always about the real date used in relation 
to a Jesus and his birth or death date – at the most a variance of 40 years. Being 33 (his death age) and ca 7 BC (his birth year) 

 i557 edition 

 i562 edition 

 i555 edition 
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http://humansarefree.com/2017/11/8-million-children-go-missing-each-year.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/11/8-million-children-go-missing-each-year.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
http://humansarefree.com/2017/11/8-million-children-go-missing-each-year.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+blogspot%2FYTqom+%28Humans+Are+Free-Blog%29
https://mysterythings.com/2017/11/02/exclusive-secret-base-man-eating-aliens-built-us-official-records-reveal-vide0/


For many of these pdf forums I have been using the words “we have at least a thousand years to go for Aquarius”. These words 
had set off a large hue and cry amongst readers, so reluctantly the phrase “at least 676 years” was inserted, mainly to molliofy 
my own thwarted thinking.  But that is a lie too.  As much as we do not like it, we still have 1.250 years yet before Aquarius. 
pairs Century Eleven Sixaine #38 

By sword and water, and by sickness rife, 
The great provider,  hazards his own life, 

Shall know how much shall cost a load of wood.     because of ice age) 
Six hundred fifteen, or nineteen at most  

One grave of a great Prince     C6 Q15, 19          th'immortal name  
Fifth of that ilk, Casseopeans C6 Q5          upon the Cross's foot. 

Six hundred fifteen , or 6 nineteen[or 2019 at the latest. see 10 39 3 
Before eighteen incompetent[inept] age 
Altesed'Hongrie  11 #47  
NEAR  SIGHTED  LEO 
THERE ALONGSIDE AS LORD  in  EIGHTEEN (10 39) 
this is why Nostradamus said "walk don't run" they are myopic 

 

7 81 exact same as Presage Nov I561 (=2019) 
La ƒtratageme ƒimulte ƒera rare 
La mort en voye rebelle par contrée, 
Par le retour du voyage Barbare 
Exalteront la proteƒtante entrée.  

65bis I561 Nouember. 
Par le retour du voyage Barbare 
Exalteront la protestante entree. 
Le stratageme simulte sera rare. 
La mort en voye, rebelle par contree. 

7 81 
The copiests stratagem will be uncommon 
The death en route by contrary rebellion 
Via the return voyage from Babar/Turkey  
Exalting the protesters [refugee] entry. 
 

Presage 65bis I561 Nouember. 
Via the return voyage from Babar/Turkey 
Exalting the protesters [refugee] entry. 
The copiests stratagem will be uncommon 
The death en route bycounter revolution. 

found amongst the remainder of Centuries 7 behind the fireplace (Vulcan) in the home of Nostradamus 
THE ENCHANTER PUNY CAENEUS HIVE PAN’S  INTERN-NET CAPES EACH A.I. SAPIENCY ENSUES ARTIFICE RARE  -
SINE/frequencyVISE/grip    IN  TEA Sagittarius 
"STRANGE ANGULAR STEP"  1:20.3  See Caeneus  "UNIFIED CAENEUS FIEND SEDUCE U.N. CAUSE. QUEER UNAGILE STEP NERO FACET 3 11 3 

INSINCERE ANTECHRIST VAIN FAECES-HEAP VANITIES ENVY HEAVIER, HYPERACTIVE  AHPEES  PRINCE  ANU, 
INFURIATES  SIRIUS’  FEATHERY  TYPE V.I.P. PENCE VIPER; HATES  CAVERN/underground CRANE-HEN,  CENTAURAN RACE  
CAP/Auriga HYAENA – TAIL  HAIRBerenices PIRANHA, SHAVEN HEADGrayle-Mabus VARIETY, TINY SPECIES  SEIZE INNER SPACE 
EVEN VIA ACE SIN, HERESY ACE Ala-Lu USE PANIC,  RATHER THAN PEACE – HENCE EATEN ANY CHAP’S PIECE, SERVES UP 
INFANCIES IN SPICY ASPARTANE SAUCES:  (IS PH  NAÏVE ARES FEARS) CAUSES FAIRY TACHYPNEA  ACHY FEVERISH PAIN   
THEY FANCY CHEAT EVE, HER IN FRENCH APACHE CASE. SUNNY HAY-FARCE PUNhay while sun shines CYAN/blue AVIANbirdTEARS 
YES: SUPER SPACESUITS PAY IN PHI-PAUSE HYPERSPACE: INCHES  UP AT SATURN, NEPTUNE NEAR CRASH AS SUNS ASH 
RUSSIAN SANE PUTIN HAS CAUSE SCUPPER, NAY, CEASES INSANE AVARICE VIA SERF-VACCINES CRAYFISHY CHIP SCARE 
SEVENTY THREE YEARS ERUPTIVE ICY ERA SERVES AFFECT THE  AIR RUNS Jetstream IN ARCHIVES THAT EARTH IS SUPINE 
o CRAYFISHY = in the day of the docteur – the crayfish was Cancer, = cancer  CHIP SCARE. The avarice of the medical Pharmer 
o CERN SEAT with the alkhemye for SEAT meaning “stargate” 
o FAIRY tiny fleeting  TACHYPNEA fast short shallow breathing caused by carbon monoxide in the lungs 
o FUNNY SIC = strange HEATing of EARTH = by CERN?  Turning Earth by CERN?? 
o FISHSKIN = SCALES = Libra, October  (“c” = “k”) 
o ARCHIVES = the Centuries of Quatrains and Sixaines 
o SEVENTY THREE YEARS ERUPTIVE ICY ERA – the period named – in the Epistle to Henri.  SAY CHAIR/Casseopeans. 
“This will be preceded by a solar eclipse more dark and gloomy than any since the creation of the world, except that after the death and 
passion of Jesus Christ. And it will be in the month of October SCALES that the great translation will be made and it will be such that one will 
think the gravity of the earth has lost her natural movement and that it is to be plunged into the abyss of perpetual darkness.  
In the spring there will be omens, and thereafter extreme changes, reversals of realms and mighty earthquakes. These will be accompanied by 
the procreation of the new Babylon, miserable daughter enlarged by the abomination of the first holocaust.  
o It will last for only seventy-three years and seven months.  
 

ALEX COLLIER  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hxaDuB0pVc&feature=youtu.be  
 

McKINNON Space Programs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZF9YD1QDWI&feature=share  
 

TIME TRAVELLER IN 2137 AND 28TH C   1:38:30  This is Al Bielek who fell off the Eldridge into 2137 
at 28 min he speaks about the principle which is Ubuntu 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hp3PNt7C4 
 

ART BELL FRED BELL  “The real Pleiadians cannot contact humans – even by channelling” 
The same Fred Bell who died mysteriously just days after a Jesse Ventura “Conspiracy Theory” interview 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnD1Y38Z4FY&feature=youtu.be   
 

UFOs CAUSE CHINA AIRPORT TO SHUT DOWN in July  did not say what year 
What concerns me the most is where this is happening, somewhere in Mongolia, 
that being not far from those Leptorrhin (from Bireo in Cygnus) under Altai – who are part of the Elohim Alliances for the 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hxaDuB0pVc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZF9YD1QDWI&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hp3PNt7C4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnD1Y38Z4FY&feature=youtu.be


Living Library. Raising the question – are the Leptorrhin being attacked from under Bucegi-Tibet direction and have the 
Elohim Alliances come to their rescue? 
There are more than one reason I believe this is that cigar craft absconded by the DOREAN beings from Tau Ceti 
1) it is NOT trying to hide its activities 
2) it is having direct physical contact with a GoldenCube 
3) it is performing a task which is NOT that of beaming people up 
4) the military is trying to say that it is their work, when we all know how clandestine military activities always are 
https://www.disclose.tv/chinese-airports-shut-down-after-mass-ufo-sighting-339622#  
 

REPTILIAN TANKER Wilcox video at 19:13 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG3h-Piqy7k&feature=share 

 

 

 
YAHOVAH = 
HOVAH = RUIN, DISASTER 
AHVAH = TO DO PERVERSITY 
AHVEH = DISTORTING 
 
 
IN SUMERIAN FLIPPED OVER,  
THE TETRAGRAM ʺYHWHʺ equals ʺENLILʺ 

13,469 is the sum total of the Hebrew letters here. I wonder why the person who did this little illustration omitted the 
introductory YA, eYah/yod to the far right of the acronym.  Hebrew is read right to left, and the letter which looks like a 
comma is the Yod. Or a number 10. This lends new thoughts about the word COMMA in the Template! Dividing 13,479 
(the sum total including Yod) by 11 has an interesting result – it equals 1225.3636363636363636 repeater. Mere 
curiosity, nothing else, at this moment. 
According to Sitchin, Yahovah/Yhaweh means “I will be what I will be”, not “I am that I am”. Sitchin says the language is 
using a future tense.  From what we know of the many names of EnLil in his incarnations – this be-comes very true!  Just 
think “Cement Spirit” (QuetzalCoatl) and Valiant Thor. 
The number 13,469 will come to mean something, even if it is only the “bulge” in our half of the Millwheel of ages 
(from Leo Rising to Pisces inclusive) which ca ‘half’ of 25,920 (a full turn of the Millwheel of Ages) is about 12,960 (of 
our old orbits, the time it takes Earth to complete a cycle while following our own sun calculated during the period we 
had a 365 day orbit).  So a 509 orbital year difference is well within the mathematics of Earth’s uneven orbit 
measurement tolerances across those periods of time – call them eras or epochs.  
If one reads all of the Clay Tablets “of EnKi” one will realize that the Numerators are these immortals whose base 
number is 12 or 60. Their human by-blow elites have the number 11.    So a 360 day year must have given them great 
feelings of accomplishment, only to have it skewed by the Elohim Alliances by an extra 5 days in 705BC.  
To me it seems this must have been the date for the sun going “up ten steps then back down ten steps” (noting the 
number is ten – a pointer for who it was that caused this, just as the Ten Commandments was a pointer it was NOT 
YHWH/EnLil involved).  
These extra 5 days became the “unlucky” and sacrificical days for the “deluded” Maya (as described by the Baghavad 
Gita in book II). EnLil is “chief pilot, lord of airways, storms and [sacrificial] smoke. 
They never provide numbers for no reason.  Just as the Template describes them as  NUMERATORS and other versions 
of that word which mean the same. 
Dividing 13479 by 4 gives us 3369.75 a number very close and even possibly the mean number of our years it takes the 
Nemesis system to complete its own orbit. There would be variables here just as there are with Haley’s comet which 
seems to take 75 years twice then 76 years the next, then 75 years twice as so on.  Therefore; counting on the Nemesis 
system to arrive right on 3,660 years every time, means one will be quite disappointed, that by basing one’s 
assumptions on that figure the rest of one’s calculations will be exponentially “out” and mean nothing except a waste 
of time doing so... 
When using average number of years as a yardstick, as Ptolemy did, provides a dangerous basis for basing one’s 
assumptions just as shown in the era of each “Age” being composed of either 2,000 or 2,160 years described in  the 
MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES forum. Everyone dancing in the streets believing (due to roughshod mathematics) that we are 
“going into the humanitarian Age of Aquarius” when, as it turns out, we have only just passed  near  the midway point  
of the Age of Deceptive Pisces.  
Placed on an analogue clock, and illustrated on the Cross of Hendaye, it is Virgo (“spring-vernal”) which should be at the 
top between “12” and “1” “A.M.”  Along with Leo being precessional  to Virgo, (depicted as a Sphinx facing  
to the right, as it is on the Denderah Zodiac)  that is, at the “11 pm” to “midnight” position.  
To have done it that way (the correct positioning) in the forum of MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES would have sent many 
readers to the asylum trying to comprehend it. 
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https://www.disclose.tv/chinese-airports-shut-down-after-mass-ufo-sighting-339622
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG3h-Piqy7k&feature=share


Especially since “our years” are not and never have been the same number of our days. Starting with 260 days in a year 
during early and pre-biblical times up to 3,123BC,* becoming 360 days until 705BC (Chinese records), then having 365¼ 
days per year until October (10th to 14th) 2013.  At which date we began a 377 day year, and growing. 
From that date our orbit has been 377.8 days – being pulled-pushed by the incoming Nemesis mini solar system. The 
same reason our orbit has always been disturbed, that is, by outside influences. 

*3,123BCE which was calculated on a modern computer programmed dating. This requires deleting the number of 
676 for correction.  At the year 2000 (Y2k western hemisphere timeclock debacle) the date was really 1,324 C.E.  
Therefore, that program which has 676 years by too many, means it has 3,123 years by  676 too many. 

Thus the date of 3,123BCE gained via that program, (taken consequent to the Planisphere disc) should read  2,447 BCE  
(by the way, this is the Austrian asteroid event, the one said for Sodom & Gomorha, which Hancock has as Mayan August 
3,114BCE, allowing for the time it takes a society to recover from a world altering episode and to write it down/ sculpted into 
clay tablet/stone called ‘the Assyrian Planisphere disc’ which is said to have been made ca 700Bc Henry Layard as a copy of a 
previous record of an asteroid event between ‘3,123’ and  ‘3,114’ (recording of it).         But, was it a copy? 
To date the 705BC event that provided the new orbit relates to one of the two episodes in the biblical records: –  
the two in the bible which speak of sun and moon novelties.     So, was the Planisphere disc the second event? 
One is Isaiah,Judah in 38:8                     705BC is the date the Chinese records say we went from 360 to 365 day orbit 
the Book of Isaiah was written by King Hezekiah, who reigned from 715 to 686 BCE, and his aides. 
How the Jewish sages came to this conclusion is clear. The first verse of the book says that the prophet prophesied during the reigns 
of four Judean monarchs, the last of whom was Hezekiah. It would make sense that it was the king and his scribes who put together 
the compilation of Isaiah's prophecies after his death. 
It would also make sense for a royal archive, if one existed in First Temple Jerusalem, would likely have contained records of 
prophecies. The royal archives of the Semitic city-state of Mari (in today's Syria) held records of prophecies 1000 years before 
Hezekiah. The royal archives of the Neo-Assyrian capital Nineveh held records of prophecies too, some written just a few decades 
after Isaiah's time. Keeping records of prophecies in royal archives may have been the norm. 
https://www.haaretz.com/jewish/who-really-wrote-the-book-of-isaiah-1.5431430 
 

The Assyrian Planisphere Disc, said to be dated about 700BC.  
Then the assumption is made by the establishment that it is a copy of a previous 
event way back in 3,123BC (Hancock’s 3,114BC event) Jasher? (Genesis 33:19) C+F+YASHER 
Why would a scribe be reporting an event from some two and a half thousand 
years before the time of making the Planisphere? 
These two events are named separately in the bible, in 705BC during  reign of 
Hezekiah-Isaiah 38 8 “the shadow moved up ten DEGREES and back the ten steps” 
mentioned in Joshua 10:12 around I381BC ˂ less the added 676 ˃ = 705BCE:  
“the sun stood still and the moon stopped, for a full day”.   Earth stopped turning. 
WHERE were Isaiah and Joshua situated at these hours? What can stop the Earth?  
The event of  Joshuah fighting Amorites Alyalon Valley 10:12 is the same as Judah Isaiah’s, around 705BC.  
 1405-1385 BC dated by Garstang making Joshua just prior to the reign of Akhenaton ca. 1349–1336 B.C http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/phar/hd_phar..     

In the 1950's Kathleen Kenyon worked at the site and relied upon pottery sequences to redate these walls back to the end of the Early 
Bronze Age (EBA), around 2100. They could not, she announced, be those that fell before Joshua. It was this claim that led Courville to 
become a revisionist. There were two possibilities. Either O.T. history or Egyptian dates were grossly in error. Courville elected to work 
from the premise that OT history was largely right, which meant that the Conquest could not be so early. Since the later site archaeology at 
Jericho and Ai matched OT history, the CC had obviously set Joshua's era back too far by c670yr. (676?) 1385 minus 676 = 709BC  close enough to 705 

The mention of a qesitah as a type of money (Job 42:11) suggests a date which is at least during the time of Joshua (cf. Jos. 24:32), if 
not during the patriarchal period (cf. Gen 33:19) 5 

12 On the day the Lord gave the Amorites over to Israel/,Jacob Joshua said to the Lord in the presence of Israe/Jacob: 
“Sun, stand still over Gibeon,     and you, moon, over the Valley of Aijalon.” 
13 So the sun stood still,     and the moon stopped, 
    till the nation avenged itself on[b] its enemies, as it was written in the Book of Jashar:13 
The sun stopped in the middle of the sky and delayed going down about a full day. Meaning Earth stopped turning – caused by an asteroid? 

1385 minus 676 = 709BC  close enough to 705 In Oct. 2013 we began our new 377+ day orbit.  
Today is middle of 2018 :– 5+ years later ...      and STILL no public record of it! 
14 There has never been a day like it before or since, a day when the Lord listened to a human being. followed by that assumption 
     Surely the Lord was fighting for Israel!Jacob 
15 Then Joshua returned with all [Jacobite] Israelites to the camp at Gilgal. 

5  Archer writes, “But if the scene was laid in North Arabia near Edom, a clan type of society may well have persisted there as late as 
the time of the Hebrew monarchy. Possibly private sacrifices by the heads of families persisted alongside the official tribal priesthood. 
The foreign locale would also account for the comparative rarity of the name Yahweh in most chapters of the book.   Job shows a 
distinct preference for the pan-Semitic term, 'Eloah or 'Elohim, for God ... 
Interestingly enough, the title Shaddai, the Almighty, occurs no less than thirty-one times in Job as against its sixteen occurrences in 
the rest of the Old Testament. This evidence from the use of the divine names certainly tends to confirm the theory of a non-Israelite 
background (Gleason L. Archer, Jr. A Survey of Old Testament Introduction, 464-65).   
The Book of Job [contemporary to Joshua]  having now been dated to “reflect the time of Abraham [of Ur] from before the Exodus 
and The reference in Ezekiel 14:14  other names in Job are authentic for the second millennium B.C.” to Job with:
https://bible.org/article/introduction-book-job 

Book of Jasher 88 
https://www.ccel.org/a/anonymous/jasher/88.htm 
The apocryphal book of Jashar: text and commentary – a good description of an asteroid hit. Joshua references Jasher writings 
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home.uchicago.edu/~rmyerson/jashar.htm 
“The sun and the stars formed in the clouds,sounds like a ufo flap  and dust was gathered into planets and the world. ...  
And God married Cain and Jashar that night, under the stars. If it is the same Jashar, it is during Genesis as a dating mechanism. 

JOSHUA  
Researchers claim epic Biblical story is earliest account of annular eclipse that occurred on October 30, 1207 BCE;  also helps 
pinpoint reigns of Pharaohs Ramesses and Merneptah 
'Joshua stopped the sun' 3,224 years ago today, scientists say | The ...          (deduct the extra 676 yrs. = 2548/9 years ago) 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/3224-years-later-scientists-see-first-ever-recorded-eclipse-...  
WHEN THE SUN STOOD STILL UPON GIBEON OCTOBER 30 1207BC 
EXCEPT DEDUCT 676 YEARS MAKES IT 2549 YEARS AGO  – PLUS IT WAS NOT JUST AN ECLIPSE.  
IT MEANS THE EARTH STOOD STILL – WHAT COULD HAVE CAUSED THAT “3,224 YEARS AGO”.  
OR  2549 YEARS AGO, PROVING ‘NO MAN SHALL KNOW THE HOUR ! 
In a paper published in the “ Royal Astronomical Society journal Astronomy & Geophysics”  researchers explained 
that they were consequently also able to refine the dates of the reigns of two Egyptian pharaohs of that era, 
Ramesses the Great and his son Merneptah. The paper reinforces research published earlier this year by Israeli 
scientists, which also interpreted the biblical story as referring to an eclipse on the same date. (but was it a Sol-ar eclipse?) 
Joshua prayed that God help the Israelites in their battle by stopping the sun: “Then Joshua spoke to the Lord on the day 
when the Lord delivered the Amorites before the children of Israel;Jacob  and he said in the sight of  the Israelites/Jacobites: 
 'Sun, stand still [dom] upon Gibeon; and you, Moon, in the valley of Ayalon.'” (Joshua 10:12). 
 

 

Impression of a seal bearing the words 
 "Belonging to Hezekiah [son of] Ahaz king of Judah" about 1 cm across 
and showing a winged sun and ankhs,  
Assyrian symbols of power and life.       Ouria Tadmor 
So – what does this tell us? 

– who reigned from 715 to Sometime while King Hezekiah was alive 
686 BCE:  someone saw the winged disc of the Nemesis-Nibiru system. 
If it was this that caused the 705BC event which disturbed our orbit and 
added 5 days – then the  “3,660 year orbit” is wayyyyy off!  
We are in 1342 now, add 705 (BC) = 2,049. Even using 2018 as now, adding 
705 still only gives us  2723 for that particular orbit; since it is in view now. 
Had their orbit been 3660 years, and we are really in 1342AD,  the previous 
passing over should have been around 2,318BC.  At 2018, last at 1,642 BC. 

“Isaiah's strange prophecies are of another ilk: it is hard to imagine for what practical purpose royal scribes would keep prophecies 
such as “And I will give children to be their princes, and babes CLONES  shall rule over them” (3:4).  
How would they check up on this prophecy to see if it indeed comes to pass?  
Even if some parts of the book are true representations of the words of Isaiah, certainly major parts of the book are not. This had 
already been suggested by 12th century Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra, who pointed out that the prophesies in chapters 40 to 66, and in 
chapters 34 and 35, were written in a language very different from the rest of the book, and make no mention of Isaiah in them.  
Most modern scholars agree that these chapters cannot be describing prophesies by the original Isaiah, whether written by 
Hezekiah or not. They had to have been written by someone living after the destruction of Jerusalem in ca 586 BCE.  
The original Isaiah lived more than a century earlier, so could not have said : 
“Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her, that her warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned:  
for she hath received of the Lord's hand double for all her sins” (40:2.) 
These chapters had to have been written by some other prophet living in the context of the Babylonian Exile.  
Since we do not know his name, scholars refer to him (or, less likely, her) as Second Isaiah or Deutero-Isaiah. 
"Then the moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed, when the Lord of hosts shall reign in mount Zion, 
and in Jerusalem, and before his ancients gloriously” (Isaiah 24:23). 
https://www.haaretz.com/jewish/who-really-wrote-the-book-of-isaiah-1.5431430 
Isaiah 38:8 I will make the sun's shadow that falls on the stairway of ... 
biblehub.com/isaiah/38-8.htm 
So the sunlight went back the ten steps it had gone down. New Living .... This is a writing by Hezekiah king of Judah after his illness 
and recovery:  
38:4 Then came the word of the LORD to Isaiah, saying, 
5 Go, and say to Hezekiah, Thus saith the LORD, the God of David thy father, I have heard thy prayer, I have seen thy tears: behold, I will add 
unto thy days fifteen years.  (15 ORBITS) 
6 And I will deliver thee and this city out of the hand of the king of Assyria: and I will defend this city. 
7 And this shall be a sign unto thee from the LORD, that the LORD will do this thing that he hath spoken; 
8 Behold, I will bring again the shadow of the degrees, which is gone down in the sun dial of Ahaz, ten degrees backward.  
So the sun returned ten degrees, by which degrees it was gone down.                        (Ten being an Eloim Alliances number) 
2 Kings 20:9 
And Isaiah replied, “This is the sign to you from the LORD that He will do what He has promised: Would you like the shadow to go forward ten 
degrees/steps, or back ten steps?” 
2 Kings 20:11 
So Isaiah the prophet called out to the LORD, and He brought the shadow back the ten steps it had descended on the stairway of Ahaz. 
My question becomes: what caused the Earth to tilt ten steps for the shadows to move both up and then down?  
Were these the giants steps? Ones which have tiny ordianry human sized steps right next to them. C+F+STAIRWAY 
“ʺDoing the calculations Doctors Humphreys and Waddington found that there had been an annular eclipse across North Africa and Canaan on 
the 30th of October in the year 1207 BC. This eclipse they claim is the miraculous event depicted in Joshua, chapter 10.ʺ ” 
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JASHER: was not a person. The references by Isaiah 38:8,  Joshua 10:13 and Second Samuel 1:18 to the “writings of 
Jasher” related to  “the Righteous Ones” – a collection of 91 books from the Septuagint.   To be writing about an  
event such as the “sun standing still” then to say “as in the writings of Jasher” means there was an event like that 

 some millennia prior to their (Isaiah and Joshus) period around 700 BC., (the one the Chinese wrote about).
 

 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/3224-years-later-scientists-see-
first-ever-recorded-eclipse-...         reminder to deduct 676 years 
This is the illustration of the total eclipse  January 2010.Taken in China. 

Do you see the problem with this image? 
Either our moon has become closer to Earth, or both our moon AND 
the Earth have moved further out. 
Recall all those Encylopaedic  mentions of our moon fitting precisely 
across the face of our sun in a full eclipse using the figure of the moon 
being one fourth the size of Earth?  Which it did October 12 1958, 
with such a fine line encompassing the moon the corona was clearly 
delineated showing waves and solar bursts. Here we see a mere 
smooth glow of the sun. 

 
ECLIPSE MAY 10 2013 

SO SAYING CURRENTLY Earth is 3.67 times larger than 
the Moon  

 
 
 
 
 
 

+`+-9-  

FEBRUARY 26 2017 
Either our sun is growing in size  
or the moon  has moved further away from us 
because in 1958 we never had to resort to articles like this one 
which contains the qualifying statement: 
 “This will be an annular solar eclipse, sometimes referred to as the 
‘Ring of Fire’. This happens because on this date, the Moon appears 
slightly smaller than the Sun in the sky. Therefore, the Moon cannot 
obstruct all of the Sun’s disc during this [type of] eclipse.” 
Does that explain the May 2013 and the January 2010 exlipses too? 

 
AUGUST 21 2017 this was the “eclipse” which had the “moon” 
arrive from top right and leave at bottom left direction.  
 
Since when has our moon EVER fully covered our sun so 
completely that there is no corona?  
 
IF this is OUR moon – how close has it come towards Earth  
to be able to encompass our enlarged sun? 
 
Had it come this close – we would see it extremely large during the 
daytime too.  

8 10  2  Qu'on ne ƒaura l'origine du fait    but they will not know its origin 
1) FRIDGE RELIEF AGE NOUU:  IN  IGNORANT INADEQUATE ERA  ~ IS AN EQUATORIAL UUANDERING 
2) AISE AROUSAL FEUDING SONANT AURAS RUINOUS OF QUINT [helmeted] ON [Oannes]:         see  EUREKA D.E.F. DEFENCE 1 62 4 
3) U. N  GLORIFIED  ALIEN  URSA  OANNES  INSANE FOUR DUE 6 5 3 SAMAROBRIN   the   
     ORIGIN  OF FEUDING  ORIGINAL  RELIGIONS –  FEUDS  EON    
4) OF TELLINGER'S UNIQUE ANU'S DINOSAUR IS IN AROUND AQUEOUS AREAS,  
     IS DUE IN NOON [mid] AQUARIUS                                         
5) ONE  AUSTRALIAN  QUANTIFIED  ORIGINAL  QUATRAINS :  FORUUARN OF  ALIEN  EQUATION.   
     INQUIRER  OF  ANU (Messsssiah)  LONG  AUUAITED. (shar of Nibiru ‘long orbit’ awaited) 
5) EQUATION OF LINEAR  DRAUUINGS (The ''Lost Book'' vignette illustrates the quatrains):  
     OF LARGE NEO-DARUUINIAN  E.D extra dimens.GENESIS GODS ELOIM and 
     the Regency Order of the Andromeda Council priestesses 
5) ONE AUSTRALIAN:  ENQUIRER OF ANTIQUARIAN  ANU  UUERE  REGIONAL FLOODING           

                        see Enki clay tablet 10, &  Noah's laboratory for “the seeds of all living things” 
pairs 
1 62 4 Que de long fiecle ne fe verra refait.  How long the centuries until centuries seen to be restored.  

Eureka means “free energy” from E.M.R.-sonic (sasar) 
 

http://porozmawiajmy.tv/milab-anunnaki-voodoo-i-petla-czasu-max-spiers/  Max Spiers, mentions Elohim 
 

Contactee Simon Parkes Mind Blowing Info on the Reptilian Agenda ... ▶ 50:05      mentions reptilians,  agreements  with 
human leaders to take children   
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmvcaPg7Pbk 
Jun 12, 2018 - Uploaded by UAMN TV 
This is a ground breaking video in terms of content, covering the reptilian agenda, who they are, what they ... 
 

THE REPTILIAN AGENDA PART ONE - David Icke & Credo ... - YouTube  ▶ 1:30:17  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpQy8XOYTcg 
Apr 11, 2017 - Uploaded by MANA_STAR Network 
This is a mindblowing interview with an African shaman who speaks of a reptilian race which has created and ... 
 

David Icke & Credo Mutwa -- The Reptilian Agenda (Part ... - YouTube      ▶ 3:33:59 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4apWOUNOx64 
Dec 20, 2010 - Uploaded by 6F78696D6F726F6E 
David Icke & Credo Mutwa -- The Reptilian Agenda (Part One) ... ContacteeSimon Parkes Mind ... 
 

The Body Snatchers - Comment on Mind-Blowing Reptilian ... - YouTube  ▶ 46:27 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NucaawzoZI 
May 17, 2016 - Uploaded by Richard Bruce  
I recently read this mind-blowing and shocking revelation in Amazon ... Contactee Simon Parkes Mind ... 
 

Microwave weapons no longer Conspiracy Theory – Now deployed in China 
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo told lawmakers that the 'sonic attack' in China was 'medically similar' to the 
incidents in Cuba 
By  Ian Greenhalgh  V_t erans T_day 
May 23, 2018  See Barrie Trower videos 
[ Editor’s note: Clearly the unfortunate American who suffered a ‘mild brain injury’ was the victim of an attack using a 
microwave weapon and no doubt, this was the work of someone in the intelligence community. 
The CIA have long admitted to possessing microwave weapons; and the research into the exploitation of the microwave portion 
of the frequency spectrum dates all the way back to WW2 and the early developments in centimetric radar. 
The invention that made a practical centimetric radar system possible took place in Britain, at Manchester University. The device 
was called a cavity magnetron, and it made possible for the first time the generation of microwave frequencies at high power 
levels. 
Today, the cavity magnetron is at the heart of every microwave oven. It is also to be found in all forms of high frequency 
equipment for telecomms; anywhere where you need to generate a high frequency signal. Add an antenna and a wave guide 
and you have yourself a microwave weapon. 
In the 1950s, British researchers discovered that many frequencies in the microwave spectrum had effects on the human body; 
certain frequencies could cause very serious health effects, particularly to the brain. Given sufficient exposure, you could induce 
all kinds of injuries, including strokes. 
This research lead to the development of microwave weapons that were covertly deployed during the Cold War. British expert 
Barrie Trower has lectured widely on the dangers of microwaves, and his work is well worth studying. Ian ] Haaretz 
U.S. Warns Citizens in China After Consulate Worker Suffers Sonic Brain Injury 
An American citizen working at the U.S. consulate in the southern Chinese city of Guangzhou has reported suffering from 
“abnormal” sounds and pressure leading to a mild brain injury, the U.S. embassy said on Wednesday. 
The embassy, which issued a health alert to Americans living in China, said it could not link the case to health issues suffered by 
U.S. government staff in Cuba dating back to late 2016. 
However, later on Wednesday, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo told lawmakers that the “sonic attack” in China was 
“medically similar” to the incidents in Cuba. 
The unnamed American citizen assigned to the consulate in Guangzhou had reported a variety of “physical symptoms” dating 
from late 2017 to April this year, the U.S. embassy in Beijing said in an email. 
The worker was sent to the United States for further evaluation.  
“The clinical findings of this evaluation matched mild traumatic brain injury (MTBI),” the embassy said. 
The State Department was taking the incident very seriously and working to determine the cause and impact, the embassy said. 
Pompeo said that medical teams were heading to Guangzhou to investigate the incident. 
The State Department added the Chinese government told the embassy it is also investigating and taking appropriate measures. 
https://www.disclose.tv/man-says-he-time-traveled-and-saw-dinosaurs-in-the-past-
341277  
This video purporting to be a time traveller from  2082   describes using the pictured time 
travelling chamber (ARC) exactly/ A R C = Aerial Reconaissance Chamber 
Right up to when he began speaking of seeing T Rex preying on Veloso-raptor  
I thought he just might be for real...noting that pervasive mention of commercial time travel in the 
year 2028. Video  made by the same misinformers as all the others which say 2028. 
It has been shown by those whose job it is, that T Rex was a vegetarian.  
Creating that same enigma that panda bears have. Living on bamboos yet possessing carni-vore 
teeth. T Rex have been found with grasses and other greenery caught in their teeth. 
Then he blew it by harping on the illuminati based CO2 ʺglobal warmingʺ chant.   
CO2 is NEEDED for plant growth.  
It does NOT cause global warming.     Passing large celestial bodies do. 
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SEE how the people that make these videos are manipulating the video watchers?  
Whenever I watch these I comment on a detail. For the most part the claims have been that he “came from” somewhere 
past the 4,000 AD mark and my comment to that is always – how do they manage to speak using our words we use today 
when one need only follow the evolution of idioms to know those people that far into our future would never be able to 
understand us.  Best examples:  and here, I am only speaking of a twenty year gap –  
I sent some hidden texts to one of my daughters by email. 
She wrote back in  text language  that she could not comprehend  the words – she wrote complete sentences of which  
I could not  understand!  
Begging the question – how far will text language go before it is completely unrecognizable even to those who use it today? 
Then there are the word meanings, the idioms of which become altered each generation,  for instance: 
I received a phone text from my other daughter who was doing a school visit to Technical College. The high school teens 
go there for a day to try out different work opportunities like becoming a hairdresser or chef. 
So I receive a text from her “oh mum – welding is sooo mad!” 
Leaving me thinking “poor girl, why is she even trying welding out?” 
Dear reader, You know what she meant, don’t you!   
Yes, she loved it so much she went on to gain the Regional Apprenticeship award. Other such words have been “fab” 
meaning “fabulous” - a word back in the nineteenth century which meant nature of a fable kind and not believable – 
and the likes of “oh that’s really sick, man” – do I need to continue? 
To conclude – these comments made on the video sites must have struck home – so why all of a sudden do they say he 
“came from 2082”?   

 

Wilcox video at 19:13 reptilian tanker 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG3h-Piqy7k&feature=share
https://www.disclose.tv/volcanoes-not-only-on-earth-but-across-the-entire-solar-system-are-erupting-341298 
 
Analysis and Principalities of the X1 Focusing on Rotating and Counter-Rotating Charges and Negative Energy 
https://www.warp-drive-physics.com/construction-blog/analysis-and-principalities-of-the-x1-focusing-on-rotating-and-counter-
rotating-charges-and-negative-energy 
 

https://www.disclose.tv/5-genders-acknowledged-by-native-americans-even-before-europeans-took-over-north-america-341289  
 

https://www.disclose.tv/fake-jesuss-poping-up-all-over-the-place-do-not-be-deceived-341331 
I guess the spelling should be “popping up all over the place” 
 

WOW Ex-HAARP INSIDER Connects CERN, HAARP, Fracking, Wind Turbines & Space Fence 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3S4KgI-KiE 
 

According to multiple sources, world leaders have already established contact with otherworldly intelligent beings and 
are now governing the Earth in accordance with a universal pact between many advanced races residing in the universe. 
http://hidden-mag.com/mars-is-inhabited-by-humans-and-we-have-a-secret-pact-with-aliens-space-activist-reveals/ 
 

5 reasons the Vatican is run by reptilians 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzurtPFe9jE  
 
https://www.alloutdoor.com/2018/07/25/u-s-court-rules-open-carry-legal-protected-second-
amendment/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=2018-07-31&utm_campaign=Weekly+Newsletter 
 

 

photo by Alexander. Aug. 19 2001 Chilbolton 

From The Eddur   Lay of Crimnir;  in the Eddur was this:
22. Valgrïnd is in the lattice called, on the plain that stands, holy before 
the holy gates :  star gates  
ancient is that lattice, but only few know how it is locked closed.  
on the plain – I wonder if this refers to the likes of Stonehenge and is 
therefore saying a stargate is situated there.  When entering a stone circle 
with a Geiger counter or Magnetic Field tester the guages go wild, finding 
no north or south. 
how it is closed also implies how it is opened 
if joining Michael Tellinger’s Finds to Leedskalnin’s Knowledge along with the 
same of the Freemasons’ (shown on the ceilings of their temples) one will find the 
key of  Magnetic Sonic resonance, (cymatics)for  fleur-de-lys. 
The hard drive I had all the crop circle information in was destroyed by a virus.  

7 36 2 Porté par rouges fept razes à Bizance: 
GREAT AZAZ snakelike or crocodile headed BEAST APE UP (Ahpees/Sirius) OBFUSCATE pun chemtrails FOGS FINE ZOO Earth PROPER,  

PERPETRATE FIBRES Morgellon’s disease nano parasites, CRAZIER GASSES PREPARATION 
ZEE/Cassiopeia   APPEASER CUBES PROTUBERANCE GRACE : PORTS ABRUPT ON SAFE COBRA PUTIN EAGER FOR PEACE
                  see YouTube video TWO CUBE UFOs December 26 2012 over Russia, also in the PUTIN forum 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG3h-Piqy7k&feature=share
https://www.disclose.tv/volcanoes-not-only-on-earth-but-across-the-entire-solar-system-are-erupting-341298
https://www.warp-drive-physics.com/construction-blog/analysis-and-principalities-of-the-x1-focusing-on-rotating-and-counter-rotating-charges-and-negative-energy
https://www.warp-drive-physics.com/construction-blog/analysis-and-principalities-of-the-x1-focusing-on-rotating-and-counter-rotating-charges-and-negative-energy
https://www.disclose.tv/5-genders-acknowledged-by-native-americans-even-before-europeans-took-over-north-america-341289
https://www.disclose.tv/fake-jesuss-poping-up-all-over-the-place-do-not-be-deceived-341331
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3S4KgI-KiE
http://hidden-mag.com/mars-is-inhabited-by-humans-and-we-have-a-secret-pact-with-aliens-space-activist-reveals/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzurtPFe9jE
https://www.alloutdoor.com/2018/07/25/u-s-court-rules-open-carry-legal-protected-second-amendment/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=2018-07-31&utm_campaign=Weekly+Newsletter
https://www.alloutdoor.com/2018/07/25/u-s-court-rules-open-carry-legal-protected-second-amendment/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=2018-07-31&utm_campaign=Weekly+Newsletter


Crop Circle Near Hackpen Hill, Broad Hinton 08/31/2012 
This is very close to what the Golden Cube looks like thru a telescope, except all those filigree at the edges 
entirely cover each face, with the plainer faces as a bright golden and the darker shadowed bits as a bright 
dark lime green in appearance. 
Now, the interesting thing this piece of art work is telling us, is that the cube appears round. 
It has an aura-like atmospheric-like golden LUX glow. 
Without a telescope – it simply APPEARS like a small planet. 
THIS is where the likes of David Huggins, Linda Porter, Bridget Nielsen, Jim Sparks, myself,  many others, 
and possibly EnKi go. This is where Huggins and Porter painted their creatures, dolphin, baby Sasquatch. 

 

 

 
Jasher in the bible, 

‘became as apes and 
elephant’ 

 
GANESH AND 

YOWIE 
 

but NOT Sasquatch 
Early Victorian Australia 

 

 
JASHER ~ YASHER 
The “book of Jasher” is actually 91 books of Yasher, “The Upright Ones”. The Righteous Ones. 
So, not one individual author. Particularly as it encompasses from Adam and Eve to Noah and the Ark and to 
Abraham’s birth at Book 7, with another 84 books to be read. 
There were (at least) two major world events within the period from the beginning of the Books of Yasher to the 
period of King Hezekiah/Isaiah and Joshua and Samuel 2., (app 700 BC) with both Joshua and Samuel 2 referring 
back to “as written in Yahser/Jasher”. So saying, the event written therein.  
So what could that previous “event” have been? These texts have spoken of a “perfect flip” in the Age of Gemini 
(6,053 BCE give or take a few to 4,109 BCE give or take a few). One thing that did happen in this time-frame 
around 5,300 BCE was the forming of Crater Lake Caldera caused by a very large volcano eruption. This is the 
same timing for unusual and opposite climates in Peru and other parts of the world. 
Making it two world altering events  many hundreds of years apart.  Add the third one of Clay Tablet #10... 
From just prior to the episode of Edgar Cayce’s date for building the Giza pyramids,  viz: around 10,500 BC, then 
Graham Hancock’s Mayan Calendar date of August 3114BC (a result of the June 29th  3123BC asteroid jolt making 
allowances for human recovery.) Next event around 700BC (705 according to Chinese records) being the same of 
Hezekiah-Isaiah and Joshua’s “sun standing still”. 
The reason this path of attack is being used is to establish: 

a) the event, one a result of a Nibiru fly by and one a result of an asteroid hit on Austria...    and 
b) the timing of it because it seems to be the cause for the alteration of our orbit-days-in-a-year. 
c) at the same time raising the question was Noah not Ziusudra since Ziusudra seems to apply to the Leo 

Rising episode of world wide tsunami flooding; (according to Clay Tablet #10) the passing over of the 
Nemesis sytem, with flooding not caused by torrential rain, yet Noah’s flood was.  
Plus, it is Noah’s name in Yasher – Jasher of the Genesis books. “Genesis” was not from Leo Rising.                
In the Lost Books of EnKi it is stated that Earth calendars “began as a comemmoration of king Anu leaving 
Earth for the last time ʺthe Nibru-Ki/Nippur/Shumer Akkadian Calendar ca 3,760 BCEʺ. How convenient is 
that! Did king Anu come and go during a passing over of the Nemesis system?   Was the following passing 
over during a ca 100BC shar?  Was that the reason for a new Jesus Christ calendar?  If so, what was it that 
caused the 705 BCE event that changed our orbit from 360 to 365 days? If so, why do we have Nemesis in 
our solar region now – when we are really only in 1,342 AD? Is the number of our years of 3,660 per shar 
not correct? Where did the date of 3,760 BCE derive from for a “first [Akkadian] calendar”? 
It is widely accepted that the first pharaoh AHA-Menes was dated to ca 3,100 BCE. The number of years 
being the earth reign of Menes was used as a calendar.  He being the first human king after the Kings’ List. 
Why did it take ca 660 years for a calendar to travel from Nippur to Egypt? 
And don’t bother trying to find answers in Wikipedia.   They are not there. 
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http://alien-ufo-research.com/researchdiscussion/viewtopic.php?f=6&t=1566&sid=be77602413224595ec73b0074117d53a


Nippur= place of the Heaven-Earth Bond. Place of the seven steps to heaven. Now, what does that mean? 
    Can you guess? The “ladder” (of Jacob/Is-Ra-El) seen on the sporran of Thutmoses II or III and the 5th    
    dynasty pharaoh of Guatamala has 7 steps. As does the steps in the Codex of the Grus with fish in beak. 
    The ziggurat in the Boturini Codex has 7 steps, as does Djoser’s “stepped pyramid”by architect Imhotep. 
    The Template for the Hidden Texts refers to stargates as “stage gates”. 

 

A Hebrew translation in I613 had the “Y” as a “J”.  According to: 
Faithfully Translated 

FROM THE ORIGINAL HEBREW INTO ENGLISH 
"Is not this written in the Book of Jasher?"--Joshua, x. 13. 

"Behold it is written in the Book of Jasher."--II. Samuel, i. 18 
SALT LAKE CITY: 

PUBLISHED BY J.H. PARRY & COMPANY I887. 
 

 

I        Line 4  Dreffertrophee. cite d’HENRIPOLIS  559

NELL CITE DITROCHEE. AT FINAL PERIOD STOP. DOCTOR,vb 
RIP, DROP, DRESS ORDER. PROD look FOR FRESH new word meanings 

SHE REFERS TO: DIFFERS PROPER  noun-uppercase LETTERS.  
in copyholder-proofreader terms a PERIOD is a full stop in a line, 
thus saying when a full stop appears in a line, to divide the 
letters from the rest of the line before anagramming.  
This is called a directive to the collator, 38 pages of them in sum 

I  +  =    DIFFERS PROPER  noun-uppercase LETTERS (seems I was meant to find this in 2017 or at least by 2017)  559 458 2017
This directive relates to the Capitalized words. We have seen many proper names appearing in quatrain lines minus their 
capitalized letter. This is because that word is not needed in the codes within codes – that is:  collating  just the words with 
capitalized letters, and anagramming them on their own, separately.  Anyone with half a thinking mind can see that no one  
was going to find the texts hidden;  unless they had actually done all ten years of the required work. 

There are many  “experts” on the matter of offworlders; who will tell you that shape shifting is not possible,  
that  David Icke  was delusional. 

I am here to tell you that changing shape happens. That those people in denial could well be disinformers for those who 
can do the shape shifting.  Having experienced an acquaintence myself, who consistently allowed his eyes to become of 
the reptilian variety when he thought no one was observing him, it comes to me why I was allowed to see this, back in 
1996 when this anagrammed hidden texts mandate was nowhere near my horizon. Not for another ten years. 
That there are many ways for shapeshifters to do so. 
The least obvious is via breeding. Having 100%  reptilian DNA yet keeping that handsome husk. 
Those we speak of are the masters of genetics, so there may be other ways related to genetic manipulation. Such as the 
bending of the light from their 12 (or however many they can run) strand DNA. 
There are offworlders which can not only read what you are thinking, but deposit unsolicited thoughts. Images of what 
you think you are observing. 
Then we have the offworlders which can manipulate their surroundings with themselves inside those surroun-dings to 
appear different, to disappear and become transparent. They do this using frequencies. 
If you go to a search engine and type in GREY IN THE BABY MONITOR , you will see my friend Judy Clarke (who has 
written books on her own contact experiences since she was nine months old.  One book titled  A LIFETIME DEAL) and 
one night where I was on the phone with her when she suddenly said “oh I see a grey looking thru the window at my 
mother’s room next door”.  For an hour and ten minutes it was there, so I told her “get a photo of the baby monitor with 
your phone”.  She caught one shot from the darkened room and one from the room with the light turned on. You can see 
this because its eyes got that red reflection in the second shot. While still on the phone to her, she walked outside to 
confront this grey (that is what I call “being without fear”) and her little dog ran right under where it had been. It had 
seemed to have disappeared.  The dog knew it was still there, it had simply made itself invisible. Later that night the 
little dog became desperately ill, damaged liver and kidneys, from microwaves. 
 
TRULY INTERESTING QUESTIONS SENT IN BY A NEWBY READER OF THE HIDDEN TEXTS OF NOSTRADAMUS 
• Purpose of the Elohim alliance? A: to protect and nurture the Living Library of planet Earth 

a way station for over 200 offworlders.  
• Many different races in this alliance I see. A: 20. Ten are of human type and 10 are not.  

The Alphabetical List of the Elohim Alliances 
is a pdf forum {collection} at the Hidden Texts Of Nostradamus 
(and Da Vinci) 

• Is the Andromeda council part of this 
alliance?   

A: no, more of an overseeing collection of Extra (outside) 
Dimensionals (time) Beings. “Princesses” the texts say.  
Also described as R.O. = Regency Order  

• Purpose of the Andromeda council? A: TO OVERSEE THE BALANCES of sentiencies in the various 
Cosmos who have Elders with them.  
Even the Anakim respect them, but not so afraid they would not lie to them.   
Why did the Anakim think the R.O. would not know they were being 
lied to?* 
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*The hidden texts spoke of a request the Anakim made to the Andromeda Council, that of returning to Earth “to retrieve their 
plant and equipment”.     Imagine my surprise when I finally came across the videos of Alex Collier – to watch him saying the 
exact same thing in one of his earlier videos of the 1990s. This same video Alex Collier also mentioned the “Ayse”.      It was 
on hearing this that I realized the word “AS” in the texts meant Ayse. This was all at the same time I found Anton Parcs work 
which also meantions the Ayse and the Andromeda Council. 

from the pdf forum 7 73 1 PRESENTED TO VULCAN April 6 2014 
6 17 3 Those of Saturn burned by the millers, (Mill wheel of precession)  
The Saturnins are the Anu – burned by those who run the great millwheel of precession – the Andromeda Council. A 
correspondent who does have pertinent things to say (Marc DiGuiseppe) said to me the Council will get sick of the Anu 
never "growing up" with their constant service to self and lack of desire to improve their souls. Alex Collier said the 
Council had been approached by the Anu to return to Earth to "retrieve plant and machinery". They were given permission 
to do that – with, it seems according to many lines herein – this being their final chance to "behave" themselves… saying 
they would be "burned up"!                  FOUND while working on the ISON forum (10 March 2014)  in the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus:  

4 49 3 Mais d’vn long temps ne fera entendu  
GOVERNMENT DISPENSE FUNDAMENTAL, (!!) ….. DRAFT DEVELOPMENT; NOT FUND DEPRAVEMENT OF 
UNMEANINGNESS (MEANLESS/Obamacare) PREDOMINANT VENGEFULNESS MET IN DAN, (in Scorpio) MANNING 
DEVELOPMENT OF FEASTS [harvest] UNDER F (Finances and-or Pegasus/Tall White Grayles) GOVERNMENT: IS 
DEPENDENT MANUALS (laws) ARGUMENT IS EVEN MINDEDNESS OF PLANT. The subject of PLANT ownership was in 1 
17 4 where the Anakim have returned for theirs GOVERNMENT DEFENDS ON [Oannes/Anu] DETERMINANT DAMP 
VENGEFULNESS. .... MY UNPLEASANTNESS – I.E: DEPRAVEDNESS INFANT, NUTMEG, MELON. (Vril feast) [they] DEFEND 
UNPLEASANT MISGOVERNMENT Well! Was that not interesting? This is happening as the words are being written. 

 “My unpleasantness” is from Nostradamus warning regarding the cannibal agenda 
• The unholy six are the “Fallen” ones? A: NO. The Unholy (Repulsive) SIX of the Orion Group composed of 

ALDEBARAN, LEPUS, SIRIUSB, MONOCEROS, AURIGA, ALGOL. 
Add (fallen angels) ALCYONE & ATLAS interbred against their will 
by Draco There are several types of Draco or Drago. 

• Are they also shape shifters? A: There are many which can shift shape. The main ones we have 
had dealings with come from The Dividers & Sextant constellation of 
the Leo Minor group once called The Carpenter. Allied with those 
from Chertan in Leo. The texts say these are “the managers of all” 
the negatives. 
There is a constellation now called Grus but formerly known as the 
Bennu/Crane/Heron and Phoenixoptera, these have “chameleon” 
and the texts say McCain and Soros are reincarnated from there. 

• Are these who run the Illuminati families? A: Those from Sirius B which are specialists in shape shifting 
and those from Draco, and from Bufo (in Libra) which has a  
king Drago under the Vatican run the elite and monarchies 

• Who are the Cassiopeians? A: A group affiliated with the Andromeda Council, often mistaken as 
“demons” because they include the Incubus and Succubus which is a 
program for improving humanity. They run the Synthetics which perform 
similar tasks for them. They are part of The Elohim Alliances which 
includes Sasquatch 

 

• What was the “bright burning rod” that 
  Nostradamus referred to? 

A: A space Craft 

• Where do the Nordics fit in to this? A: There are 29 known “Nordics” or “Swedes” There is a list of them 
at the Hidden Texts Website. Recently a 30th was found.  The main 
ones for us are those in the Elohim Alliances (three of them) The cat 
eyed Dahl, a true Pleiadian & the Dorean of Tau Ceti (“police dept.”) 
The “Nordic” that was co signor of the Treaties with FDR was a 
shape shifted fallen angel from Antarctica, as was the grey, a Zeta45 
J Rod, and a supposed human “from Betelgeuse”. Also a Shape 
shifted reptile – from Leech/Hirudo the “crown” over Orion. Named 
many times in Centuries 11 and 12, which is why Wikipedia refused 
to add those Centuries to the first 10 by Nostradamus 

• Are they also known as the “Tall Whites”? A: NO The Tall Whites come from Markab in the “Shoulder” of 
Pegasus. They are negative towards us. Their place within the Anakim 
is not known 

• Valant Thor is Pleiaden and benevolent? A: NO. Valiant Thor is EnLil in disguise. Says he comes from Venus 
but arrives in Vril craft from Antarctica. Promoted the nuclear 
scheme while all the while saying not to use it. Is still with the 
Pentagon.  By their space craft you will know them 

• Is he part of the Elohim Alliance? A: NO. He is the main problem for the Elohim Alliances because he 
considers himself Commander of the AirWays  
(his words) which INCLUDE frequencies like directed energy fields. 
These frequencies are killing the planet. 
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• Who are the 9 races that consider 
humans as food  (unholy six)? 

•  
9 35  4 Et marchera contre le Myrmidon  

M.R. MARRON E. T.  DO THERMAL YINM  
         DEMONIC: NO MERCY CATTLE 
 
YINM: separation by heat at the molecular level 

A: of the 33 types of grey, many need animal fats to anoint them- 
selves and this is how they feed. Cattle and human mutilations are 
done by these. Most of the reptilian based offworlders (Chertan, 
Bufo, Draco, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor) and some Sirius Oannes 
farm humans. This was what the Pied Piper of Hamelin was about.  
The Grayles underground (the ones that attacked Phil Schneider) 
eat humans and they come from Ophiuchus. They are the Mabus . 
The other reason for mutilations is the need for hormones which are 
also made into a “glue” to support the vertical duodenum of the taller 
types, the standing up Lizards for instance. 

• Enki is Anakim, which is a desendant of 
the Nephilim, correct?  

A: NO. The Nephilim are descendants of the Anakim.  
Some were hybridized with botanical genes, and these are the 
Giants of Kandahar about to be released from under the Tigris. 
EnKi as E’a was the chief genetecist, scientist, who hybridized 
the humanoids already here and gave them their 22nd DNA 
“tweaking”.    This seems to happen after each major ice ige, and 
we have had “at least 20 major ice ages” according to professor  
Richard Alley. 
The Andromeda-Cassiopeia-Elohim Alliances (A.C.E.) are arranging 
another major ice age – since this has proven to be the best way to 
get rid of the reptilian ...  who run the CERNS world wide and are 
putting our central core out of whack in an attempt to prevent ice 
ages. This has happened before. This has already altered our orbit.  
It is now 377 + days and growing. 

• Is Enki good or bad? A: when EnKi “made” us we became his pets. He is the only Anakim 
who understands real Love (and not just lustful Love). This is why he 
defected over to the Elohim Alliances and has since become a Rae; 
a title that has to be earned.  
He is our virtual “Father” in Heaven. 
He listens to us, but dislikes the OMG trendy exclamation, because 
O M G is a form of prayer. 

• Are the Alcyone’s part of the Fallen?  
They reside under Antarctica? 

A: YES Alcyone and Atlas are 2 of the nine stars in the Pleiades. 
They are only a husk, albeit good lookin’, but are 100% reptilian. 
SemYase their leader is the Co Pilot to YHWH/EnLil, lord of airways 

• If so, are the others who are part of the 
Fallen under Antarctica as well? 

A: YES, Aldebaran (SEXUAL ROGUES) & Oannes from Sirius B 
5 46 1 Aldebaran sexual rogues 

• have Reptilians been removed from earth? A: NO 
• Did the CIA plant a bomb at Yellowstone, 

or is this supposed to happen? 
A: YES, the elite were going to set it off Oct 11 2014, but the 
Seraphim in the Black Knights sasared their jump room base on 
Mars leaving them no exit plan 

• was The Crucifixion a hoax?  
Who was Jesus and is he good? 

A: YES. A shape shifted Jesus (a title and not a name) had to be 
identified by a kiss in order to have the masses believe he was 
martyred. This was for controlling the people, who could not read. 

• Who is the Royal family, are they the 
British Royal Family or the Vatican and 
are the reptilian/Annunaki? 

A: David Icke has it correct. The “royals” eat humans too 

• Is the “Law of One” considered accurate? A: When Aleister Crowley wrote the book in four days on instruction 
from Aiwaz (he called it Lam – which means “strip” as in Mobius 
strip) so saying Lam came from time boundaries. Crowley took it all 
the wrong way, to suit diabolical paradigms when all along it was 
meant to be an understanding of the Sapient Quantum Sentiency 

• What is the golden age? Is this in the 
future? 

A: YES, a matriarchal society, represented on the Hopi Prophecy 
Rock. Humanity takes two different divergent time lines – one goes 
on to transhumanism and they become the J-Rod greys (with a 
gender, three genders) and the other becomes the natural source 
and agronomist society – after Earth falls off her current orbit.  
We are in this process now. 
The Golden Age will not include modern ‘high’ technology 

• Who are we to have faith in? A: OURSELVES 
• When disclosure happens how will we 

know who is good and bad? 
A: by the space craft they use, recall what Immanuel said? 
By their actions you will know them. 

• What is disclosure really? 
 
Suggestion: watch Max Spiers videos 

A: the western hemisphere has been manipulated (another sign all is 
not right) by those who have secret agendas against us. To reap us 
and our planet. They brought the money system to control us. 
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Disclosure is being provided with the Truth, especially about the 
false “treaties” which human “leaders”: have been milking for 
personal gain receiving technology in exchange for children. 
The first of these “treaties” was in 1933 with a cloned FDR.  
In 1934, the elite had free energy, 
As far as I know the Hidden Texts is the only place where we 
have been given 20 different forms of free energy. List is below 

• Who is the “King of kings”? A: Cepheus is the King of kings – the obsolete name was The Arm 
because he held the branches of our DNA in his arm with his “wife” 
Queen Cassiopeia doing the hands-on in-vitrum. 
THESE are the TWO WITNESSES, in heaven. 

• Is Cepheus in the Heavens our father? A: NO they are the huge Seraphim hibernating in the Black Knights 
They “do” hands on stuff for the Elohim, but are autonomous. 
They are the fragrant Ones. Certain Contactees have said 
the Black Knights “came from Boõtes” which is partly right. 
They came from Arcturus IN Boõtes. 

• Is Heaven really known as Hoova? A: a name is just a name. Some hide behind a name such as Jesuits 
• What does Eucharized mean? A: as in the Euchariste? Means the sacrement of The Last Supper. 

Grail, by the way means Cup, which is an obsolete name for 
Casseopeia. 

• Who is Marduk, Satan? A: Marduk has fifty names. Yes, he is an Accuser and also the 
Adversary. It was he who arranged the alteration of our calendars 
back in the 7th century;  and Allah-Lu is Lucifer, has 99 names.  
These two are thick with each other. Grandfather and grandson. 
There are many satans. Most leaders are a satan. 
People forget when Valiant Thor arrived, he said that he came  
“from the morning star”...  
We (the military) took that to mean Venus. He let them believe that. 
But Venus is not a star.  Sirius is “the morning star”. 

 

“EQUIPMENT & PLANT” continued 
LON from the Prologue to the Centuries:     lon vient à receuoyr par le fubtil efperit du      
translate Engl: one is received by the subtle spirit of [fire] 

 (Andr. Council) gearing of the Earth* IS  R.O LYRAN UP CLEVERLY CONTRIBUTE DIFFERENTIAL 
DEVOUT PUPIL BULLETIN IRREFUTABLE  PUBLICATIONS TO NEUTER, BUFFER 
INTERRUPTION OF [Earth] OANNES REFUTE,  VERTICALLY UNCOUPLED. Earth tilting (EQUATORIAL UUANDERING) 
[R.O.] EFFECTIVELY TUTOR PRINCIPLED  PUPIL  LABOURER  FOR FULL FREE TENURE 
REPRODUCE PRIVATELY,  VOLATILE  TUNES PUBLI CITY  UNPREFERRED  back in 2014 

RULE  INTERPRETIVE  U.N.  PERVERTEDLY UNTO  FLUORIDE  CULPABLY            
REFERENCE: U.N.  OFTEN CONTRIBUTED  VIRTUAL  hologram PROCEDURES 

*in 1:1:1 Testudines (Lyran) institutes, educates, utters  stuff United States necessitated understand 
feu qui quelque foys par l'entendement  agité  
translate Engl: hotbed of fire stirred by some [people] understanding… [regarding the ''spirit of fire''/stargate] 

EQUATE ANU LEGENDS QUALIFY EQUIPMENT [pyramids?]  
AYSE, QUEEN, Casseopea FIDGET EQUIPMENT EQUALLY  IN FOURTEEN  
ADEQUATE FLYING SEQUEL, QUIETS ANGEL DEFIES EQUIPMENT in FOURTEEN 

ra, que lon ne trouuera~ qui vueillc prendre…that Ra, As, On  will not find the will to take … cont 
EQUAL R.O. VOLUNTEERED  CLEAN NUCLEAR.   INQUIRER UP (the Elohim), 
OLDER ELDER OVERRULE: EQUANIL [sedate] QUINN [scallop/jellyfish/bluebottle] QUINTED helmeted CREATURE UP  

les champs, ~ qui deuiendront liberes aufsi lon 
translate Engl: … the fields [Pegasus] who/that become liberated as well as one[self]       (one On – E.Yah) 

QUESTIONS IN ERA INSURE FULL BODIED (the real picture) IN USER (this is about the missing years) 
ED (not sure if that is 'editor' or the R.O.) INQUIRE IF SOLUTION UNDESIRABLE   (well, I am trying to) 
IS NOT UNLIQUIFIED [solid, set in stone] NOR UNDESIRABLE          (so it is mutable and it is desirable) 
QUALIFIED IN OBSOLETE RUINS UNDER [Giza – the stage gate ''qualified''] IS  OUTLINES  BORNE  

is this saying it is the ''outlines'' which are carried, not the details, not the actuality, saying we must work with what we have? 
4 30 4.  Qu'apres  faim,pefte defcouuert le fecret  translate English: That after famine,  plague this secret uncovered.  

CLIQUE UP (Elohim)  EFFECTED  SAFER  TEMPERATURES 
PERPETRATES  MERCIFUL  OS,Capricorn  ACQUIRE  PULSE,  QUEUE  [orbit] OFF  
EFFECTED  COLD TEMPERATURE – QUITE  AFFECTED  A  SUPERPERFECT  FORMULAE 
REFORMATTED  PERFECT,  IS  PEACEFUL  QUEUES (orbits) 

4 30 3 Et fi bas misquc peu or lon coudra:  Except E.T On  put each set  [orbit] so low that the sun (gold) is tiny  
4 29 The Sun hidden eclipsed by Mercury … confirms it      The sun so far away that Mercury exlipses its face 
translate Engl: And [done] so low 

 

I am profoundly grateful to Lisa G. who 
had the foresight to sit down and request 
answers to qeries she had, having jumped 
into the Hidden Texts at the deep end. 
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EQUALS ON E.T. UP the BROMIC ACID, put into our bread  IS has ACQUIRED OFF COLOUR  UP,  RUB OUT MASSES  
ACQUIRED BOILS UP AM early MA obs. is October – OS Capricorn/Yule  IN FOURTEEN when our orbit became 377 days 
2 86 3 Egypte tremble augment Mahmmetique 
BY MY EQUIPMENT (portal) GLUM ALA LU ALLAH MERGE BELT [Orion] QUEUE [orbit] MEET, GREET TEMPTING MAHAMET. 
BLUNT ALLAH: EMERGE QUITE EMPTY  GEM (planet) /Mars, ''empty'' because it had been denuded of atmosphere & seas  
Allah-lu the father in law of En.ki, who was sent in disgrace to Mars, which was side swiped by Nibiru around 10,500BC +  
killing Alla-lu, not before he knew all of this via the time gates. He made good use of time travel plotting his revenge, which  
seems mainly against woman-kind since the religion instilled within Mahomet denigrates the feminine in every way possible. 
Hence the word ''tempting''.  Allah also instilled the ''halal'' method of killing which creates utmost  maximum fear and pain. 
QUIET MAMMOTH M.E. {weapon] BEQUEATHMENT (in the pyramids?) - MUG (thug) MORE BELEAGUERMENT  EGYPT  
MEAL-TIME.  In the evening or cannibalism.  EGYPT QUIET BEAM LARGE MOMENTUM THEME (the Sphinx?) 

4 55 3 Mort presagee de sang statue taincte   
STATE: COMET PENETRATES, DEGENERATES MANTICORE GATES UP 
ASTUTE .A. (Cassiop) COMTE  AGENTS COME   
PRESAGE REPORTS COMET CREMATION MANTICORE STATUE (Sphinx) 
ANGST PRESTORAGE AGEDNESS:  SEEDS  STAGNATE AGES 
TUNGSTATE [wolfram] OMITTANCE  there were other lines which ended up giving 5 reasons the seed banks fail 

2 50 4  La plaie antique fera pis qu'ennemis. The ancient wound will do worse than enemies. 
EQUALS APPEARS  FINE,  with  MINI-SEQUENTIAL.  This is saying that the end results work well with some small consequences  
AISE PENALISES ANU – EQUIPMENT QUALIFIER 
So now we know that the SA.AMe/Anu did not get away with their lies, we also know the punishment. See 10 8 below 
1 17 4 Et grands deluges quand fera aperceu. Par         
LARGE ANU  ~ DREAD.FUL GRUDGE AGES;  REQUEST APPEARANCE… FUND LARGE SPACE GUARD …  
DREADFUL QUARTERS UP  ENDANGER [Earth]   
This is speaking of the subject Alex Collier stated:  
that the Anu (as we call them) approached the Andromeda Council for permission to return to Earth ostensibly to retrieve plant and 
equipment  from their gold mining enterprises.  
As Sitchin wrote, they need the gold and other minerals to make the SAFEGUARD MANTLE which they constructed around their entire 
planet as a solar power and safety unit. "SAFEGUARDED ENDANGERED QUARTERS UP"  As we have seen throughout these forums, 
factions of the Anu have other agendas, and one would wonder why the Andromeda Council has allowed them to approach Earth which the 
Anu see as their own private "zoo". It seems the Council is waiting for them to "mature" and to see the consequences of their actions… 
The Anu are not capable of learning. They are all about "service to self" … with the exception of Ea-En.ki-E.Yah-Ra 
3 70 2 Viendra par eaux fi hault a inunder Will come to be flooded very high by waters (The great Bretagne including England) 
HEAVEN FIXED UNNATURAL AIR RAID UP,  I[Nostradamus]  HAVE EXPIRED…  FEEL UNAFRAID, UNNATURAL DEATH     pairs 2 72 
2 72 1 Armee Celtique en Italie vexe EQUIVALENCE ME: (Nostradamus) EERIE LATE EXIT (equals me: September 19 2011) "you 
saw me die" In 4 31 4 Yeux au midi, en seins mains corps au feu.  Looking south (yes) -hands on breast (yes) –(there are) bodies in the 
fire (in the sky)      See the pdf forum ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS.  
2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grande perte: On all sides conflict and great loss: 
 PROTAGONISTS  DETECTED: UPSETTING LOAD FACTOR (of the space planetoid) REPRESENTED PRE FUNERAL 
3 70 3 La ligue neufue d'Aufonne fera guerre, 
FEARFUL  A  FINE RE-UNION [reincarnation] – GUAGE  FEEL  UNDUE  FUNERAL  (feels like a funeral was not needed)  
1 93 1 Terre Italique pres des monts tremblera,        
TRANSLATE:  REMEMBER  REQUISITE [requirement] LETS (allow) DROP (Earth)  
MEANT REQUIRE PRE-RELEASED [arranged] STORM TO BLAST IT 
2 35 1 Dans deux logis de nuit le feu prendra,                  
EXPLAIN FUSED. DETAILS: UNDERGROUND E (September equinox)  
SAFEGUARD OLD INDEPENDENT LUXURIES     (such as your fridge)  
UNDERLINING EXPOSURE  DEFAULTS:  DEAD  (electricals) 
2 35 2 Plufiers dedans eftoufes & roftis.   
 SURROUND [yourself with] STAFF OF LIFE – SPEEDIEST  REFUSE PRESIDENTIAL FOODSTUFFS (!) 
2 52 1 Dans plufieurs nuits la terre tremblera:                      
SMALL TERRIBLE BLAST FEATURES RETURN … ALBEIT IT DESIRABLE .  
SURRENDER;   SURE  (certain)  TO  SIMULATE  PER  FUNERAL  & TURNIP  (underground) FEATURES  IN  DAN (Scorpio) -  
saying to 'hide like a mouse'  ILLUSTRATES BRIEF UNPLEASANT MURDERER.  
2 52 4 Guerref'efmeut par deux vaillans de luite.La gran                
GALAXIES' ENUMERATORS  UP  REMUNERATED  ARRIVALS; FUTILE SURRENDER  FULFIL UNFULFILLED.             
G.E.  MANIPULATED  GLANDULAR FEVER - AIM REVERSAL [of] NATURE.  (larger calendar)       EXAGGERATE  EXTRA  AGE  VALUE
10 8 SenegaliaConteMyrnarmee    ACES = Andromeda, Casseopean, Elohim and a pun as a verb 
10 8       ACES  ARRAIGNMENT  LEONINE [Obama]  ENEMY  EYE  ON  "ICE  SEALS"  AS MALICE  -      

[Nostradamus] NAMES ANGRY  ELECTIONEER  SA.AM, Marduk R [reptilian/Draco] GRAY MAN,  MANAGES  MANY  MEN,    
EYES  ENTRY  AMERICAN  EAGLE [military]  MEN IN COAL-MINE ARRANGEMENT  [D.U.M.B] OS  (in Capricorn) 
ANGLO-AMERICAN  McCain CAME  STEER  YEMEN  ENEMY … RE-SET  ELEMENTARY  REASONING     
SAME IGNORANCE  GAS MANY MEN, RAY-EL,  MONEY  ARRANGEMENT:   
SEAMEN  LEARN  ATOMIC  ENERGY ENSNARE  MALE ASYMMETRICAL  GENE   
(the Mediterranean accident  1 46 3 Cause adviendra bien stupende et mirande 
Because America trident-submarine upends, radium ruined Mediterranean ) 
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SEEN  [radiation]  ARM  SEA LANE  NEAR [new] EON  
MANY  COMMENTARIES:  MY  GENERATION  RE-SCALES, [pun Reptilian in Libra] CAME SLAY MEN.  
[Nostradamus] NAMES  E.N.E., (extra-terrestrial noetic entities) ANU GENE, EARLY  RACE  RELATIONS   
ONE  AN  E.N.E  GEM,  REINE, [queen] GRAYLE,  ANGEL RAN [LyRan] EYE  ELECT:  NAME  GRACE, RAY ISON      
ENLARGEMENTS  ELEMENTARY  O[orbit]:  MY NICE AREA,  COME  IN A CAT YEAR, 2023  ICE OMAN  
LYRAN SEEN, RELY SANE AN E.YA  LAY GEOMETRIC  (golden) MEAN … RE ANNAL  O[orbit]  YES & YEARS LEAN 

1 42  Kalendes Gotique  
QUOTE:  LEAKED SIGN LINKED AGES,  LIKEN [reconciled/joined] AGES  EDGES.  meaning in Leo Rising 
QUIET secretLEGEND the  KING Constantine SEALED.  KING [Ötto] EQUATED ''LOSE'' [Kalendes]. actually “deleting” 324 years      

SO she QUOTES KIND EAGLE [Enki] DELETING QUOTA. [The 324 missing years brings the “trade in children” closer]  
the “kind Eagle” has been warning us to Fix The Calendars to obviate the false clause in “Treaty 9” (aka Plan 9) 
GODS QUAKE [Nibiru] LEAKS (in Enki's Tablet 10) QUIETEN 
LEO’S  (Sphinx) DESIGN EQUATED ANU KINGS SIGN =in Leo Rising (and Sphinx looked like Ninghizzida/Hermes/Thoth).  

Saying the real king of the Anu is a Leonine… so now go to the “eucharist” lines and see the Leonine “Jesus” 
7 22 2 Yrez encontre amis de. Tarraconne   (Nones = the first five days of a month... ( also means in Spring) 
YONDER ARTEMIS DOZEN [Orion Group]  ERADICATORS  AIM  MARIE  [asteroid] AT MANTICORE  [Sphinx]  ENTRANCE, ERECT ENSNARE, 
SERENE A.C.E. CREATOR MANTIDS SEEN IN RECENT TIMES: RE-ENTER ZOO RARE CENTS. CONCERTO 
ENDORSE SEND CRAZY RESONANCE CONTRARY SORCERER TONE CREMATIONS  NONES  REAR END Capricorn? CAT YEAR 2023 
 

Excerpts from the article Nexus Magazine page 55 June/July 2011…The CHANI Project by “Acolyte” 
… researchers started receiving communications from an Entity who claimed to be from a parallel universe/dimension/timeline.  
A remarkable and ground breaking interaction ensued.  
For a period of five years, researchers asked the Entity a series of over 20,000 questions and received answers to more than  
95 per cent of questions asked.  
In reviewing the research notes for this article, all the above projects at one stage seemed to have had a turn in merging with  
the CHANI project and subject matter. One researcher commented:  
"This is an orgasmic interaction between science, theory and spiritual awareness." SOMETHING RUSSIA LEARNED LONG AGO In October 1999, 
technicians began a series of software and hardware upgrades to all the collider equipment and computer networks.  
The purpose was to get the system infrastructure Y2K compliant.  
It was soon apparent that the Y2K-compliant upgrades had a direct effect on the CHANI research project.  
On 14 November 1999, contact with the Entity, which for five years was continuous and constant on a daily basis, was effectively 
lost. The Entity was verified to them in ways and methods that are still highly classified and which I can't elaborate on. 
(Here is evidence that Chani was using time. By altering time lines inside the equipment, they lost the Chani communique. 
The Template for the Hidden Texts was written up by Chani for someone(Allan Webber) to find. Chani had gone back to i554 to hand  
the Centuries of Quatrains and other works for NostraDamus to publish.   By doing so, the good docteur became the apprentice, 
and having journeyd back to Da Vinci’s time frame, became Da Vinci’s “Mentor” as Da Vinci wrote, “and then painted him in”.) 
The Entity and Humanity 
The Entity explained in some detail to the researchers that contact was made because the Entity was our equivalent of a "student"  
and he had authority from his Elders to interact with, observe, study and learn from us. The Entity explained that his Elders 
"noticed" us (we here on Earth) and our whole solar system cross onto "their" parallel universe. The Entity also explained that we 
weren't the only race reaching this crossroads/ merge, but that they could see other alien races from other planets in our solar 
system as well.  
Our Entity was specifically tasked to study us (humans, Earth), while other students were tasked to study the other races and 
planets corresponding to their planet and solar system. It was not just a merging or colliding of our Earth reality, but it was our 
complete solar system colliding with the reality of another "parallel" solar system.  
Although it was we humans (with some alien assistance/technology) who were "playing with dark and portal matters",  
the result was that our whole solar system traversed into "their" universe of visibility/perception. 
In answer to this thought - a frame of mind instilled BY THE COPIESTS 
 "Simon brings back stuff. But. Hes with mantids and they serve reptz." 
When, I say, WHEN; [speaking in Foghorns Leghorn's voice] we all realize that we are fooled almost  
ALL THE TIME by COPIES - THEN, we will have a form of "awakening"/  
The standard Mantids are with the Cassiopeia and Elohim Alliances.  They come from Argo in the Southern Skies.  
The COPIESTS (mostly Drako) have copied everything that arrives here which is GOOD for us, then, they slowly twist the 
thinking by using their COPY.  
This is what happened with Immanuel Iscariot... and  This goes for politicians too. Very much so. 
The very large Mantis (I use the western hemisphere spelling without a "d" because they mainly go to western hemisphere 
humans) usually have two sets of front arms and always seem to be a scary size.  
One of the super soldiers who had served his time, Randy Kramer, stated that he was fighting against insectoid-Mantids, 
and that when he used his intelligence (common sense) and put down his arms, so did the Mantid. Turns out, The Mantid 
was with those who were against the elite's agenda, and Randy had been fighting WITH the elites... 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiCBgTZm9L4&feature=youtu.be     Donald Marshall videos 
and they HAVE had cloning since a particular set of aliens have been here – at least 800 years 
 

De Senegalia le Comte a fon fils propre,      The Count of Seneglia to his own son, 
10:8:2  DRAGONRIES REASSIGNED AS CLONED PRESIDENTS ARE  REAL DANGERS           see Donald Marshall videos 
 
TWENTY ONE DIFFERING FORMS OF  in alphabetical order. FREE ENERGY Does not recommend Mercury (not free) 

Given to us BY the Template of the Hidden Texts,  followed by a link for a video of likewise energy with held from us 
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1.   6 3 1   Allan Webber’s Template for the Quatreins of hidden texts Acetyl Eucalyn
“The Voyager ultraviolet spectrometer experiment detected traces of acetylene (C2H2) and ethane (C2H6) in abundances   
  on the order of 10-8. These gases are by-products of methane, which dissociates when ultraviolet light from the Sun  
  strikes the upper atmosphere.” 
2. using vinegar or orange juice. Even one potato can energize your mobile fone.  Baghdad batteries, 
3.  - being worked on right now  3 9 1 ... 5 51 3  Chlorella power
4. anti gravity element from Ha/Dubnium;  see in ANDROGYNE DOREAN SMART SPACESUITS Element 115 
5. scientists were working on it in 2009. also known as , offset by the need to mine for it. 1 63 1 ...  4 25 4      Gallium:  Indium
      Also see Indium in the Template, 1 63 is the quatrain which spoke of “squeezing the waves” and the quatrein telling of the Eldridge of 9 100 “new trick” 
6. life such as a rose bush to produce electricity, somewhat very similar to the aquatic Pyramid   Harnessing plant 
    Power above. Nexus Magazine 2017. 
7.  (up to 3kva) can buy in Illinois, around $400 each at the time of writing.  Hydro generators
8.  – certain radio frequencies run thru salt water producing a temperature over 1200 Kelvin currently   Kanzius John
    being used in Naval cargo plane engines. Might be wise to look over those Patents too, to find the radio frequency.  
9. The FIFTH new matter form – called LUX is a form of light matter, the CLEVER DORDRECHT  LUMINANT LUX 
FLOUUERLET VERTEX of 3 51 3 in the ANDROGYNE DOREAN forum.The word LUX which we see frequemtly in the Template of 
the Hidden Texts means: Frequency of Light Matter.  C+F+LIQUID [light] as the fifth form of MATTER  on page 15  C+F+LUMINANT in the Template, 52 Lines for LUX 

10.  a good alternative, but like the solar panels, not so effective in an ice age 9 57 2 Methane,
11. O.R.M.E Orbital Revolving Magnetic Energy generators currently in use in India.Template: find ROME. Allan Webber did not know about 

ORME   They got desperate when the U.S. stopped coin so they went straight to free energy. Ormus is white powder gold.  
This is a hybrid form of what Ed Leedskalnin was using to build his Coral Castle, but he included sonic power - sasar -    
      also is an acronym for Orbitally Revolving Molecular Energy  ORME
12. - two parallel streams of large bodies of moving water – needs obelisks made from a quatzite Pyramid power 
stone, a form of crystal which store energy – could be called Tesla Towers. See number 16. Recall the crystal radio? 
13. RADON - RADIO ELEMENTS+mercury propulsion used by the Fallen Ones / see craft which visited Adamski,   
Meier & others. Also the reason for flat tops on pyramids – for landing platforms safe away from humans.   59 lines 
14. of solar heat using acres of directed mirrors. Never under-estimate the power of a directed mirror – Salt storage 
angled properly. C+F+SALT in the Template. “Salt” can mean Perseus, Henry Salt, a street drug, and the element. Salt water and radio waves, see Kanzius 
15. - (like laser but with sonic frequencies). Additional to Laser, Maser, Phaser and Ebonics, this can be Sasar energy 
a tool for engraving (anything) for levitating (anything) and for a weapon. The doc calls it the Medusine Device, and 
funnily  enough its military nickname is the Medusa Weapon... also known as Directed Energy Field. Being used in 
Russia in operating rooms and to cure cancers via frequencies. Being used on California, Spain and Boreal at 2017-8. 
Is utilized occasionally in our own operating rooms but kept a bit quiet for some reason. Research YINM  
16.  turbine power ~ works in moving creeks too.   Sea wave
17. into batteries - from silica panels, can be hybridized along with wind power  Solar storage 
18.  TERBIUM/THORIUM 2 100 1 ...  2 25 2 ... 10 13 3 ... 2 43 4 ... 3 12 4

19. drawn directly from ozone – download as much of his patents as you can and put onto hard copy   Tesla energy 
     while you can.   10 27 3  OZONE 8 30 1 ... 1 72 3 

20.  – controlled sonic (D.E.F) + magnetic energy. Cymatics display the required frequencies.   Time travel energy
The Fleur de Lis in format. See STAGE GATE in the Template. There are at least 7 different “conduits”. eg: CRONOR VISOR 
21.  collect energy in batteries – see Tesla as Batteries.   Wind turbines,
ʺ "This report was constructed from over 9 hours of video interviews, personal interviews and individual commentary.  
It is structured in an open question- answer format, without regard to who is asking the question and who is answering 
this ..."   
"this report includes the topics of the NEGATIVE SIRIANS, (Oannes)  AND 
the Leverons, the  Elohim Group  The first mention by name that I have seen from a western hemisphere source 

the US Navy and time-tunnel projects, the US Government and their Greys,  
The Orion (ANU)  group is supposedly at war with a group called the Elohim.  

The Elohim Group is a very old race, perhaps the oldest in the universe. " ʺ   
 
Being the first I have heard the word LEVERON, it will require looking out for its presence. 
As we have seen in these Hidden Texts, the Orion Group is certainly “at war” 
with the Elohim Alliances. Not only against outside groups but amongst themselves. 
C+F+LORVARIN = ORAN VRIL. Is the word LEVERON a disguised copy? Are the COPIESTS 
expressing themselves here too?  
LEVERON = RE R.O. VEE, EL: REVERE NOVEL LONER ROLE, REVEL LOVE EVEN OVER ON ELEV’N 
LEON NEVER LOVE, RENO NERVEgamble OVEN ROVE OVER = LEVER NEROpresident 
LOREN tall ones ENROL EEL VON/of ELVEN grey VOLEmole VEER, REEL ONE ALOE fragrant heart’wood/Earth 
o ON = Oannes from Sirius ELEVEN = the ‘elite’ 
5 91       SMALL MILLUUHEEL COLLEAGUE LEO MULES USE GUIDED ALL MOLECULES: (YINM)  IS GUIDED DULL M.E.    
10 64 1 PARCS LINE: UNKEEN blunt/low MOLECULAR  FORMULAE (YINM/sasar, see 9 35 4) RULES PURE FREE FUEL 
 
World Changing Devices Locked Away by Illuminati             various forms of free energy  15:26 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCMEMuJFLR8&feature=share  

 

excerpt from 
          ORION TECHNOLOGY  &    

     OTHER SECRET PROJECTS  
May 12  2012.  

The real "war in heaven"seen in  
these texts (also see The Farsight 
Institute) and are two  "arms" of the  
Arm.Marg.Eddur. Armageddon... 
The third 'arm' being the Seraph angels 
from Cepheus, the King of kings, named 
in obsolete words as The Arm "carrying 
the branches" – of  DNA form in his arm.    
      This is  what the words  King of kings   
really means. The King Cepheus group of 
stars, with his "seven children". 
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	UFOs and NATO The Human Mutilation Cover Up FULL ... - YouTube
	9 74  FersodArtemideVulcan
	DREADFUL VERTICES OMAN (Aden stargate) OLD MISADVENTURE  FARCE (Nibiru) E [grey] MASTERFUL DIVORCE in DNA, MINDFUL AS (Aettir) OVER REACTED,  FAVOURED INSERTED CALM,  FREEDOMS LUCRATIVE in DAN. [Scorpio],
	L (Tau Cetian or El) NAME DIRECTED FAVOURS ~ S[ƒ]EED  DOCUMENTS  ARRIVAL  (? the Hidden Texts?)
	1 99 2 Auecq deux roys vnis par amitie:
	DISCOVERY  EXPOSURE:  DIVORCE ACQUISITIVE  E(greys) ARMY [disclosure?]  DISMAY  IMPAIRS  EXECUTIVE – QUANDARY - REQUIRE  EXCAVATIONS  AQUAMARINES,  SO  SIXTY (base numerators)   EXIT  UP
	Public health fraud: why water fluoridation is one of the greatest crimes against humanity
	Strange: Turkey Moving Against Israel in East Jerusalem
	For the first time, scientists achieve 'liquid light' at room temperature

	2 29
	COME OUT (of) LINEAR LANE ~ APPEARING LIFTED FROM BEYOND (Orion’s) BELT
	Linear Lane is the stage gate
	SIRIANS (Prince) ROD CHANNELLED ~ CROSSING THROUGH MOUNTAINS, FROZEN FLOODS
	Channelled via the stage gate right through solid things by means of Anaxagoras  concept
	SHOOTING LAUNCHED,  GOING  RIGHT THROUGH CANOPY AND ICE
	Physically travelling through solid material and the atmosphere
	AND ONE TO FORM BY SEPARATION  ~  ROD APPLICATION              (UUilliam52, his assistant)
	SuperFect Transfection Reagent | California in the NanoEconomy californiananoeconomy.org/products/superfect-transfection-reagent

	Mauro Biglino Unexpected Bible (FULL Version) - YouTube ▶ 1:14:18
	WOW Ex-HAARP INSIDER Connects CERN, HAARP, Fracking, Wind Turbines & Space Fence
	The foreign locale would also account for the comparative rarity of the name Yahweh in most chapters of the book.   Job shows a distinct preference for the pan-Semitic term, 'Eloah or 'Elohim, for God ...
	Interestingly enough, the title Shaddai, the Almighty, occurs no less than thirty-one times in Job as against its sixteen occurrences in the rest of the Old Testament. This evidence from the use of the divine names certainly tends to confirm the theor...
	The Book of Job [contemporary to Joshua]  having now been dated to “reflect the time of Abraham [of Ur] from before the Exodus and The reference in Ezekiel 14:14 to Job with: other names in Job are authentic for the second millennium B.C.”
	https://bible.org/article/introduction-book-job
	Book of Jasher 88
	The apocryphal book of Jashar: text and commentary – a good description of an asteroid hit. Joshua references Jasher writings
	Researchers claim epic Biblical story is earliest account of annular eclipse that occurred on October 30, 1207 BCE;  also helps pinpoint reigns of Pharaohs Ramesses and Merneptah
	'Joshua stopped the sun' 3,224 years ago today, scientists say | The ...          (deduct the extra 676 yrs. = 2548/9 years ago)
	Isaiah 38:8 I will make the sun's shadow that falls on the stairway of ...
	http://porozmawiajmy.tv/milab-anunnaki-voodoo-i-petla-czasu-max-spiers/  Max Spiers, mentions Elohim
	Contactee Simon Parkes Mind Blowing Info on the Reptilian Agenda ... ▶ 50:05      mentions reptilians,  agreements  with human leaders to take children
	THE REPTILIAN AGENDA PART ONE - David Icke & Credo ... - YouTube  ▶ 1:30:17
	David Icke & Credo Mutwa -- The Reptilian Agenda (Part ... - YouTube      ▶ 3:33:59
	The Body Snatchers - Comment on Mind-Blowing Reptilian ... - YouTube  ▶ 46:27


	Microwave weapons no longer Conspiracy Theory – Now deployed in China
	SEE how the people that make these videos are manipulating the video watchers?
	Whenever I watch these I comment on a detail. For the most part the claims have been that he “came from” somewhere past the 4,000 AD mark and my comment to that is always – how do they manage to speak using our words we use today when one need only fo...
	I sent some hidden texts to one of my daughters by email.
	She wrote back in  text language  that she could not comprehend  the words – she wrote complete sentences of which
	I could not  understand!
	Begging the question – how far will text language go before it is completely unrecognizable even to those who use it today?
	Then there are the word meanings, the idioms of which become altered each generation,  for instance:
	I received a phone text from my other daughter who was doing a school visit to Technical College. The high school teens go there for a day to try out different work opportunities like becoming a hairdresser or chef.
	So I receive a text from her “oh mum – welding is sooo mad!”
	Leaving me thinking “poor girl, why is she even trying welding out?”
	Dear reader, You know what she meant, don’t you!
	Yes, she loved it so much she went on to gain the Regional Apprenticeship award. Other such words have been “fab” meaning “fabulous” - a word back in the nineteenth century which meant nature of a fable kind and not believable –
	and the likes of “oh that’s really sick, man” – do I need to continue?
	To conclude – these comments made on the video sites must have struck home – so why all of a sudden do they say he “came from 2082”?
	Because that makes the language barrier  less of a problem and the invented date more believable.
	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG3h-Piqy7k&feature=share
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